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Dear Friends and Clients,
This year’s edition of the Spectacular Mid-Year Auction bridges two centuries of glorious
Philippine Art from the 19th Century to the 20th — as exemplified by two very rare appearances
by the celebrated artists from each end of the timeline, Lorenzo Guerrero and Anita MagsaysayHo.
We begin with the extraordinary Lorenzo Guerrero portrait of Sta. Filomena, patroness of the
youth and victor of lost causes. Distinguished biographer E. Arsenio Manuel described this work
in his 1955 bible on eminent Filipinos and noted that the face of the saint was nothing short of
“arresting.” It furthermore possesses impeccable provenance from the collection of renowned
scholar Don Benito J. Legarda Jr.
Guerrero would be an important influence on several generations of Filipino painters, the most
well-known being Juan Luna who he also tutored privately. But he also mentored Felix
Resurrección Hidalgo and his fellow student at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San
Fernando, Miguel Zaragoza. One of Zaragoza’s favorite themes would revolve around the
mysterious charms of the mestiza and we have an outstanding example of that in this sale.
Zaragoza would recruit a comrade from the Manila Academia, Felix Lorenzo Martinez, to
provide artwork for the elegant periodical La Ilustracion Filipina founded by Miguel and his
brother Jose. His superb canvas of Napindan, where the Pasig River meets Laguna Bay in old
Taguig, has a companion piece in fact in that beautifully illustrated publication.
Another recently discovered and repatriated treasure is a stunning Letras y Figuras, created and
signed by Jose Honorato Lozano, of Emilio Perez del Pulgar, who we surmise appears in a
cameo in the piece as a prosperous Chinese mestizo in a hat and cane and whose mercantile
interests encompassed shipping and sailmaking as well as the trade of rice and fruit.
Meanwhile in another century, the stalwarts of the Neo-Realist movement are generously
represented starting with a breathtaking Anita Magsaysay-Ho titled Women with Baskets, Fish
and Crab. It marks the decades-long friendship between Anita and her student in painting,
Charito Panganiban. Charito would later marry Alejandro Melchor Jr, who would be an
invaluable adviser to nine Philippine presidents. The two women’s paths would intersect over
the course of 70 years and this artwork is an ode to that bond.
Manansala’s Fish Vendors is dated 1972 which to many collectors was the year this National
Artist’s transparent cubism reached its zenith. It comes from the vaunted Guillermo Damian
collection. Also sumptuous are four carved panels depicting Filipino folk dances by Botong
Francisco created for his doctor, the pioneering medical practitioner, Remedios G. Suntay.
Several large-scale Luz masterpieces complete the array. In addition, possibly the largest
Tabuena, the Mujer y Hombre (Woman and Man), to be brought to auction is also featured.
Resplendent exemplars of the world of privilege that cocooned the oldest Philippine families are
led by a superlative Batangas Dos, esteemed specimens of which surface only once every five
years, if that. A massive gilt frame from the Yriarte-Pardo de Tavera of Intramuros as well as a
Baliuag sheraton once belonging to the De Leons from San Miguel de Mayumo of Bulacan are
both majestic pieces from a storied past.
From the contemporary scene are the following gems: a revealing compartmentalized selfportrait by Manuel Ocampo, the earliest piece in existence to come auction; a Murakami
‘superflat’ that features a play of words that will appeal to the new generation of pop culture
enthusiasts; and a work by Indonesian superstar Christine Ay Tjoe.
Finally, there is a striking Elmer Borlongan cutting to the core of that most Filipino of pursuits,
the ‘inuman’ or drinking session.
Together with Team León, we thus invite you once more to also drink from the well that always
inspires and forever nourishes — the world of fine art and antiques — which together helps us
keep an even keel through these continuously interesting times.

Sincerely yours,

Jaime L. Ponce de Leon
Director
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a)

b)

1
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

a) Male Nude
signed and da ted 2005 (lower left)
oil on pa per
11” x 8 1/2” (28 cm x 22 cm)

b) Female Nude
signed and da ted 2004 (lower left)
oil on pa per
11” x 8” (28 cm x 20 cm)

P 200,000
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Ronald Ventura’s renditions of the nude portray the human body as void
of any standards influenced by the capitalist concept of beauty. His artistic
virtuosity is manifested through his nude pieces and depictions of the
human figure that he renders in quick succession. Beyond this, Ventura’s
stylized aesthetic of the nude demolishes the rigidness of the traditional
male-female binary. Art critic Alice Guillermo elucidated this further: “It
follows from this that a number of his figures take on an androgynous
cast as they foreground gender symmetry. Such is the ideal condition that
he [Ventura] aspires for in art, for reality only too sharply underscores the
power relations in gender relationships which are replicated in the larger
political arena.” In these two nude pieces by Ventura, the gestures of the
two individuals are allusions to allegorical nuances of self-consciousness and
insecurity as shown in the seemingly reticent bodily expressions of the two
figures. It can also be deduced from these works that his human figures are
often imbued in pain, veering away from traditional representations and
exuding a dark expressionist style. As showcased in these creations, Ventura
proves himself as a savant of the human figure.
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2
Emmanuel Garibay (b.1962)
Fish
signed and da ted 1991 (right)
oil on canvas
23 1/2” x 17” (60 cm x 43 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Formerly in the Casa San Miguel Collection

Emmanuel Garibay’s depiction of animals compels us to see their nature
through their own vision in order to have a deeper understanding and
appreciation of their essence. He ventures into the subject of fish as an
avenue for a more invigorated understanding and exploration of his
artistry. Using the same degree of sensitivity and understanding for the
plight of the oppressed, Garibay wants to convey his empathy for the
natural world through this piece. He elevates the theme of animals in
a similar way that he wanted to dignify his human subjects. Deviating
from his usual renditions of the distressed masses, this painting of
what is considered an inferior species of fish becomes an allegory of
his artistic point of view. His veering away from the realistic depictions
of fishes gives us a clearer glimpse into the innate ethos that is present
even in non-human species.

3
Louie Cordero (b. 1978)
Mariano Ching (b. 1971)

Lucio and Miguel Colla bora tion No. 5
signed and da ted 2008 (lower right)
acr ylic on pa per
60” x 55” (152 cm x 140 cm)

P 300,000
Exhibited:
Death Scream , Blanc Gallery, Mandaluyong City, August
15 - September 5, 2008

Throughout the history of art, artists have collaborated to
expand their virtuosic visions and broaden the boundaries of
their ingenuity. Mariano Ching and Louie Cordero expounded
on their artistic similarities, traversed through their creative
differences, and integrated their respective finesse in this untitled
painting. Ching is known for his bizarre and experimental
narratives while Cordero creates impassioned pieces that are
manifestations of our country’s tempestuous political landscape
and a firm grasp on traditional religious beliefs. However,
both artists depict narratives that are imbued in dystopia and
filled with contorted figures. In this piece, Cordero and Ching
transformed their canvas into a convoluted composition that
connects elements from the two artists’ respective styles: the
former’s free-flowing and deformed figures intertwine with the
latter’s ludicrous, multicolored patterns. This produced a body
of work that provides a fascinating chemistry that harmoniously
links two spheres of artistry.
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4
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Twins
signed and da ted 1998 (lower right)
monoprint, colla g ra ph on Arches pa per
26” x 18” (66 cm x 46 cm)

P 180,000
Provenance:
Galleria Duemila, Inc.

In his essay, the Draped Figure, Cecil Gould described the
draped figure “as a kind of dialogue between the body and
the material, or as a man and a woman dancing together”.
National Artist for Visual Arts Benedicto “BenCab” Cabrera’s
depiction of women are stylized versions of the proverbial
town madwoman, often enriched by being covered in bold,
voluminous garbs. In this particular art piece, the twins are
vehemently portrayed by BenCab, with their bodies covered
in voluminous garments and their faces hidden from the
audience. Although he sharpened his fascination in drapery
to the debarment of the figure, the fluctuation of the two
bodies remains the primary vessel for its essential appreciation.
As Cid Reyes wrote in the book BenCab, “there is no more
convincing proof of BenCab’s classicizing temper and
abstracting eye than his enduring predilection for the drama
of drapery”.
BenCab’s inducement for drapery is movement, the same
force that propelled classic Greek sculptors. Throughout
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the history of Western art, drapery has provided rhythm
and figure to the human body – one that becomes an
instrument of energy. Without it, the human figure
has been characterized as a “dancer without a musical
accompaniment”. The two women portrayed in this art
piece exude unbridled liberty from whatever restrains them.
BenCab also exemplifies in this artwork his inclination
towards the usage of few colors, with deep reds as the
backdrop of his canvas. His works maintain the idea that art
gives off a more substantial significance and impact through
the application of fewer colors.
Quoting from BenCab, “the drapery – itself an inanimate
material – leaps into life and in the air limns an image of
human joy, sorrow, lamentation, celebration”. Owing to
BenCab’s dynamic artistry, the transient essence of motion
and dance is given an enduring form.

León Gallery
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5
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Terminus 110
signed and da ted 1981 (lower center)
mixed media on canvas
36” x 48” (92 cm x 122 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Makati City

One of the foremost abstractionists working today, Gus Albor has been
exploring the capacity of color to fashion a realm of sensation and insight.
In this work, Albor faces the abyssal void of meaninglessness in order to
formulate new meaning beyond conventional and traditional forms of
language and communication. With the presence of an overarching use
of white, the work shows how irreconcilable differences, despite the fact
that each side has been made impure by the other, are merely two sides of
the same coin. This painting prompts a more conceptual version of duality
without the mystical obfuscation. What the work achieves is a bold and
illuminating statement on how fundamental separateness of light and
dark is not an objective truth, but an obfuscation of a truly transcendental
reality.
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6
Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)
After Amorsolo’s Ba ther
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
32” x 24” (81 cm x 61 cm)

P 240,000

In this piece, Ronson Culibrina uses the cultural and artistic influence of
National Artist Fernando Amorsolo to lure in the viewer by virtue of familiarity
and originality. Culibrina’s piece contains a faithful rendition of one Amorsolo’s
most iconic subject matter; a woman bathing next to a river. He then overlays
Amorsolo’s image with copious amounts of unique and visually stimulating
elements such as splatters of paint and surreal renditions of everyday objects.
By doing so, Culibrina infuses Amorsolo’s image with his own sense of
individuality through his signature use of dynamic and eye-catching elements
inspired by pop-culture and contemporary life. Thus, Culibrina opens up
possibilities for reflections, discussions, and meditations on cultural and
sociological issues by virtue of revitalizing the originality that once graced
Amorsolo’s works when they were first unveiled to the world.
Ronson Culibrina received his degree in Fine Arts at the Technological
University of the Philippines in Manila. Since 2008, he has participated in
group shows here and abroad and recently held simultaneous solo shows last
July 2016 at the Ayala Museum and in Galerie Michael Janssen Berlin. He is
a recipient of several awards including the Grand Prize, 23rd Philippine Long
Distance Telephone Company painting Competition (2009) and Juror’s Choice,
Philippine National Oil Company Painting Competition (2010).

6
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7
Araceli Limcaco-Dans (b. 1929)
Mga Ibong “Tara t”
signed (upper left)
g ra phite and conte cra yon on pa per
19” x 14” (48 cm x 36 cm)

P 80,000
Araceli-Limcaco Dans is a dauntless painter – an artist who
continues to push her virtuosic boundaries. She is highly
acclaimed for her meticulously detailed paintings in oil,
watercolor, and acrylic. She had her first formal training in the
arts at Sta. Rosa College then went on to the University of
the Philippines College of Fine Arts where she was taught by
Fernando Amorsolo. As one of the most outstanding students of
the master painter, Limcaco Dans strove to find and explore the
distinctiveness of her artistry, saying: “I did not want to be like
Amorsolo and so forth. I had to look for myself.” Aside from her
famous calado paintings, Limcaco Dans has also depicted various
subjects, as seen in this piece titled Mga Ibong “Tarat.” Veering
away from her usual media, she employs the use of graphite and
conte crayon, an exemplary proof of her pushing her capabilities
beyond the limits of her traditional style. Limcaco Dans has
exhibited at major museums and galleries both locally and abroad
and has received numerous accolades throughout her professional
career as an artist and educator.

8
Diosdado M. Lorenzo (1906 - 1984)
A Barrio Girl
signed and da ted 1977 (lower left)
oil on board
19” x 15 1/2” (4 8 cm x 39 cm)

P 120,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s
estate confirming the authenticity of this lot
Literature:
Guillermo, Alice. Diosdado Magno Lorenzo: Art Rebel to Legend .
Philippine-Italian Association and Tantoco-Rustia Foundation.
Makati City. 2009. p. 204.

Even before the emergence of modernism became mainstream
in Philippine Art, Diosdado Lorenzo had already spearheaded the
movement, becoming a member of the original Thirteen Moderns.
Hernando R. Ocampo once expressed that Lorenzo was the Filipino
painter whose work he first saw an element of modernism, proving his
noteworthy status as a distinctive modernist. He inclined towards the
depiction of the rustic scenery of the countryside and its rural folks, an
example of which is this portrait of a barrio girl. Comparing his works
to that of Fernando Amorsolo who also created paintings depicting
the rural lifestyle, his creations differed in the manner by which the
lustrousness and radiance diffusing from the canvas were achieved
through the harmonious intermingling of colors while accentuating
mostly earthly tones. He deliberately created a rough surface out of his
works, giving them a nearly three-dimensional texture and effect that
brings life to his subjects.
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9
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Red Perf ormance
signed (lower right) da ted 2007 (verso)
acr ylic on canvas
38” x 64” (97 cm x 163 cm)

P 1,600,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms.
Luisa Luz-Lansigan confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

Arturo Luz’s iconic cast of characters—from circus
folk, horn players, and fiddlers to unicyclists—inhabit
a stark world, pared down to its simplest metaphors,
animated only now and then, by sculptural blocks of
color. His acrobats, musical instruments, and bicycles
have been objects of fascination since the 1960s,
perhaps because they demonstrate most of the power
of the unseen, creating an invisible dialogue with
sound and motion.
Schooled first by Pedro Amorsolo and then at the
University of Santo Tomas and other academies
in New York and Paris, Luz has described himself
as semi-representational and semi-abstract. Trio
Performing contains the rigorous shorthand that Luz
has developed in his particular geometric language.
Luz’s signature non-cluttered approach to abstraction,
linear simplicity, and geometric technique is revealed.
Playfulness and fun are hinted at, qualities often noted
on his abstractions. Luz’s preference for the stark,
elemental, and simple reflects in his works, in effect
making him a pioneer of Philippine minimalism.

THE SPECTACULAR MID-YEAR AUCTION 2021 |
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10
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1998)

Untitled (Violins)
signed and da ted 1994 (lower right)
pastel on felt pa per
22” x 28” (56 cm x 71 cm)

P 120,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by Gisella Olmedo-Araneta confirming the
authenticity of this lot

In 1970, Onib Olmedo abandoned his 12-year career in
architecture to pursue his artistic passion and develop his
style and technique. His style was essentially a structuralist
one founded upon figurative expressionism. Along with Ang
Kiukok and Solomon Saprid, he profoundly contributed to the
flourishing of Expressionism in the Philippines and adapting it to
the local context.. The earlier works of Olmedo contained darker
themes. As he progressed into old age, his paintings shifted to
lighter and brighter motifs with music as subject matter that is

usually infused with mobility and action. This was due in part
to her daughter, Bambi, taking up ballet classes. Although the
lines are asymmetrical in this particular piece, they are calculated
and void of indiscriminate organization. The colors are vividly
brightened to achieve an effect wherein light is allowed to
penetrate the interiors. Olmedo intently abandons traditional
modernist structures to attain freedom in method and style,
making this work as organically appearing as possible.

11
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
My Mother’s Mirror
signed and da ted 1993 (lower right)
oil on canvas
18” x 16” (46 cm x 41 cm)

P 200,000

When working on his abstract works, Jerry Elizalde Navarro
always employs dynamism and exuberance through his sound
draftsmanship and sharp predisposition. Navarro’s flamboyant
pieces encapsulate the allure of abstract illusionism. In this
particular piece, color and form simultaneously occur and
amalgamate into each other mellifluously. Navarro’s natural
and uninhibited application of colored pigments concurrently
directs his preferred shape or figure. The artist utilizes a vivid
amalgamation of hues and gestural strokes, with elements
of Oriental and Occidental elements coalescing together
to form a harmonious and noteworthy work. Gesture is
a significant component of this painting wherein striking
brushstrokes are applied impetuously. The artist’s application
of paint is characterized as salient, intersecting, and forming a
synthesis of complementing hues. In essence, Navarro’s fresh
take on Modernism is a reflection of his artistic freedom and
accomplishment.
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12
John Marin (b. 1987)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2016 (lower left)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 160,000

The art of visual artist John Marin explores the process of introspection as a means
of understanding the contemporary human condition. Darkness is a common
theme throughout Marin’s works, often taking the form of inky and surreal blobs
of black space amidst a neutral background. Yet Marin’s use of black does not
carry with it the color’s usual connotations, instead the artist’s uniquely inventive
treatment invites one to contemplate and reflect on one’s relationship with both
the piece and themselves. This 2016 oil on canvas piece is a pre-eminent example
of Marin’s monochromatic figurative style. Marin’s central figure takes the form
of a cherub with its appendages posed in such a way that implies its awareness
of the viewer itself. In place of its face is alluringly black void speckled with flecks
of white paint, mimicking the vast expanse of outer space. It is this synthesis
of metaphysical imagery and monochromatic tones that gives Marin’s piece its
meditative allure; inviting the viewer to enter and share its inner world.
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13
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

The Wise Monke y and the Foolish Giant
signed and da ted 2008 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
72” x 60” (183 cm x 152 cm)

P 1,400,000
Provenance:
Private Colection, Manila

O

ften considered as one of the most active and
acclaimed artists in the Southeast Asian region,
Filipino visual artist Rodel Tapaya continues to push
the boundaries of his own art by reshaping age-old narratives
with a contemporary flair. He earned his Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree from the University of Santo Tomas and then pursued
further studies at the Parsons School of Design in New York
and the University of Helsinki in Finland. As an artist, Tapaya is
primarily concerned with the narrative potential of art, especially
when it comes to contemporary social and cultural issues. His
works often weave together different facets of everyday life
into one cohesive tapestry. But, what separates Tapaya from
the rest is his masterful use of local mythologies and legends
as a way of exploring the often vague and unrelenting reality
of contemporary life. He explores this through his multifaceted
elements, and experiments on folk aesthetics and material to
develop his own distinct visual language.
In this particular piece titled The Wise Monkey and the Foolish
Giant, Tapaya draws inspiration from a popular Southeast Asian
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myth of the same name. The folktale tells the story of how a
small animal, the monkey, outsmarts a much bigger creature
despite their differences in physical size and strength. The
piece purports this very scene by showing how a group of
monkeys have seemingly outwitted the much larger giant;
effectively positing the moral that might does not always
make right. When viewed within the context of Tapaya’s
artistic practice, the scene evolves from a simple lesson about
the virtues of the mind, to an engaging critique about power
and oppression. The elements in the piece act as a stand-in for
real world interactions, effectively communicating a nuanced
message about democracy and the power of organized
resistance. Tapaya has since created multiple renditions of
The Wise Monkey and the Foolish Giant, the most notable
one being a mixed media diorama that was featured at the
Singapore Art Museum.

León Gallery
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14
Galo Ocampo (1913 - 1985)

Mother and Child
signed and da ted 1976 (lower right)
oil on canvas
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51 cm)

P 90,000

As one of the country’s revered 13 Moderns, Galo B. Ocampo
paved the way for the flourishing of modern art in the
Philippines. As an artist, Ocampo first did stage backdrops for
Associated Artists, a collective headed by Fernando Poe Sr.
Ocampo was eventually offered a curatorship position at the
Presidential Museum at the Malacañang Palace, and was layered
appointed as the director of the National Museum.
Ocampo was among the groundbreaking visionaries that
sought to reshape and progress the world of Philippine art
during his era. Together with fellow artists Victorio Edades and
Carlos “Botong” Francisco, Ocampo sought to reinvigorate the
local art scene by subverting the dominant genre of Academic
Conservatism. Ocampo introduced to the local scene the core
tenets of Modernism, which itself was an amalgamation of

15
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994) and
Rod Paras-Perez (1934 - 2011)
Mother and Child
signed (lower right) and da ted 1978
oil on panel
24” x 22” (61 cm x 56 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Rod Paras-Perez collection

Legaspi and Paras-Perez’s Mother and Child is reminiscent of
Trois Femmes (Three Women, 1908) by the Cubist master,
Pablo Picasso, wherein orange and green are the salient hues.
The orthogonal grid that fills the canvas gives configuration to
the subjects’ physique at acute angles. In Cubism, the human
body is rendered as a non-contextual figure stripped off of any
physical or sacred archetypes and is depicted as an encapsulation
of a formalist aspiration. Paras-Perez’s extensive knowledge of
contemporary art and his consistent consolidation of figurative
and non-figurative elements, Orientalism and Occidentalism,
and organic and geometric forms combined with Legaspi’s
sensibility for the modification of shapes through polished and
thorough brush strokes with an emphasis on the graceful flow
of continuous shapes and colors have resulted to a masterpiece
that evokes a sense of affiliation and attachment even in a nonpictorial and non-representational manner.

14
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numerous western styles such as cubism and surrealism. But
despite its foreign origins, Ocampo was able to create distinctly
local and indigenous scenes that eventually captured the hearts
and minds of established patrons and commoners alike. In
this piece, Ocampo presents us with an undoubtedly Filipino
subject-matter—the mother and child. Ocampo’s central figures
are rendered in his own unique artistic style, a combination of
soft yet vibrant colors integrated with rigid angles and poses—a
treatment that is indicative of Ocampo modernist leanings. His
background elements are relatively more abstract, effectively
taking cue from the school of Expressionism. Yet, what makes
this piece so captivating is that it exemplifies the Filipino spirit of
creativity and ingenuity. Despite its seemingly distant and remote
roots, Ocampo was able to masterfully mold and shape his
influences into something that is uniquely his own.

León Gallery
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16
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
a) Ba guio 1
signed and da ted 1973 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
28” x 21” (71 cm x 53 cm)
b) Ba guio 2
signed and da ted 1966 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
28” x 21” (71 cm x 53 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

Vicente Manansala excelled in handling the watercolor, an
instrument that many artists consider complicated due to its
unpredictability. In fact, it was Manansala’s preferred medium for
his landscapes, maintaining that it “is one of my favorite media –
for relaxation; and the beauty of watercolor… it demands that you
control it.” As he had used this medium since his childhood, several
of Manansala’s masterpieces are rendered in watercolor. For him,
restraint is an indispensable practice in employing this method.
In his later depictions of landscapes, he adopted a more lightweight
and delicate style, applying brush strokes with intensified intricacy.
In these two impressions of Baguio, Manansala ingeniously utilized
the clear surface of the paper as a relief to the well-balanced layer
of hues. Using the wash technique, he produced an impression of
light being spread in various directions, resulting in a faint glow.
This is due to an increased application of water that paved the way
for a more elusive synthesis of colors. The washes that Manansala
employed created a representation of consolidating and unfolding
figures, exuding an ambiance of restraint and sobriety.
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17
Marina Cruz (b. 1982)

Where the Wild Things Are
signed and da ted 2009 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 120,000

In Contemporary Philippine Art, there have been very few names that have
been able to establish themselves on an international level. Among the most
popular of them today is Marina Cruz. Marina Cruz has featured an assortment
of styles over her years of progression and evolution; notably her hyperrealist
renditions of blouses and dresses with stitches, her perspective renditions of
indoor spaces, even her darker, more impressionistic works. Retrieving and
reshaping memories and experiences of home are at the heart of Marina Cruz’s
earlier works. Cruz utilizes the idea of home as a universal starting point in her
exploration of the human psyche and its relationship with the material world.
The haunting work eminently succeeds as almost being sculptural because
it possesses an aura of presence despite the flatness of both the canvas and
Cruz’s components. The figure radiates its own energies, as it exposes an
intense communion with the surrounding space. The artist’s rougher visual
elements mimic the look and feel of old objects and personal keepsakes, a
technique that brings about nostalgia and longing. Cruz’s piece effectively
operates at a deeply emotional level in which its aesthetic properties merely act
as a starting point into a uniquely engaging experience.
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Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Dia phanous 487
signed and da ted 1992 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61cm x 91cm)

P 650,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Makati City

Romulo Olazo’s Diaphanous series is undoubtedly one of the most iconic
experimentations in Philippine art. Executed through a span of four decades,
yielding tens of thousands in studies, sketches, and paintings, both on
canvas and paper Romulo Olazo’s Diaphanous works constitute an entire
lifetime’s worth of bold and groundbreaking artistry. The word diaphanous,
whose origins come from the Greek words dia, which means ‘through’, and
phaenin, which means ‘to show’, is used to describe the seemingly ephemeral
lightness of a certain object—an unquestionably apt description of Olazo’s
groundbreaking method. Olazo’s Diaphanous series is characterized by layers
of gossamer-like pastiches of light and color often piled atop of one another,
effectively creating a transcendentally spectral veil that seemingly shrouds and
reveals its underlying beauty at the same time.
This particular work titled Diaphanous 487 also showcases Olazo’s unparalleled
mastery over color. His delicate and airy swathes of white, which fill up a
majority of the center of the canvas, is both complemented and contrasted
by the burgeoning presence of the work’s deep and unbridled shade of red. It
is this interplay between opposites—of nuanced strokes and bold hues—that
makes Olazo’s work a cut above the rest. His mastery of his craft is seemingly
only rivaled by the likes of fellow artists H.R. Ocampo and Arturo Luz locally,
and Piet Mondiran and Willem de Koonig internationally.
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The Barefoot Beauty
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

M

iguel Zaragoza y Aranquizna was an unusual ‘insulare’
— or a Spaniard who was born in the Philippine colony,
as opposed to the ‘peninulares’ who were born, raised in
Madre España and were sent to Manila to govern. Despite his social
status, second only to the ‘peninsulares’, he lived outside Manila and
grew up in San Isidro de Labrador, part of the township of Gapan,
Nueva Ecija. His father was the overseer of the Spanish government’s
burgeoning tobacco concern in that area and Miguel became a familiar
not of the walled city of Intramuros but the farm life and sleepy villages
of that province.
It would influence his outlook and give him a certain affinity to the
local folk and their customs, much in the same way that Amorsolo’s
childhood in the distant Bicol provinces would influence both his
temperament and the themes of his most famous works of ricefields
and barrio women.

The Ilustrados : In the front row (l-r) are Juan Luna, Pedro
Paterno, Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo and Miguel Zaragoza.
Behind them are J. Porto and the Benlliure brothers, in 1881.
From the Benlliure archive.

His path, in fact, would intertwine with Fernando Amorsolo, who
would acknowledge, according to Zaragoza’s biographer Luciano P.R.
Santiago, that he learned his use of color from this master.
It would be color, after all, that would be Zaragoza’s forte from the
start of his artistic journey. He would win, in fact, prizes for ‘color
and composition’ two years in a row during his training at the
Manila Academia. In 1868, he would capture a scholarship to study
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando in Madrid but
government funds unexpectedly ran out and his plans were thwarted.
It would not be until 11 years later in 1879 that he would finally make
it to Spain, alongside another pensionado, the much younger Felix
Resurrección Hidalgo, who had better timing and had won the prize
just the previous year.
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Miguel Zaragoza dated 1884 from the
Prado Museum in Madrid

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

Miguel Zaragoza would throw himself into his art education in the capital
city with vigor, staying clear of the ex-pat political circles and preferring
to focus on his studies. After his stint at the San Fernando academy,
he moved on to Rome for several more years, met the famous painting
professor Alejo Vera, and fell into the orbit of Juan Luna, who as one
account reported “was working on a very large canvas.” They would
became close friends. He would thus be thrown into the bracing company
and spirited air of the ilustrados. One famous photograph features him in
the company of Juan Luna, Resurrección Hidalgo, the Benlliure brothers,
as well as Pedro Paterno. This band of brothers would give him a crackling
perspective and keen insight that he would bring to his art as well as
his art criticism. He would be one of the first Filipino art critics, in fact,
contributing to the La Ilustración Filipina, which his brother José had
founded. (His sister Carmen would marry Gregorio Araneta and one of
the grand Filipino families. She would become the mother of the famous
collector Don Luis Araneta.)

Miguel Zaragoza, La Familia, Agosto 1876,
25” x 37 inches, oil on canvas

Two works by Zaragoza repose in the Spanish national museum, the
Prado: They are entitled ‘Juego de Niños (Child’s Play)’ and ‘La Siesta
(Afternoon Nap)’ and give a sense of his interest in everyday life and the
naturalness of his themes. It is no wonder that he would gravitate most
of all to the works of Diego Velasquez whose insights into the world of
ordinary people living normal lives made him famous.
He would win his share of accolades at the Madrid and Barcelona
expositions but would find his way home in 1891, where he would
become an instructor at the Ateneo Municipal as well as the Manila
Academia.
Miguel Zaragoza, Juego de Niños, oil on canvas,
1884. Prado Museum.
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Miguel Zaragoza (1842 - 1923)
A Countr y Lass (possibl y ‘The Mestiza’)
signed and inscribed Manila (lower left)
ca 1890s - Earl y 1900s
oil on canvas
43” x 31” (109 cm x 79 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Spain
Exhibited:
St. Louis World’s Fair of 1904 , St. Louis, Missouri, April
30 - December 1, 1904

Miguel Zaragoza, Return from Market, 1877, exhibited at the Exposicion
Filipina in Madrid in 1887 and also at the St. Louis Exposition of 1904.

In 1904, Zaragoza would send several works to the St. Louis
Exposition, the United States’ first showcase of its newest
colony, ‘The Mestiza’ is listed as one of his many works and
for this ample participation, he would be presented with both
gold and silver medals. He would return to much publicity but
would return quietly to his teaching, which would include not
only classes at the Liceo de Manila but also at the newly-formed
School of Fine Arts at the University of the Philippines where he
would be one of the first three professors, teaching the first class
of five, which included the young Fernando Amorsolo.

on Arlegui Street in the Quiapo district, but this is most likely
a scene from his youth in Nueva Ecija. It’s a summer day with
just the hint of clouds in the background. The red of her filmy
blouse and skirt are cinched with the dark indigo of her skillfully
painted heavy folds of her tapis (or apron.) Indeed, one can see
the influence of Zaragoza’s color rendition of monochromatic
tones on the young Amorsolo. Zaragoza would be known, wrote
art historian Ignacio Manlapaz, for the “vigorous rendering of
form and unhesitating brushstrokes which impart a delightful
freshness … (making his works) honest masterpieces.”

In this work at hand, we spy a barefoot beauty — who seems
to be taken by surprise and has her arms coyly folded over her
chest. She is shaded in a makeshift thatch hut fashioned from
hay and criss-crossed bamboo poles. Zaragoza has added Manila
to his signature and it refers to his rather grand home and studio

The mestiza would be a favorite subject of Zaragoza who would
submit various drawings with that title to La Ilustración Filipina.
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Important to note is that this is the largest known Zaragoza to
come to auction. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)

León Gallery
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Jim Orencio (b. 1969)

Clear Wa ters
signed and da ted 2019 (lower right)
sa wdust and acr ylic on canvas
72” x 48” (183 cm x 122 cm)

P 100,000

There is a certain sense of quietude and familiarity in the works of visual
artist Jim Orencio. As a child, Orencio found himself surrounded by the
lush tropical surroundings of the island of Romblon, the home province
of his grandparents. His family then moved to Papua New Guinea in the
1970s where Orencio found himself yet again surrounded by lush forests
and seemingly untouched tropics. He then pursued a Fine Arts degree at
the Philippines’ foremost art school at the University of the Philippines Diliman. After graduating, Orencio’s artistic practice was met with accolades
and awards such as the finalist’s prizes at the Metrobank National Painting
Competition in 1990 and 1993, and the AAP-ECCA Semi-Annual Abstract
competition in 2006. He has since exhibited in works in places such as the
United States, France, and Papua New Guinea.
Having been brought up in a rural and natural environment, it is no
surprise that Orencio’s works often revolve around themes of nature and
the environment. This is clearly evident in this piece titled Clear Waters.
Everything from his brushstrokes, choice of color, and even his framing
allude to a natural disposition, one that hints towards a world that is more
attuned with its roots.
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Marcel Antonio (b. 1965)

Marcel Antonio, the son of Filipino painters Angelito Antonio and Norma Belleza,
was once touted as one of the most promising painters in Philippine contemporary
art. Being one of the masters of Expressionism in the local art scene, he has created a
remarkable collection of narrative and pseudo-narrative figurative paintings influenced
by modernism and 1980s postmodernism. Critics have also regarded Antonio as one of
the most notable contemporary Filipino painters, bestowing upon him a multitude of
acclaim for his magnetic narratives in oil and acrylic.

P 200,000

In this body of work, Antonio depicts his subjects as imbued by ennui and distress.
They are portrayed as seemingly drifting in their clouds of reveries, lingering through
their daydreams and fantasies. Antonio sees this as a form of escapism – an attempt
to circumvent something dangerous, unpleasant, or undesirable. The misty hues
accompanied by the lulling atmosphere of the painting highlight the transient
characteristic of their dreams, something that can only be attained in the fascination
of their minds. Antonio also touches on themes of existentialism, exploring the various
facets of a human being’s position in its environment.

The Dreamers
signed 2007 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by the artist confirming the authenticity
of this lot
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In Alfredo Roces’ Anita Magsaysay-Ho: In Praise of
Women, Anita herself would remark “In doing baskets,
the lines have to curve at precise points to get the
correct shape of the basket. I start my work with a
charcoal or pencil drawing.”
24
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The Panganiban-Melchor Anita
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

W

omen with Baskets, Fish, and Crab was among the
favorite paintings of the artist, Anita MagsaysayHo, displayed prominently in her living room before
finding a home with one of her oldest friends. The piece melds
together a celebration of Filipino craft, the strength of Filipina
women, and the talent and technique of one of the country’s
most celebrated painters. The baskets depicted invoke the
industriousness and dedication involved in basket weaving—a
practice Anita considered among the most beautiful of Filipino
handicrafts. A similar level of mastery and precision was needed
to portray these objects. Anita later related that she found the
process challenging, with careful work needed to convey the
curvature and to capture the interplay of shadows and of light.
The original owner of the piece was Mrs. Charito Panganiban
Melchor, a childhood neighbor of Anita’s whose friendship with
the artist would span decades. It was ironically the storm clouds
of war that brought these two young women together. In 1941,
when the Japanese Imperial Army took over the residence of Dr.
Lauro H. Panganiban on Agno Street in Malate, his family was
forced to move to a house on Villaruel Street in Pasay. As fate
would have it, their new home was just down the street from
where Anita lived with her parents.

The wedding picture of Charito Panganiban
a n d A l e x M e l c h o r.

Robert Ho and Anita Magsaysay-Ho

Anita had just returned from her studies at the avant-garde art
school, the Cranbrook Academy, in Bloomsfield Hills, Michigan,
directed by Eliel Saarinen and where Lazslo Moholy-Nagy of the
Bauhaus taught. She would have been brimming with ideas and
excited to share them.
Charito was barely in her teens in 1941; and she recalls walking
a block or so with her sister, Pacita, to the Magsaysay house
several times a week for their painting lessons with Anita. It
would be the start of a 70-year long friendship.
Anita’s family was a branch of the enterprising Yangco clan. Don
Luis Yangco was dubbed the “King of Manila Bay and Pasig”
for the number of boats and barges he owned that plied the
coast of Luzon. His only son, Don Teodoro Rafael Yangco, was
Anita’s uncle. She would wed Robert Ho, whose family had
shipping interests in Asia in 1947. The following year, her father,
Ambrosio, would take up the helm of the family business and
found Magsaysay Lines with Robert Ho.
Charito, on the other hand, came from the equally prominent
Mendoza family of Sta. Maria, Bulacan. Her father, Dr. Lauro
Panganiban, served for 13 years as the Dean of College
of Medicine of Far Eastern University (FEU), and is widely
considered as one of the fathers of medical education in the
Philippines. The Magsaysays were great family friends of the
Mendozas, and Anita would paint an outstanding portrait of
Charito’s grandmother, Doña Maria de Leon Mendoza, in 1946.

Alex and Charito Melchor in the Philippine embassy
i n M o s c o w, w h e r e M r. M e l c h o r s e r v e d a s a m b a s s a d o r
under President Corazon C. Aquino. Above them is a
portrait of Charito, painted by Anita Magsaysay-Ho,
a gift from the artist.

The Melchor family with (left to right) Alex Melchor, Jaime
Cardinal Sin, Charito and daughter Beth. Behind them is
Women with Baskets, Fish, and Crab as well as a second
Magsaysay-Ho.
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A Celebration of Filipino Women
and their Friendships

Anita Magsaysay-Ho with Charito
P a n g a n i b a n M e l c h o r, f o r m e r p a i n t i n g
student who became a good friend.

Dedication from Anita Magsaysay-Ho of the Alfredo
R o c e s b o o k , I n P r a i s e o f Wo m e n .

Alex Melchor made a solemn vow
to Our Lady of Fatima as a young
naval officer. This led to a career of
service to God and country under 9
presidents, and a hero’s burial at the
Libingan ng mga Bayani.

Charito would wed Alejandro Melchor Jr., who would become
a trusted technocrat and cabinet official, serving God and
country under nine Philippine presidents. Alex’s father was a
distinguished scientist, engineer and professor, after whom
Melchor Hall at the University of the Philippines was named.
He led the committee that established the Philippine Military
Academy, and its main Academic Building was named Melchor
Hall in his honor. In 1944, he served in the wartime cabinets-inexile of Presidents Manuel Quezon and Sergio Osmena.
The many intersections of the women’s lives made the bonds
of friendship even stronger. Anita’s favorite cousin was
Ramon Magsaysay (‘RM’) who would ascend the heights to
become President of the Philippines. Charito’s husband, Alex
Melchor, on the other hand, had served under RM when
the latter was still Undersecretary of National Defense and
later when he became President. Alex was instrumental in
harnessing the armed forces to operationalize RM’s ‘Peace
Through Development’ program in the 1950s. Ramon
Magsaysay, Jr., would also become a close friend of the
couple Alex and Charito.
The two couples would find themselves on the same social
circuit, dining often in each other’s houses in Manila and Hong
Kong.
One evening, Charito recalls, Anita took them on a private tour
of her collection—beginning with the stunning Women with
Baskets, Fish, and Crab, newly hung and taking centerstage in
her living room. Charito says she could not take her eyes off the
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painting. She loved the strong, dignified, serene Filipina women
portrayed in the piece. She asked if Anita would ever consider
parting with it. Anita paused and hesitated. It was one of her
personal favorites. She finally agreed as a special favor to one of
her greatest friends, Charito.
It was a common thread of spirituality that would most unite
the two sisters-in-arms. Charito recalls that Anita was a deeply
spiritual person. She saw in the painting the embodiment
of a profound moral and spiritual philosophy that she and
Anita shared. “What Anita’s and my clan shared was the
prayerfulness of our forebears.” Charito vividly recalls that each
day, Doña Maria would gather her children and grandchildren
to pray the rosary on their knees before the statue of the
Birhen Maria. While Anita’s uncle, a renowned philanthropist,
Don Teodoro Locsin, would ingrain in her the desire “to be an
instrument of God.”
Magsaysay-Ho’s ennoblement of the Filipino woman through
her beloved paintings is certainly God’s work, emphasized
Charito. Through her many paintings of women winnowing and
working in the fields, by the seashore casting their nets, picking
fruit and flowers, she has created a lasting testament to the
strength and beauty of the Filipina.
The painting is therefore not only an artistic masterpiece—
commemorating Filipino craftsmanship and the quiet, steady
strength of the Filipina—but it is a celebration of the lifelong friendship of two Filipinas, Anita and Charito.
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Anita Magsaysay-Ho (1914 - 2012)
Women with Baskets, Fish, and Cra b
ca 1980
oil on canvas
30” x 36” (76 cm x 91 cm)

P 20,000,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by Rosario “Charito”
Panganiban-Melchor. Later, Charito passed the painting on to
her son, Alejandro Melchor III, and his wife Lynette.
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Anita Magsaysay-Ho: In Praise of Women.
The Crucible Workshop. Pasig City. 2005. p. 165.
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The Tale of Three Marias
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

G r a n d c h i l d r e n o f C h a r i t o M e l c h o r. ( L - R ) T h e Tr e s M a r i a s : M o n i c a M a . ,
Ma. Christina, Michelle Ma., and grandson Paolo

F

ederico Aguilar Alcuaz started his Tres Marias series in
the 1970s. The Artist would go beyond depicting three
beautiful female figures, visually articulating their gestures
and poses and defining the laidback space they inhabit.
In this 1984 Tres Marias masterpiece, the artist displays his
sophisticated approach to portraiture as he captured the beauty,
charm, and grace of his subjects. The color palette and attire
evoke Spanish influences. In a departure from other pieces in the
Tres Marias series showcasing traditional Filipiniana dresses, the
women are depicted in more modern styles.
Alcuaz’s women appear relaxed, achieved through his assured
brushstrokes, refined figurative style, and a vibrant color palette
that sets the overall mood. Somber colors are used, yet a certain
levity is captured by his play on light and shadow. The serene
setting is reinforced by the tranquil background depicted
through the window, with the inner peace echoed in the
world outside the frame. The symmetry embodied in the
depiction of the three women is mirrored in the material objects
portrayed, such as the three water goblets. The painting is a fine
demonstration of the master artist’s compositional playfulness.

The Melchor Ladies at the Orsay Museum
in Paris, 2006. Back row (L-R): Charito and
d a u g h t e r- i n - l a w Ly n e t t e ( w i f e o f C h a r i t o ’s
eldest son Alejandro III “Bud”). Front row (LR ) : C h a r i t o ’s g r a n d d a u g h t e r s M o n i c a , C h r i s t i n a ,
Michelle.

1976 when the Artist requested Alex to be part of his series on
“Famous Filipinos.” Alex was at that time Philippine Director to
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) a post he held until 1986.
He agreed to pose for the Artist, who also ended up painting the
portrait of Charito.
Years later, Alex and Charito visited Alcuaz’s studio in search of a
painting to be displayed in ADB. It was then that Charito spotted
the most exquisite rendition of a Tres Marias she had ever seen.
She was so captivated by the graceful and alluring women as
well as the painting’s overall elegance that she immediately
purchased the piece. This 1984 masterpiece adorned her living
room wall for many years until she so generously gave the
painting to her eldest son Alejandro Melchor III (Bud), his wife
Lynette and their four children – only son Paolo, and their tres
Marias – Ma. Christina, Monica Ma., and Michelle Ma..

The natural atmosphere conveyed by the painting is rooted in
the color choices of blues, greens, and browns. In addition to
the portrayal of sea and sky in the background, the painting’s
foreground features a plant and flowers, tying a cosmopolitan,
urban scene to more organic, earthy elements.
This 1984 Tres Marias version was originally owned by art
enthusiasts Alejandro Melchor, Jr. (Alex) and his wife Rosario
Panganiban Melchor (Charito). The couple first met Alcuaz in
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Portraits of Alex and Charito Melchor
by Federico Aguilar Alcuaz
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Federico Aguilar Alcuaz (1932 - 2011)
Tres Marias
signed and da ted 1984 (lower left)
oil on canvas
28” x 34” (71 cm x 86 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by Rosario “Charito” Panganiban-Melchor
who passed it on to her three grand-daughters, Christina, Monica
and Michelle Melchor and grandson Paolo.
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Justin Nuyda (b. 1944)

”Search”
signed and da ted 1978 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 200,000
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To call the works of the acclaimed visual artist and master Justin Nuyda a product
of Abstraction or Abstract Impressionism would be doing a general disservice to
the hidden genius and potential tucked away within the artist’s meticulous and
alluring swatches of color and light. While one can argue that Nuyda’s works fall
under the aforementioned umbrella term with its impressionistic and gestural visual
cues that are undoubtedly hallmarks of the age-old artistic movement, a closer look
reveals that his works seem to occupy an unusual and otherworldly divide between
the purely abstract and sensuous and the distinctly representational and realistic.
Although his works are heavily populated with a brilliantly curated array of colors
and shades that seem to glow under the luminosity of an inviting yet unnerving
radiance, his subjects are unmistakably taken from the material beauty of nature
and everyday life. Far from the purely impressionistic stance of the abstract and too
uncanny for the likes of realism, one can only describe Nuyda’s style as a pioneering
venture that is incredibly distinct and uniquely his.
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Emmanuel Garibay (b.1962)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2007 (lower left)
pastel on pa per
19” x 25” (48 cm x 64 cm)

P 100,000

Emmanuel Garibay is widely considered to have inherited
the Neo-Realist tradition and style of Hernando R. Ocampo.
However, Garibay resists being called a social realist, saying in
an August 2020 interview with Lisa Guerrero Nakpil: “I prefer
not to be pigeon-holed, to present different perspectives that
the viewer may find in my works, so that he may contribute to
the narrative himself.” Further expounding on the distinctive
characteristic of the Filipino, he stated: “My works celebrate the
complex nature of the Filipino. There is nobody else in the world

like him. He is perplexing: easy-going in the face of the reality of
calamities in his life. These questions go beyond current politics.
I want to urge the appreciation of where we are now – not as a
lamentation but as a vision of hope” Esteemed scholar Jonathan
Beller has described his art as veering towards the inquisitive but
imbued with intense passion and expressions. For Garibay, art is a
platform for political and social consciousness. The artist believes
that art can ignite discourses and stimulate societal change.

26
Lydia Velasco (b. 1948)

Woman
signed and da ted 1994 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 36” (76 cm x 91 cm)

P 120,000
Lydia Velasco holds a degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
Major in Advertising from the University of Santo
Tomas and was a core member of Mauro Malang
Santos’ Saturday Group. Her works mainly focus
on women, emancipating them on her canvases
and upholding their liberty and womanhood from
the chains of patriarchy. She describes her women
figures as “elongated, massive, heavily set, and
invigorated with almost masculine assertiveness,”
implying a reversal on traditionally attributed gender
roles and an attack on the perceived weakness of
women in a society dominated by male chauvinism.
Velasco’s art traverses through the vast avenues
of womanhood. Her distinctive style of depicting
women exudes a high degree of strength and
confidence. Notwithstanding her feminist stance,

Velasco has always recognized the intrinsic femininity of Filipino women
– one that is still veiled in enigma and bewitchment. As art critic Cid
Reyes characterized her depiction of women as “strong, resilient yet, still
overflowing with femininity,” Velasco strongly asserts that a woman’s ethos
lies in her innate ability to endure and liberate herself from the shackles of
machismo.
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Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Tinikling
signed and da ted 1956 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 34” (61 cm x 86 cm)

P 6,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, USA

Fernando Amorsolo’s genre pieces are still among his most
sought-after works by art collectors and connoisseurs
alike. With his luminist and realist penchant, the country’s
first national artist is widely acclaimed for authentically
encapsulating the distinctness of Filipino identity and
heritage through his depictions of Philippine topography,
folk living, and portraits. According to art historian Eric
Torres, Amorsolo “captures on canvas the vibrant tropical
Philippine sunlight,” excellently capturing the sanguinity
and pleasantness of the country and its people. Influenced
by Joaquin Sorolla during his stay in Spain, he learned his
distinctive approach to lighting wherein he expertly employs
the various hues and luminosity of the sun.
Among Amorsolo’s depictions of idyllic Filipino life, the
tinikling dance is one of his most famous and frequent
subjects. A traditional folk dance that originated from the
Spanish colonial period, it was a result of various cultures
and specific influences from Luzon and Visayas. The dance
often involves two or four parallel pairs of bamboo poles
that are held by two or more sitting or kneeling people.
The poles are used as percussive instruments accompanying
music played with string instruments. Only a few classical
folk paintings of the dance exist outside of Amorsolo’s
own body of work given the rigorous technical skill and
talent required to properly immortalize the brief moment of
movement and dance.
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Angel Cacnio (b. 1931)

Biya ya mula sa Da ga t
signed and da ted 1998 (lower ri ght)
oil on canvas
40” x 80” (102 cm x 203 cm)

P 800,000
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A graduate of Fine Arts from the University of the Philippines
and a colleague of Vicente Manansala, Cesar Legaspi, and
Ang Kiukok, Angel Cacnio formerly worked as an illustrator
for Liwayway Magazine for 10 years. His works have become
the mirror to the customs and heritage of the Philippine rural
life. His artistry is defined as having a distinct Filipino character,
paying homage to a way of living that is rustic and bucolic.
His paintings evoke a feeling of nostalgia and retrospection
attached to rural traditions and values. Cacnio shows
admiration and appreciation for the humble way of rural living
in the face of rapid modernization and urbanization.

Titled Biyaya Mula sa Dagat, this piece portrays fisherfolks
returning from their laborious toiling on the rugged seas.
Cacnio captures the fishermen and town folks bearing
the bounty of their catch, with emphasis on their striking
expressions of excitement and gratitude. As observed by
some art critics, his oil paintings are “sprawling with life
and overwhelming with emotions,” with the unconstrained
brushstrokes, the harmonious intermingling of hues, and how
he blends light and shadow to produce illusions of movement,
depth, and clarity that is mesmerizing for both the critic and
the spectator.
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29
Araceli Limcaco-Dans (b. 1929)
Gift From the Sea I
signed and da ted 2020 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
30” x 24” (76 cm x 61 cm)

P 700,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
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The works of the acclaimed master Araceli Limcaco-Dans combine the
artist’s personal experience with an undoubtedly timeless essence. As a
student, she was mentored under Angela Fernandez and National Artist
Fernando Amorsolo. Both her mentors noted that Araceli indeed was
an excellent student who strove to find her own voice in the local and
international art scene. Beyond her technical mastery over her craft,
Araceli also possessed a unique affinity for the human soul. Her myriad
of personal experiences, from her colorful upbringing to her encounters
during the Second World War, infused her works with a plethora of
emotions such as nostalgia, love, longing, and even loss. Her effervescent
style tugs at the heartstrings as it silently recites an ode that will make
even the hardest of hearts melt.
In this piece titled Gift From the Sea I we see a synthesis of the artists’
most recognizable themes. Throughout her career, Araceli was most
lauded for her nuanced and intricate depictions of the Calado weaving
style. The Calado is an open-work style that is commonly utilized in a
myriad of Tagalog and Luzon textiles. It is most often utilized as motifs
in the making and designing of the traditional barong tagalog and
baro’t saya. In the piece, one can see the delicately rendered Calado
cloth among a collection of immaculately rendered shells and coral—an
undoubtedly Filipino collection of items and images.

León Gallery
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30
Mario de Rivera (b. 1953)
Crescent Moon
signed and da ted 2002 (lower left)
mixed media
36” x 30” (92 cm x 76 cm)

P 180,000

Mario de Rivera has been described by art critic Alice Guillermo as
a painter with “sumptuous imagery… showing the rich confluence
of cultures” wherein “traditions comingle … conveying the artist’s
faith in the essential unity of humankind – that cultures from all
parts of the globe participate in a universal discourse and contribute
to commonly shared meanings.” As exhibited in this painting, De
Rivera showcases an understanding and appreciation for Oriental
heritage while combining Islamic cultural elements within a dense
composition embellished with intricate ornamentation. Similar
to his other works, this piece is marked by an intensely hued
canvas and elaborate finery built up from layers of interconnected
cultural elements. Quintessential elements from other cultures are
organized into the canvas through the method of photo transfer on
the print surface. The ornamental aspect of this work comes from
a position of intense cultural consciousness marked with artistic
cognizance. This work by De Rivera engages us not only with
its intricate imagery but with a synthesis that gives a clue to our
collective identity.

31
Bree Jonson

Inifinite Jest (the proof, or the lack of it)
2017
oil on canvas
60’’ x 48’’ (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 140,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

Bree Jonson’s paintings of flora and fauna are critical commentaries
on the relationship that we, humans, have with our environment
and the alienation that has resulted from our ostracizing and neglect
of nature. Although she limits her subject matter to visualizations of
non-human beings, she aims to bring out the inherent savageness
in human nature that will lead up to a sense of mutuality and
interdependence with our living world and eventually deviate from
an anthropocentric viewpoint to being more inclusive of other
species. Her paintings have been described as allegories imbued
with mystery. For Jonson, animals reveal the unvarnished truth
regarding human nature. She expounds on this in a The Star article:
“I really see animals as fables, as a metaphor for humans… [They]
have another side, one in which they have to take care of their own
needs. This isn’t any different from humans; we all have a depth
that we may not show. I do find animals beautiful, but with a tinge
of rabidness, which isn’t a bad thing. They need this to survive, and
so do we.”
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32
Diosdado M. Lorenzo (1906 - 1984)
Mother and Child
signed and da ted 1980 (lower left)
oil on board
31” x 24” (80 cm x 60 cm)

P 280,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s
estate confirming the authenticity of this lot
Literature:
Guillermo, Alice. Diosdado Magno Lorenzo: Art Rebel to Legend .
Philippine-Italian Association and Tantoco-Rustia Foundation.
Makati City. 2009. p. 205.
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Diosdado Lorenzo is best remembered for the exuberance and
radiance of his art. As stated by Imelda Cajipe Endaya, “many
appreciate Lorenzo’s work as a refinement of Philippine modernist
painting.” Leonidas Benesa also had high acclaims for the artist
saying: “Lorenzo was the first Filipino painter to attract attention
to paint as paint on canvas, in impasto so that color and texture
are one…done in vibrations of warm colors and rich in textural
qualities.”
Perhaps the most striking features of this painting are its colors.
The subject strays away from the narrative, emphasizing more
on the beauty of the colors. The rich and warm hues painted
lightly and the sumptuous brushstrokes have become a trademark
of Lorenzo’s artistry. The colors are scantily applied, and detail
is relinquished to achieve an overall effect in an expressionistic
manner, accentuating its light and colorization. The mother and
child are painted in a manner that is seemingly weightless and
delicate but the intensity can be felt through its complementary
colors. It is through the use of this kind of harmony that Lorenzo
delivers the unfeigned humanism of the subject.
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33
Diosdado M. Lorenzo (1906 - 1984)
Tindera
signed and da ted 1982 (lower right)
oil on board
31” x 24” (80 cm x 60 cm)

P 280,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s
estate confirming the authenticity of this lot
Literature:
Guillermo, Alice. Diosdado Magno Lorenzo: Art Rebel to Legend .
Philippine-Italian Association and Tantoco-Rustia Foundation.
Makati City. 2009. p. 172.

One of the Thirteen Moderns in Philippine Art, Diosdado
Lorenzo’s vision as an artist encapsulated art as a timeless form.
For him, a painting could fix a scene in someone’s memory and
a masterpiece could be a path to immortality. His art is highly
esteemed for the masterful impasto technique, his eye for warm,
striking hues, and the delicately flicked brushstrokes. According
to him, he was attracted to Van Gogh’s strength of vision, the
intensity of his colors, and the sincerity of his art.
Lorenzo produced mainly portraits of folk people in the
countryside. In her book “Diosdado Magno Lorenzo – Art Rebel
to Legend”, art critic Alice Guillermo wrote the following: “In
the mid-seventies, many of his portraits were of young women
and girls mending clothes, reading with an air of concentration,
their figures focused on their work. Perhaps the artist was drawn
to these quiet activities because the women subjects hinted at
an interior self, an ability to focus on a particular activity, as well
as to make continual small choices and to initiate an interactive
engagement with one’s work.”
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34
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
The Kimono From Ubud Bali
signed and da ted 1995 (upper left)
oil on canvas
32” x 48” (121 cm x 80 cm)

P 1,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s
estate confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
Literature:
Reyes, Cid. J. Elizalde Navarro . National Museum of the
Philippines. Manila. 2008. p. 197.

Jerry Elizalde Navarro
emancipated the nude from the
limitations set by sobriety and
diffidence. He enhanced and
refined it, turned a blind eye
to the conservative gauges of
Philippine art, and intensified it
with sensuality and hedonism.
He may have been equaled
in terms of draftsmanship by
his contemporaries such as
Manansala and Legaspi, but his
fresh and unrestricted sultriness
that is nonexistent in the
works of others earned him a
paramount distinction.
Navarro had a superior understanding of anatomy, immersing
himself in the indispensable dynamism of the human body
and its sophistication. The Kimono from Ubud, Bali was a
mural design in the private quarters of Navarro and his wife’s
Parañaque residence. It presents two viewpoints: a silhouette of
Navarro’s then-pregnant wife, Emma, with him facing her in full
profile. He is portrayed standing like a kouros — the Greek nude
male figure, which Cid Reyes likened to “an Apollo to Emma’s
pregnant Venus.” This piece displays Navarro’s penchant for
associating his life with his art. His nude pieces are exceptional
due to their well-defined features, characterized by the proper
application of light and shade which, according to the artist, “is
very important in a nude painting.”
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Joya’s Enduring Forms

35
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Mandaue
signed and da ted 1981 (verso)
oil on board
22” x 14” (56 cm x 36 cm)

P 800,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued
by Alexander Richard Joya Baldovino confirming the
authenticity of this lot

J

ose Joya’s artistic practice spearheaded the development of Filipino
abstraction beyond the confines of predominantly Western influences
by combining traditional techniques with the vivacity of local aesthetics.
Joya’s immutable penchant for color and calligraphic gestures helped define the
local art scene for decades. Though he was formally trained in the classical and
traditional styles akin to Amorsolo and Luna, Joya was eventually enamored by
the revolutionary works of the abstractionists and the modernists. Thus, it is no
surprise that critics, academics, and curators alike have often claimed that Joya
sparked the birth and development of abstract expressionism in the Philippines.

Despite his abstractionist inclinations, it is not unlike Joya to denote a clear
connection between his works and the real world. In this piece titled Mandaue,
Joya condenses the visual properties of the Visayan port city into uniquely
abstract elements. Here, Joya’s painting is quite distinctive from his other
works in terms of color sensibility and atmosphere. The work’s palette is richer
and darker, evoking a relatively bolder and more striking presence than what
is usually expected of him. This momentary departure from his artistic canon
can be seen as Joya’s way of merging both the real and abstract in an act
of symbiosis. The work succinctly showcases the phenomena of his chosen
scenery—from the cool dark waters of the Mactan Channel to the ephemeral
ruby glow of what appears to be the city’s skyline at dusk. Yet, it is by virtue of
Joya’s artistry that what is captured in the canvas is not a mere recreation of the
terrain, but a combination of both material and aesthetic experiences. Joya’s
work is undoubtedly a reflection of the breadth, magnitude, and potential of art
as it continually adapts, imagines, and changes the world.
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36
Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
Transcendetal Ref lection
signed and da ted 1997 (lower left)
oil on canvas
60” x 60” (154 cm x 154 cm)

P 1,600,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s estate
confirming the authenticity of this lot

An acclaimed academic and art educator, Florencio B. Concepcion hailed
from a new generation of painters that emerged in the mid-sixties from
the progressive post-war period. He was a graduate of Fine Arts from the
University of the Philippines and a scholar of the Italian government at the
Accademia di Belle Arte in Rome. He was an influence to a generation of
artists such as Augusto Albor, Romulo Galicano, and Lao Lianben.
His art evolved and transformed from impressionistic scenes at the beginning
of his career until he adapted abstract expressionism in the 1950s. Although
Concepcion’s creations are often described as exquisite and otherworldly,
insinuating an otherwise metaphysical sense of elation, it can be asserted
that his works are best understood as processes instead of outcomes. This
particular work radiates comfort and tranquility to the soul. To appreciate his
work is like spending a holiday in the countryside and immersing ourselves
in the pacifying atmosphere of rural living, especially after pouring all our
strength into toiling. To understand Concepcion’s intricate artistry, one must
appreciate his works in their actuality, discerning and admiring their various
facets and characters.
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37
Marcel Antonio (b. 1965)
Lupus in Fa bula
signed (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48” (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 320,000
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In contrast to the subject matter of his parents, Angelito Antonio and Norma
Belleza, Marcel Antonio’s body of work is influenced by modernism and 1980s postmodernism and contains themes of narrative and pseudo-narrative figurative art that
can be likened to magical realism. The works of Antonio are characterized by having
comprehensible expressionism with themes imbued in mystery. He employs images
that juxtapose fictitious elements against a backdrop of realism.

Lupus in Fabula, literally “the wolf in the story,” is a proverb used when a certain
person speaks of someone or something and they or it suddenly appears, almost as
if that person was summoning them. Antonio perfectly captures the proverb in this
particular work, creatively encapsulating a visual representation of it and rendering it
through his distinctive style. Amid her trance and subliminal depths of her mind, the
woman seems to demand the presence of a certain man who immediately brings his
existence unbeknownst to the one who summoned him. This represents a melancholic
yearning for the cravings of the flesh resulting from social alienation. Employing
his “blue funk erotica,” a subtle sort of fetishism that borders on the drama of
despondency and pensive sadness is evoked by Antonio, instead of relying on sensual
eroticism as a source of carnal passion.

León Gallery
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38
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Mother and Child
signed and da ted 1994 (lower right)
pastel on pa per
25” x 18 ” (64 cm x 46 cm)

P 400,000
This piece is a accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Josefa
Joya-Baldovino confirming the authenticity of this lot

The figurative side of Joya has always produced gentle,
contemplative images in a romantic manner. In contrast to his
more gestural and extemporary abstract works, Joya’s figurative
pieces reveal the artist’s penchant for softer and more familiar
imagery. This endearing 1994 Mother and Child pastel on paper
piece is emblematic of Joya’s ethereal and intricate portrait
work. The piece features a strikingly familiar woman, dressed in
traditional Filipiniana garb, holding her infant son. The mother’s
traditional baro’t saya features billowing butterfly sleeves that
evoke an almost transparent and ethereal quality. The scene’s local
and rural roots are heightened by Joya’s use of bamboo trees as
the piece’s background, solidifying the work as a tableau that is
uniquely Filipino. For all its logic and clarity the picture remains
a remarkable example of Joya’s powers of pictorial composition.
With his sure-footed and eloquent technique, the National Artist
portrays the unbreakable bond between a mother and her child.

39
Romeo Tabuena (1931 - 1995)
Vendors
signed and da ted 1957 (lower right)
oil on board
21” x 10” (53 cm x 25 cm)

P 180,000
A Neo-realist painter and printmaker from the post-war era, Romeo
Tabuena created masterpieces that broke barriers and made contributions
to the evolution and development of Philippine modern art. Cubism and
Chinese vertical format painting are his dominant styles, using acrylic, oils,
or watercolors that exhibit the intermingling of two cultures: Filipino and
Mexican. His extensive oeuvre depicts themes such as the working class,
traditional or countryside living, and indigenous flora and fauna.
In 1955, Tabuena settled in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico, where he
continued his profession as an artist until his death. His paintings during this
period were characterized by a colorful, prismatic style depicting everyday
people such as vendors, exemplified in this piece titled Marketplace. His
expressionist influences are manifested through the opaqueness and
straightforwardness of the figures, combined with their stylized “blocky”
quality. He also manages to incorporate a lyrical brushwork influenced by
traditional Chinese art. Here, Tabuena demonstrates his proficiency in merging
various facets from different cultures, securing his position as one of the
leading figures of modernism in the Philippines.
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E C LA UDE AND M ARYANNE
TAYAG C OLLE C T ION

40
Lao Lianben (b.1948)

Gestures
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
60” x 72” (152 cm x 183 cm)

P 4,000,000
Lao Lianben’s minimalist yet expressive predisposition is shown in
1991’s Gestures. One of the most prominent abstract painters today
and a Thirteen Artists Awardee of the CCP in 1976, Lianben is a true
virtuoso of the spare gesture in which he can exude his ideas with a
simple stroke of paint. Like many of his other paintings, he utilizes a
monochromatic composition that evokes stillness and tranquility – an
homage to an oriental psyche.
Lianben captures only what is of the essence in simplistic yet elusive
canvasses. A well-known master of non-representative art, he has been
producing monochromatic artworks for four decades. Simplicity has
been the trademark of Lianben’s artistry, “purifying his art by stripping
it of any superfluity of form or color” (Art Philippines). Lianben has
explained that his art pertains to silence wherein a solitary ambiance
emanates from it. His East Asian heritage can be discerned through his
usage of black or white shades which is an influence of Zen aesthetics.
Lianben immerses himself with natural and free-flowing shapes that are
rendered in an uncluttered canvas. Leovino Ma. Garcia once wrote that
“like the empty bowl of a Buddhist monk, Lao Lianben’s paintings, in
their bare simplicity, offer an endless feast for thought”.
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A View of Napindan in Old Taguig
by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

F

elix Lorenzo Martinez was a student of the Manila
Academia under Lorenzo Guerrero and there is a record
of him traveling to Madrid in 1880 for further studies
but not as a scholar of the Ayuntamiento. The following year,
he would exhibit a portrait of the then-Governor General of
the Philippines, Fernando Primo de Rivera in that capital city’s
exposition and it would attract favorable notice from art critics.
By 1882, he had returned to Manila and won the first of his
various accolades, including a silver medal for a painting of
Sta. Teresa de Avila, submitted in time for her 300th death
anniversary. He would win various religious commissions (such
as the Jesuit church of San Ignacio in Intramuros and some of
the interiors of the iron cathedral, San Sebastian), but his most
noticeable forte was in portraiture as well as in landscapes, for
which he attracted a following. He would join the Regional
Exposition of 1895 in Manila, where his portraits of the Queen
Regent Maria Cristina and her son Alfonso XIII received gold
medals. A fine work, entitled, “Governor Blanco and His
Troops” is currently housed in the National Museum of the
Philippines.

Felix Martinez, Landscape. ca 1880s.

Martinez would participate in the Philippine General Exposition
in Madrid of 1887, shortly after this work was painted.
His skill for landscapes would begin when he first attained
fame as one of the most prolific painters of the monumental
‘grand edition’ of Manuel Blanco’s Flora de Flipinas. Of the
389 plates, he produced 50 of them. (Lorenzo Guerrero, his
mentor, accounted for 40.) It was an elite assembly of talent
that included the prize-winning pair of Academia pensionados,
Felix Resurrección Hidalgo and Miguel Zaragoza. And when
the Zaragoza brothers founded the ‘elegant publication’ La
Ilustracion Filipina, it was Martinez they recruited to contribute
illustrations. Several such lithographs of his landscapes of the
river Pasig were published there, portraying similar charming
scenes where the rivulets meandered.
Napindan is a quaint part of old Taguig and its channel is
where the Pasig River meets Laguna Bay. It has a historic
lighthouse which was said to be a secret meeting place for
the Katipunan which Andres Bonifacio preferred as it could be
reached easily by banca from Tondo. In the work at hand, a
rather capacious thatch hut perches in typical Tagalog fashion
on the riverbank — for ‘Tagalog’ is an abbreviation for the
tribe’s name of ‘taga-ilog’ or ‘the men from the river.’ Here
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Companion piece in La Ilustracion Filipina of the View of Napindan
i n Ta g u i g . F r o m R a m o n Z a r a g o z a , L a I l u s t r a c i o n F i l i p i n a .

one sees how life would easily center around the water, the
washing of the day hung out to dry in a colorful line; the
fisherman plumbing the waters for the day’s meal; and his wife
returning home, a child in tow in one hand while balancing a
basket of washing in her other. She saunters towards a stony
bridge in the still waters. One can see though that the stream
is sufficiently deep to moor two narrow boats, which not
only provide easy transportation but also possibly a second
livelihood. Chickens move placidly through the grass. In the
distance, the daybreak’s pink clouds rise above the horizon. The
glasslike sheen of the river and the towering palms complete
the serenity of this picture.
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Felix Martinez (1859 - 1907)

Vista de los Orillas del Rio de Na pindan
(View of Na pindan Channel in Old Ta guig)
signed and da ted 1886 (lower right)
oil on canvas
22” x 31” (56 cm x 79 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Girona, Spain
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Tapestry of Life

42
Pacita Abad (1946 - 2004)

Ra pture
signed (lower right) and da ted 1992 (verso)
mixed media (ta pestr y)
83” x 57” (211 cm x 145 cm)

P 800,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
Exhibited:
Thinking Big , Metropolitan Museum of Manila, June 15 - July
31, 1995
Literature:
Findlay-Brown, Ian. Pacita Abad: Exploring the Spirit . National
Gallery of Indonesia. Jakarta. 1996. p. 104

A

s undoubtedly one of the most well-known and
influential Filipino artists on the world stage, visual
artist and painter Pacita Abad’s oeuvres have proved
themselves, time and time again, as not only mere paintings
or works of art, but sweeping odes and hymns to the vitality,
mystery, and diversity of human life and experience. Her
thirty-year painting career began when she traveled to the
United States to study law in San Francisco. It was there that
she decided to switch careers and dedicate her life to painting.
Since then Pacita never stopped being a gypsy and painted the
globe while working on six different continents and traveling
to more than fifty countries. Abad made history as the first
woman to receive the Philippines’ prestigious Ten Outstanding
Young Men award.
This 1992 trapunto was one of Abad’s early advances into
abstract art. Prior to this, she was creating mostly masks

and representational subjects. Through this piece, Abad
managed to revitalize a uniquely asian and oriental aesthetic
philosophy with new and novel techniques and materials.

Rapture is part of Abad’s monumental Asian Abstraction
series that sought to combine Abad’s experience with
traditional Korean brushwork and calligraphy, with her
unique use of mixed media materials. The piece features
a constellation of swirling colorful crescent-like elements
seemingly converging at the work’s central focus—a concave
rectangle rendered in a bright yellow hue. This emphasis on
movement is seen as one of the core tenets of traditional
Korean painting which itself emphasizes movement and
the passage of time through directed shapes and brush
techniques. Abad effectively brings this idea to life through a
unique mix of materials such as acrylic paint, plastic buttons,
mirrors, thread, and a padded canvas.
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43
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)

Commanding Excellence
signed and da ted 2011 (lower right)
brass
33” x 22” x 42” (84 cm x 55 cm x 107 cm)

P 700,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

A recipient of the CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 1970 and an
apparent heir to Guillermo Tolentino’s prowess in sculpting,
Eduardo Castrillo is one of the quintessential sculptors of the
last fifty years, with colossal monuments such as the People
Power Monument along EDSA and the Bonifacio Shrine in
Manila under his name. Along with National Artist Napoleon
Abueva, Castrillo is a precursor of the all-metal sculpture, using
embossed copper and welded brass to create figurative and
abstract works that epitomize our collective yearnings and
aspirations as a nation. It was his father, Santiago Castrillo, a
jeweler and a master craftsman, who taught him the essence
and techniques of metalworking.
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He is known for his ability to produce sculptures that
combine Modernism’s aesthetic of the distorted figure
with a classical allegorical approach to Filipino virtues. In a
clip of an Associated Press from 1975, Castrillo described
his reason for being: “The two extremes of art are either
moving or concrete. In my style, I want to consolidate and
create art that is solid and yet alive and free-flowing.” He
simplifies reality into planes and occasionally augments them
into a mass of resonating shapes. According to him, this
is his aesthetic - both a neo-realist and a cubist propensity
that “is essentially the resolution of the conflict between
representation and structure.”
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44
Geraldine Javier (b. 1970)

Sto. Nino
mixed media
15” x 36” X 9” (38 cm x 91 cm x 23 cm)

P 260,000

Geraldine Javier’s mixed media piece titled Sto. Nino reimagines and
recontextualizes the traditional image of the child Jesus in order to
reflect the ever-evolving state of society and its practices. Religious art is
inherently governed by its strict use of symbols and imagery in order to
denote different facets of its faith. Its visual elements are often dictated by
hermeneutic discourse, effectively producing a strict canon of venerated
objects. Yet, aside from the familiar image of the child Jesus, Javier’s piece
does not contain any traditionally Christian or Catholic images. In it, the
titular Sto. Nino is placed atop of a winding tree branch, with the child
Jesus surrounded by different kinds of animals and creatures. Though
unorthodox in its presentation, Javier’s piece can be seen as an exploration
of the kind of religious art that blossomed in the previously colonized
world. Javier’s own reimagining is no different from the uniquely Filipino
santos that were produced as a result of combining Western Christianity
and folk aesthetics. Javier’s work simply modernized this concept as a way
of understanding the paradoxical nature of culture and society itself—
effectively reimagining the divine as not something distant and foreign,
but something that animates every nook and cranny of the natural world.
The works of Geraldine Javier are often seen as both aesthetic and
intellectual masterpieces. Her synthesis of both material and metaphorical
content into her work is often attributed to the formal training she
received from Roberto Chabet, the Father of Philippine Conceptual Art,
when she was a student at the University of the Philippines’ College
of Fine Arts. Thus, her works are often described as art that prioritizes
intellectual and genuine engagement over immediate emotional response.
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45
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
The Woman and the Clown
signed (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
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Emmanuel Garibay is often seen as one of the foremost Filipino artists working
today. As a prominent member of Salingpusa, Garibay would often work
within the vein of Social Realism—a style and technique that Garibay himself
revolutionized within the Philippine context. Though Garibay’s earlier works
often featured exaggerated yet familiar scenes from everyday life, he would
eventually paint allegorical scenes that would often blur the lines between the
real and surreal.
Garibay’s multileveled symbolism which traverses various cultural contexts
makes for an art that continually proffers new insight. In this particular piece,
Garibay presents us with two central figures, a woman dressed in seemingly
traditional garb, and a circus clown. The two figures’ eyes are seemingly
affixed to one another, implying that not only do they acknowledge each
other’s presence, but they are engaged in some sort of conversation. What that
conversation is is up to the viewer’s interpretation of the myriad of symbols
and elements scattered throughout the canvas. From the clown’s gesture to
the curious selection of items the woman has in her possession.These pictorial
devices create a web of glistening transparent tissue that interconnects the
various elements throughout the entire visual field and creates a sense of
curiosity and engagement.
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46
Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)
Spasmodic Laughs and Gossips
oil on canvas
signed and da ted 2016 (lower left)
14” x 16” (35 cm x 40 cm)

P 70,000

Ronson Culibrina immerses himself in the contradiction
between traditional values and contemporary modernization
that affect those in the middle and lower castes of society.
As a painter, his artistic outlook delves on the immediate
concerns and issues brought about by the rapid expansion
of globalization and industrialization. Nonetheless, he still
manages to evoke spontaneity and mischief juxtaposed
against a profoundly pressing theme. His oil paintings contrast
psychedelic colors with subdued hues. Culibrina’s works spark
off a thought-provoking narrative that makes his audience

ponder on the complexities and nuances of numerous issues
affecting our contemporary world.
In 2016, Culibrina was nominated in Forbes Magazine’s “30
under 30 artists of Asia”. Moving forward to 2018, he won the
highly coveted Fernando Zóbel Prize for the Visual Arts in the
Ateneo Art Awards that earned him a residency at Liverpool
Hope University in the United Kingdom. Culibrina has showcased
his extensive body of work at local and international art
exhibitions spanning the Asian and European continents.

47
Macario Vitalis (1898 - 1989)
Landsca pe of Normandy
signed (lower right)
1984
oil on canvas
18” x 21” (45 cm x 53 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Antonio M. Locsin Collection
Exhibited:
Cultural Center of the Philippines, Macario Vitalis: A Retrospective
Exhibition , Manila, August 1 - 27, 1986
Literature:
Vitalis . Cultural Center of the Philippines. Manila. 1986. Plate 67.

Macario Vitalis was an Ilocano painter of visionary paintings
influenced by French Post-Impressionism. He left the Philippines
in 1917 for the United States where he studied art in San
Francisco. In 1924, he studied at the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts. He left the United States in 1926 and settled in
France where he studied at the Academie de Montmartre and
set up his art studio in the Paris suburb of Puteaux. During his
stay there, he met prominent modernists such as Pablo Picasso
and painted art pieces that portrayed the captivating ambiance
of pre-war Paris.

Vitalis has come to be known for his formidable modernist
style. His early work showcased cubist influences from the
school of Paris but inclined towards an impressionist-pointillist
style. His choice of fauvist palettes that emphasized painterly
qualities and strong hues over realistic renderings is the primary
facet in this particular work. Vitalis’ landscape paintings are
characterized as being simplified and marked with abstraction,
eliminating the need to render meticulous details.
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The Iconic Sabel

48
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Sa bel
signed and da ted 2008 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
60” x 36” (152 cm x 91 cm)

P 10,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Makati City

S

abel is undoubtedly the most iconic subject matter of National
Artist Bendeicto “Bencab” Cabrera. Bencab’s emblematic muse
is based on an actual real-life scavenger the artist would regularly
see and photograph in 1965. Throughout the years, BenCab has
utilized the image of Sabel as a visual conduit to express a variety of
themes such as beauty, grace, longing, and hope. As BenCab’s most
recognizable subject, Sabel has become one of the most iconic faces of
Philippine art.

But, beyond Sabel’s alluring and engaging characteristics, it is unarguably
Bencab’s distinct mastery over his technique that breathes life into
his awe-inspiring works. From his unique use of color and tone to his
emphasis on movement through drapery, BenCab’s artistic vision goes
beyond his evocative choice of subject matter. In this particular Sabel
piece, we can see how BenCab succinctly combines his techniques into
an unrivaled assemblage of color and movement. BenCab uses the
permissive nature of cloth in rendering the intensity of his central figure’s
emotion and movements. BenCab’s gestural strokes highlight both
physical form and kinetic potentiality, giving the work both a semblance
of place and movement at the same time.
While his sparse yet direct use of color perfectly complements his style of
both abstraction and figuration, effectively synthesizing the vagueness of
emotion with the physicality of the human body. Through his celebrated
Sabel series, we witness the culmination of the dialogue between the
body of a humble muse and her ragged, almost plastic clothing.
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49
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)

Still Life
signed and da ted 1983 (upper right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 280,000
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Angelito Antonio has been distinguished as one of the most influential
modernists in the Philippine art scene. His works have been influenced by
Vicente Manansala who was his composition professor at the University
of Santo Tomas. Antonio’s use of nascent cubism has earned praises for
its aggressive style in contrast to his mentor’s vigilant eye towards classical
anatomy. His adherence to Modernism’s core tenet of dynamic expression has
earned him a place as one of the pillars of Philippine modern art.
Antonio’s works have been characterized through his use of colors, the most
significant of which is a shade of yellow that has a lustrous characteristic. His
subjects focused on the folk genre such as cockfighters and vendors which
is evident of Manansala’s influence on his artistry. In this piece titled Still
Life, Antonio focuses on the subject of a market scene where his application
of figurative distortion and strong, confident diagonal lines are strongly
discernible. His use of the brilliant primary colors of red and yellow juxtaposed
with black highlights his masterly approach to pleasing contrasts and unisons
that create harmony within his canvas.
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50
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)
Fish Vendor
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 30” (61 cm x 76 cm)

P 140,000

Angelito Antonio is one of the living masters of Modernism. He is popular for
painting scenes from the Filipino rustic life in his famous Cubist style which
incorporates the use of bright festive colors. His favorite subjects are farmers,
fighting cocks, vendors selling their wares and produce in markets, churches,
and sidewalks. Influenced by Manansala, Angelito Antonio is one of the prime
movers of the Cubist style and action painting in Philippine art. Combinations
of acidic yellow and black and white in its washed-out tones are his personal
color schemes, painting local themes in rich meaningfulness and vibrancy in
linear clarity. Figures are distorted, together with other objects and elements of
its environments. His works during the Seventies have a neo-realism style that
is distinct from the other artists of his time. His more recent works have more
intense opaque colors and are more contemporary in style.

51
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)

Man and Woman
signed and da ted 1983 (upper right)
oil on canvas
24” x 30” (60 cm x 75 cm)

P 140,000

Angelito Antonio, one of the more renowned Filipino artists who
paint genre scenes with a modernist flair, is renowned for his
classic Cubist- inflected common folk such as cockfighters, street
vendors, mother and child, and the family. Heavily influenced
by his mentor, National Artist Vicente Manansala, Antonio’s
works are chromatic masterpieces with angular and calculated
renditions of subjects and scenes.

The tension between figuration and abstraction in his pieces
leads viewers into taking a closer look into his distinct aesthetic
disposition. This work shows his assured lines, strokes, use of
color, and unique approach toward figurative distortion as seen
in his depiction of a pair of common-folk. Always committed to
dynamic expression, it is only fitting to consider Antonio as one
of the notable pillars of Philippine modern art.
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The Damian Manansala

52
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Fish Vendors
signed and da ted 1972 (lower right)
oil on canvas
27” x 31” (69 cm x 78 cm)

P 10,000,000
Provenance:
Dr. and Mrs. Guillermo Damian
Acquired from the above by the present owner
Literature:
Paras-Perez, Rodolfo. Manansala . PLC Publications. Manila.
1980. p. 97.

V

icente Manansala’s oeuvre is characterized by renditions of
folk and rural living inspired by his affinity and familiarity with
the people associated with this lifestyle. He widely draws
from these influences even in his depictions situated within an urban
context. These subjects were individuals, objects, and scenes that
thrived within the confines of Manila, and surrounded him as he spent
his childhood in Intramuros. From these renditions, an understanding
of Manansala’s artistic identity and an appreciation of his style can be
acquired.

In Fish Vendors, Manansala’s enthusiasm to simplify his compositions
reflected the analytic phase of Cubism – its formative years – between
1907 to 1910. Evident in this piece is the diminution of its surface
and composition and the dilution of color to a single hue or its most
analogous combinations, specifically an amalgamation of green and
yellow hues. Manansala’s women vendors entwine themselves around
their goods, with their block-like faces rendered in broad planes. His
celebration of folk and peasant lifestyle gives us an indication of his
Filipino sensibility and intimate connection with its traditional culture
and heritage.
Quoting from Manansala by Rod Paras-Perez: “If Manansala had kept
away from the eddies of other movements, his vision nonetheless set
off its own waves. If he found Cubism already an art of the museum,
he gave to it once more, the secularity of a living art. But above all, he
mastered and changed an idiom so that it may eloquently voice his
Pilipino sensibilities.” In discerning Manansala’s impeccable virtuosity,
one can notice that as harmony became synonymous with rapport and
social camaraderie, vibrancy became consonant with beauty.
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53
Michael Cacnio (b. 1969)

Ma gta taho
singed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
brass
14” x 12” x 7” (36 cm x 31 cm x 18 cm)

P 140,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by
Galerie Stephanie confirming the authenticity of this
lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
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Although Michael Cacnio started professionally as a painter, he eventually
found his artistic métier in the art of sculpting brass, initially exploring
the native games of his childhood. A graduate of the University of the
Philippines - College of Fine Arts, Cacnio was a recipient of the Ten
Outstanding Young Men in 2006 and is internationally acclaimed as a
world-class brass sculptor of the social realist genre, conducting solo
exhibits in Asia, Europe, and the United States. In 2007, he became the
first Filipino artist to have his works featured in the first solo exhibit in the
European Commission headquarters in Barleymont, Brussels.
Cacnio’s extensive body of work encapsulates Filipino traditions, customs,
and contemporary realities. His oeuvre features an all-encompassing array
of traditional Filipino figures such as this magtataho that comes complete
with removable lids for the aluminum buckets – a reflection of his penchant
for toy-like details in collectible action figures. His choice of brass serves as
his homage to its long history as a medium in our traditional arts, one that
can be considered as a heritage material. Brass emphasizes the meticulously
carved details of his sculptures, leaving a refined and exquisite impression.
The blank faces of his figures are no coincidence as their plainness forms a
rapport with the audience, proving that there is familiarity in anonymity.
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54
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2008
brass
21 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 10”
(55 cm x 27 cm x 25 cm)

P 120,000

By combining the technicalities of blacksmithing and the sensibilities of
sculpting, artist Eduardo Castrillo led a renaissance of sculpture in the
Philippines, effectively revolutionizing the medium. Castrillo produced a
body of work that are reflections of an artist caught between an era of
his country’s search for its true self while still relying on his own ingenuity.
Solid metal, the primary medium of Castrillo’s immaculately crafted
sculptures embodies the uncanny skill and talent of the artist. Through his
chosen medium, Castrillo was able to bring out the inherent poetics of
what is usually considered industrial and commonplace material
Castrillo’s workshop was nothing short of a beehive of activity, wherein
he studied his medium in their variant behavior and exploited it with a
burst of energy, resulting in marvelous metal-work outings. Castrillo’s
works were often described as being simple yet complicated due to his
chosen material and the physical form of his end products. This rings
especially true to this particular piece. Though its abstract form is simple
enough for anyone to grasp, a close inspection reveals Castrillo’s intricate
handiwork within the folds of metal and brass.
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55
Jose V. Ayala (1932 - 2002)
Words Become Flesh
signed and da ted 1970 (verso)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 300,000
Prov enance:
E sta te of the arti s t

Ayala’s works point towards a seemingly endless abyss of
creativity, lawless and untethered, and the limitless potential
of the human mind to make sense of the beautiful absurdity.
Upon viewing, Ayala’s works seemingly burst onto the scene,
filling the senses with explosive and frenetic energy. But his
masterful knowledge and sense of color, shape, and space
tame his creations’ chaotic miasma into a tapestry of intricate
and intimate design.
Despite his namesake, Jose V. Ayala Jr. remains an enigmatic,
mysterious and almost quasi-religious figure within the
canon of Philippine art. An award-winning writer and copy
director by his mid-thirties, Ayala surprised many by seemingly
abandoning his destined track in order to shift and pursue
the visual arts in the 1960s. He was heavily influenced .friend
and artist-colleague Federico Aguilar Alcuaz, who saw in him
the ferocious creative spirit of a once-in-a-generation artist.
Though Ayala was blessed with a relatively long life and a
temperament for the arts, he rarely exhibited his works to the
public nor did he mingle with the budding contemporary art
scene of the 70s. Instead, he retreated inward, both physically,
mentally and spiritually as he took up painting while tending
to his agricultural business in Davao. Interest in his works
was reignited due to a surprising retrospective at Art Fair
Philippines 2019.

F r o m l e f t t o r i g h t b a c k : J o e y Ay a l a , J o e Ay a l a , B i l l y B o n n e v i e , W i g
Ty s m a n s a n d S a n t i B o s e . L e f t t o r i g h t f r o n t : B e n C a b , P e p i t o B o s c h ,
a friend, Roberto Villanueva, and another friend.
©Vida Maya Ko Rodriguez
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56
Lao Lianben (b.1948)

Secrets
signed and da ted 1985 (bottom)
concrete rope and acr ylic on burla p and wood
72” x 72” (183 cm x 183 cm)

P 4,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

Lao Lianben’s minimalist yet evocative paintings are a wellspring of Oriental
inspiration. His monochromatic compositions display a meditational feel and
a refined aesthetic inspired by the brushwork of expressionist calligraphy.
His creations elegantly capture the essential in a clutter-free canvas. Creating
textured monochrome paintings for over 40 years, Lao Lianben is an
acknowledged master of Philippine non-representative art. The daily wonders
of the world ignite him: the creases of the web and the cracks of the pottery.
His minimalist works are evocative translations of these deceptively mundane
inspirations.
In Secrets, Lao’s minimalism is seen at its most basic form. In it, Lao manages
to create a series of rudimentary shapes composed mostly of squares through
a variety of media such as concrete rope and acrylic paint. His use of familiar
items reveals to us the poetics of mundane objects in the hands of true artistic
genius. Thus, Secrets presents Lao as an intermediary between the actuality of
an object to the potentiality of its essence.
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The de Leon Baliuag Sheraton
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

T

his Baliuag (“Sheraton”) demilune mesa altar (altar
table) is the most bow-fronted example to surface
in the antique market thus far. It is also fairly early,
possibly from the 1830s. It is an unusual combination of golden
narra and dark golden brown balayong wood, whether out
of artistry or paucity of materials, it is not known. The pared–
down neoclassicism and overall sparse inlay are indicators of
early Baliuag furniture pieces. The tabletop is a single, thick
piece of golden narra wood applied on its surface with carabao
bone and kamagong wood line inlays simulating a horizontal
panel. The thick top is extensively molded on all three sides and
placed directly on a second, thinner panel, the sides of which
are ornamented with a series of diamond–shaped bone inlays
punctuated with kamagong dots that run throughout the front
and sides of the table. There are three drawers forming the
demilune bow-front, all in balayong wood. The drawers are
applied with carabao bone and kamagong line inlays simulating
horizontal panels. There are solid silver keyholes and drawer
pulls. The upper portions of the drawers, reasonably worn where
the keyholes are from nearly two centuries of continuous use,
have been carefully restored. There are four drawer divisions, also
in balayong wood, enhanced with bone and kamagong line inlay
simulating small vertical panels. Under the drawers is a cenefa
(or molding) of golden narra ornamented with the same series
of diamond–shaped inlays punctuated with kamagong dots that
run throughout the front and sides of the table. The three front
aprons as well as those in the sides are of balayong wood and
are festooned at the edges with a series of small rectangular
bone inlays that run throughout the front and sides of the table.
The four legs are all of balayong wood graced with
flower–patterned bone inlay just above the series of small
rectangular bone inlays. An interesting and crucial detail is the
panel of stylized pennants at the back of the table serving as
an apron, also of balayong wood, a feature characteristic of the
older “mesa altar”/altar tables in the Baliuag style.
There is an interesting old note stuck to the back of the apron
at the rear: “S O P 3. 06.33 Mrs. Victoria Suntay, San Juan del
Monte, Rizal” which seems to be a form of identification for the
purpose of a residential transfer.
The De Leon family has deep roots in San Miguel de Mayumo
town, Bulacan. They are related to the prominent sugar planter
de Leon–Joven family of Bacolor, Pampanga and the political
de Leon family of Tarlac province. Ceferino de Leon married
the beautiful Catalan mestiza Maria Roura and their daughter
Trinidad de Leon y Roura became the wife of Manuel Roxas y
Acuna, who became President of the Philippines after World
War II. Trinidad de Leon–Roxas became the First Lady of the
Philippines. Narcisa Buencamino married Jose de Leon aka
“Capitan Pepe” and she became the pioneer moviemaker of the
Philippines prewar with the LVN Studios which she co–founded
with investors Carmen Villonco and Eleuterio Navoa.
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The imposing 1890s bahay–na–bato of the aristocratic Ceferino
de Leon (onetime Senator of the Republic) and Maria Roura still
stands along the main road of San Miguel de Mayumo town. It
is an ancestral house with an escalera principal (grand staircase),
caida (entrance hall), sala (living room), cuartos (bedrooms),
comedor (dining room), cocina (kitchen), and azotea (elevated
service area) as well as a separate camarin orstorehouse for the
rice harvests. Beautiful antique furniture remain in the house:
a pair of Neo–Gothic bookcases, a small grooved marbletop
table, a mariposa sofa, various round and rectangular tables, etc.
Filipiniana scholar Martin I Tinio Jr gushed that the house once
had a room filled with Ceferino de Leon’s European silverware.
One of the historic contents of the house is a large glass vase
filled with bloodied sand which was immediately gathered by a
De Leon gentleman on the very spot where Jose P Rizal --- his
friend from school days at the Ateneo Municipal --- was executed
in Bagumbayan field in December 1896.
The De Leon–Roura ancestral house was a suitable setting for this
very old Baliuag mesa altar (altar table), which would have been
placed in the cuarto principal (master bedroom).
Author’s Note:
A mesa altar or altar table for the sacred Christian – Roman
Catholic images of the household was one of the earliest
pieces of Filipino furniture. The earliest prototypes from the late
1500s-early 1600s were copies of Ming dynasty tables. Sometime
in the 1600s, based on church inventories, these morphed to the
massive altar tables with legs decorated with Oriental grotesque
masques (adapted from the Asian goddess “Kala”) and ball-andclaw feet all on stretchers, colloquially termed dinemonyo (“with
a demon”). Still in the Sinitic tradition, a high point of the
mesa altar was reached in the mid-1700s with the comoda de
Batangas or “Batangas Uno” altar table, (according to Ramon N
Villegas and Osmundo Esguerra), a hardwood extravaganza of
red tindalo wood and black kamagong wood with three to
five drawers, delicate piercework flanges and apron, occasional
inlays of kamagong wood and carabao bone, all supported on
cabriole legs over stretchers. The ornate Batangas altar table was
succeeded by a plain version with cabriole legs on stretchers,
some with serpentine drawer fronts, the “Batangas Dos.” The
interesting thing is that both the “Batangas Uno” and the
“Batangas Dos” types of altar tables were made well into the
first half of the 1800s. The Sinitic tradition ended there as
copies of Western European – Victorian tables became all the
fashion during the second half of the 1800s.
In Baliuag, Bulacan located in the plains of Central Luzon, a
furniture-making tradition flourished from around 1800 until
after World War II.
The furniture designs were theoretically European neoclassical
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but in practice American Federal (ironically, the USA, not
Spain, was the top trading partner of Filipinas for most of the
1800s), the woods used were golden narra and kamagong, the
decorations were carabao bone and kamagong inlays (some very
rare pieces were decorated with mother-of-pearl inlay).
Baliuag, Bulacan produced this type of neoclassical, bone and
kamagong –inlaid mesa altar with a bowfront, three drawers,
and four square, tapering Hepplewhite legs during the first half
of the 1800s. The general look is reminiscent of an English/
American Sheraton – type sideboard and that was why local
antique dealers and agents termed such pieces as “Sheraton.”
In more recent times, “Sheraton” “mesa altar”/altar tables
reached their utmost desirability during the 1980s when the
Intramuros Administration represented by Jaime Laya, Esperanza
Bunag – Gatbonton, and Martin Tinio, and top collectors Paulino
Que, Antonio Gutierrez, and Romeo Jorge were at the pinnacle
of the collecting game. Advised by leading antique dealers
Ramon Villegas, Osmundo Esguerra, Romeo Bauzon,
Antonio Martino, Terry Baylosis, Jean-Louis Levi and Willie
Versoza, the top collectors rhapsodized over the most beautiful
and the rarest examples and admired the latest acquisitions of

their peers --- one entirely in tindalo wood with a bowfronted
central drawer and flanking concave drawers with
magnificent, “Penaranda – style” floral inlay (according to
Martin I Tinio, Ex Coll: Maria Tinio Romero-Buencamino estate,
Ex Coll: Tinio-Imperial family; presently in the Casa Manila house
museum-Intramuros Administration; it has an exact pair, Ex Coll:
D M Guevara Foundation- Museo ng Buhay Pilipino, Maria Tinio
Romero-Buencamino estate, presently in the Museo De La Salle,
DLSU-D De La Salle University- Dasmarinas, Dasmarinas, Cavite);
one entirely in kamagong wood with six drawers and six feet
and inlaid with carabao bone (according to Ramon N Villegas,
presently in the Paulino and Hetty Que collection); one classical
example in golden narra wood with six drawers and six feet and
inlaid with carabao bone, kamagong wood, and an unusual blue
stone (according to Antonio Martino, Ex Coll: Dr Eleuterio M
Pascual (“Teyet”) 1986, Antonio Martino (“Tony”) 1984-1986,
Antonio Gutierrez (“Tony”) 1984,
Governor Macario Arnedo y Sioco-Maria Espiritu y Dungo
estate 1912-1984, bgy Capalangan, Apalit, Pampanga; Felipe
Buencamino y Sioco-Juana Arnedo estate 1850-1912, bgy
Capalangan, Apalit, Pampanga; presently in the Jose Moreno
(“Pitoy”) estate, 1987-present).
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57
Mesa Altar in the Baliuag Style

2nd quarter of the 19th centur y (1825–50)
Baliua g, Bulacan
Golden Narra and Bala yong with cara bao bone and
Kama gong wood inla y and solid silver ke yholes
38 1/2” x 32” x 61”
(98 cm x 81 cm x 155 cm)

P 1,600,000
Provenance:
From the De Leon family, San Miguel de Mayumo, Bulacan
(before 1933); Mrs Victoria de Leon–Suntay, San Juan del Monte, Rizal (in
1933); A gentleman collector.
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The Ramon Villegas Butaca
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

58
Silla Frailuna/Sillon Fraile
With Extendable Arms
1825–1875
Ilocos reg ion
Narra and Mola ve
44 1/2” x 31” x 49”
(113 cm x 79 cm x 125 cm)

P 140,000
Provenance:
Collection of scholar and antiquarian Ramon N .Villegas

T

his silla frailuna/sillon fraile has an elaborate crest of
intertwined grapes and leaves over an undulating
backrest which flares slightly upwards and has a deep,
contoured seat. Its atypical lengthy and generous arms, with
added adjustable extensions in this example, are supported
below by elegant C–scroll cutwork brackets. The comfortable,
cradling seat is supported by baluster legs in front and plain
curving ones at the back connected by stretchers. The silla
frailuna/sillon fraile, termed as such because it was initially used
in the palatial halls of convents and monasteries, was the most
elegant of the various planter’s chairs/lounging chairs the of the
nineteenth
century.
A Harvard University–educated art and antique collector
observes: “The sillon is clearly made by a master craftsman.
The crown is an artful and gracious composition inspired by the
leaves and fruit of the grapevine.  The grape motif on the crown
suggests that the piece might come from the Ilocos region.
From the side view, the sinuous curve of the seat, with its deep
recline, follows the curvilinear gestures established on a
smaller scale by the crown. The master craftsman constructs
the sillon mostly in narra, but selects the far sturdier molave for
the turned, frontal, load-bearing legs:  for it is here at the front,
where the heavy ilustrado or his wife presses down to lift out of
a semi-horizontal position. The piece is in very good condition,
bearing signs of use consistent with its age.”
  
The distinguished collector continues: “An exceptional
example of its type, this elegant armchair is associated with the
intelligentsia and aristocracy of
19th century Philippines — with families whose wealth from
vast plantations of cotton, sugar, abaca, and tobacco allowed
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them to send their sons for higher education in Europe. These
sons — men such as Luna, Hidalgo, and Rizal — played a pivotal
role in the birth and genesis of the new republic, bringing back
home with them the new ideals of the Enlightenment.”
Planter’s chairs/Lounging chairs during the Spanish colonial era
were basically derived from Indian models which in turn were
inspired by English Regency and German Biedermeier examples.
Filipino furniture- makers produced them in a few forms during
the second quarter of the nineteenth century, rivaling the
comfort of the popular bamboo papag (or daybed) or even the
ubiquitous, multicolored banig (or woven grass mat) for
everyone’s all–important afternoon siesta. An early form was a
lengthy silla perezosa with a 45-degree inclined back (or even
less) which terminated in a simple scroll and not a crest, a deep,
contoured seat, and very long arms intended for the sitter’s legs;
an extremely comfortable form conducive to afternoon siestas.
The most common form was that of the silla perezosa or
butaca which had a crest of intertwined foliar and floral
forms (barely articulated in the succeeding decades of the
nineteenth century and well into the twentieth) over an arched
backrest which simply continued on to the seat in an inwardly
curving scroll. It had long arms which were meant to support
the outstretched legs of the sitter. The four feet were simple
inwardly curving C–scroll cutwork. The silla frailuna or sillon fraile
was the most elegant lounging chair of these early types. It had
a crest of unfurling foliar and floral forms over an undulating,
(slightly trapezoidal) backrest which flared slightly upwards
and a deep, contoured seat. Its generous arms flared outwards
and were supported underneath by elegant C–scroll cutwork
brackets. The commodious seat was supported by baluster legs
in front and plain outwardly curving ones at the back which
were sometimes connected by stretchers. An unspoken purpose
of these lounging chairs was to air the sitter’s midsection which
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usually became sweaty, smelly, and simply unhygienic in the
searing tropical heat of the Filipinas islands.
During the last quarter of the nineteenth century (1875–1900),
Binondo, Manila and provincial furniture-makers produced
sillones or butacas to match suites of Victorian–style furniture
like the mariposa sofa (the three oval cane–back or long cane–
back models), its two armchairs, and four single chairs, echoing
the forms and specially the crests. However, the more interesting
development of that time was how those same furnituremakers took the liberty of mixing up the components of various
sillones or butacas and produced interesting hybrids that did
not adhere to the old traditional examples. One can see this in
an arrangement of unusual and interesting butacas in the caida
(entrance hall) of the storied Sy–Quia residence in nVigan city,
Ilocos Sur. Visits to the surviving old houses of Lucban, Tayabas,
and Sariaya towns in Quezon province also show interesting
examples.
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The Splendor of Batangas Narra
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

59
A Batangas Table

3rd quarter of the 19th centur y (1850–75)
Ba tangas province
Narra (top) and Tindalo (base)
H: 31” (79 cm) D: 54” (137 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Batangueño family

This unusual round table from Batangas province has a top of narra wood
and a base of tindalo wood. It has unusual tripod legs carved in the upper
portions with well–articulated dragons’ heads from whose mouths and
teeth the relatively simple ball–and–claw feet emanate. The dragons’
hairs, heads, foreheads, eyes, nose, cheeks, chins, mouth, and teeth are
well–carved in Sinitic style and seem to have taken direct inspiration from
seventeenth and eighteenth century refectory tables and altar tables in
churches carved with grotesque masques (dinemonyo) at the corners as
well as traditional Chinese furniture from the mainland.
At first glance, the table looks like a Balinese (Indonesian) production, with
the Kala –esque visages carved on the upper legs. However, with further
observation, the wood used, Philippine red–purple tindalo, is not the
Balinese choice of wood, which is teak. The structure of the table is also
not Balinese. Additionally, the austere urn base and the simple ball–and–
claw feet are definitely not Balinese features, which are unfailingly ornate.
Respected antique furniture collector and connoisseur (and specialist in
antique Batangas furniture) Alan Tan confirmed its Batangas origins, not
only in its overall Sinitic style (classical Batangas furniture is the most Sinitic
of all Philippine regional styles), but in discreet albeit distinct features of the
lower part of the base, the underpinnings, and the lower parts of the legs.
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The “Batangas Dos” Mesa Altar
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll
PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E C O L L EC TI O N O F A D I S T I N G U I S H ED FAM ILY

60
The “Batangas Dos” Mesa Altar
First half of the 19th centur y (1800 - 1850)
Bala yong
Ba tangas province
37 1/2” x 24” x 53” (95 cm x 61 cm x 135 cm)

P 2,000,000

T

his genuine example of a “Batangas Dos” mesa altar
(or altar table) of balayong wood from Batangas
province has an impressive, single, 3.81 cm-thick
piece of the said hardwood for its top with receding moldings
on the sides. The entire tabletop is supported by the four
legs of the casing, with additional support provided by the
four, thick Chinese–style brackets --- serrated with a stylized
pattern of pennants or finials, applied with lanite wood line
inlay, and grooved --- attached to the top outer sections of
the legs which run through the height of the piece.
The two drawers applied with lanite line inlay to simulate
panels, with traditional brass pulls, each conceal secret
compartments underneath. One drawer has a deliberately
detached bottom panel for easier access to the secret
compartment. Underneath the two drawers is a thick molding
which mirrors that of the tabletop, and under the molding is a
long, thick apron with undulating C–scroll cutwork.
The sides of the casing are solid pieces of balayong under
which are thick aprons with the same undulating C–scroll
cutwork; the back of the casing is also a solid piece of
balayong under which is a similar long and thick apron with
the same undulating C–scroll cutwork, connected to the legs.
As in front, so with the back. Supporting the four sides of
the case are elegant cabriole legs terminating in ogee feet
(stylized ball–and–claw feet in this example) on spherical bases
atop equally graceful plinths. In a show of Sinitic precision,
the four spherical bases sit on the intersections/connections
to the molded stretchers which are executed in the complex
“xinmianping” style, a discreet trademark manifested by all
genuine “Batangas Dos” altar tables. It is plainly visible that
there was so much painstaking thought and effort expended
on this piece by the master craftsmen that produced it.
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Among the most coveted pieces sought by serious Filipino
art and antique collectors since the postwar years is a
genuine “Batangas Dos” mesa altar, rendered in red–purple
balayong wood. The type belongs to a series of remarkably
crafted, Sinitic, Batangas mesa altar altar tables identified
and described by Filipiniana scholar/jeweler/antique dealer
Ramon Villegas and antique dealer/wood expert Osmundo
Esguerra in the late 1970s as “Batangas Uno” for the rococo
prototype, “Batangas Dos” for the transitional version from
rococo to neoclassicism, and “Tuwid” for the neoclassical
archetype. According to Villegas and Esguerra, the “Batangas
Uno”prototypes were made by a master cabinetmaker who
had his atelier in the area of what is now Taal town. In a
seeming nod to the artistic trends of Europe in the eighteenth
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century, the initial rococo exuberance of the “Batangas
Uno” prototypes were eventually tempered to the more
restrained “Batangas Dos” versions towards the end of the
eighteenth century. And then the “Batangas Dos” versions
were completely reconfigured to more linear forms that
became the “Tuwid” archetypes during the early years of the
nineteenth century. There were possibilities of other master
cabinetmakers, different ateliers, other style progressions
(reverse? transverse?), indeed alternative narratives also in
search of the origins of Batangas furniture but these were
never raised by their antiquaire contemporaries. These
theories of Villegas and Esguerra have not been challenged
thus far. It will take another generation of Filipiniana scholars
and many more years of intense research to reconfigure,
refine, diminish or bolster the Villegas and Esguerra theories
on classical Batangas furniture. In any case, the said series of
Batangas altar tables --- “Batangas Uno,” “Batangas Dos,”
“Tuwid” --- have long been possessions of prestige by their
own merits and will continue to be so in the years to come.

Author’s Note :
Antique Batangas furniture are characterized by a
deliberate Oriental geometry of scale and proportion, fine
mature hardwoods, precise Chinese–style construction
with classical mortise–and–dowel techniques, age–old
durability and are sought after by serious collectors. In the
early 1980s, it was the duo of Filipiniana scholar/jeweler/
antique dealer Ramon Villegas and antique dealer/wood
expert Osmundo Esguerra who exposed collectors and
scholars to the timeless beauty and discreet refinement of
antique Batangas furniture and thus created a justifiable
demand that has lasted decades. The most extensive and
impressive collection of antique Batangas furniture, classic
and primitive, is in the Paulino and Hetty Que collection.
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An Early Manila Aparador
61
Manila Aparador

2nd quarter of the 19th centur y
Narra, kama gong, cara bao bone and ivor y
73 1/2” x 46 1/2” x 21 1/2” (187 cm x 118 cm x 55 cm)

P 1,200,000
Provenance:
From an old Baliuag, Bulacan family

T

he crest of this early Manila aparador in the late
neoclassical style is a traditional marquetry frieze
of unfurling flowers and leaves superimposed on
kamagong wood, punctuated on the four corners with finials
also of kamagong. The style of the interspersed flowers and
leaves is traditional Baliuag usually interpreted entirely in
carabao bone or entirely in kamagong (rarely mixed in that
specific context, but there are genuine examples) and found
in the aprons of the more elaborate two–drawer, two–door
“comodas” commodes with kamagong posts. However, the
uniqueness of the cabinet is expressed in the unusual ivory and
carabao bone utilized for the marquetry of the flowers and
leaves, endowing a whole new dimension of Oriental creativity
to this early aparador.
The top of the main section of the cabinet is a concave molding
of narra wood. From the concave molding, on both sides of
the cabinet, descend a pair of finely reeded stylized Corinthian
pilasters (engaged columns) in dark kamagong wood. The shafts
themselves are edged at the top by rings and at the bottom by
plain tubelike bases.
Below the molding are the two beautiful, burled narra wood
doors --- all framed by kamagong panels. The narra doors have
raised vertical panels accented by double line inlay of lanite with
inverse C–scroll corners.
There is a cartouche of solid silver (80%) for the keyhole on the
right door. Inside, there are four alternating levels of shelves: the
top shelf, the second shelf with three drawers, the third shelf,
and the bottom shelf with two drawers, atypical from the usual
arrangement of two shelves with a center level of two drawers
in the interior common to most Filipino cabinets produced
from 1825–1850. The unprepossessing second shelf with
three drawers conceals a significant feature of this aparador:
there are three small secret compartments behind the three
drawers where the owner could hide valuables during times of
uncertainty.
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Both sides of the cabinet casing also have beautiful panels of
burled narra wood accented by double line inlay of lanite with
inverse C–scroll corners, as the doors. Four vertical panels of
narra form the back of the cabinet.
Below the doors is a rounded base molding which connects
the kamagong pilasters to the narra baluster feet. Under the
rounded base molding is a rectangular apron in narra applied
with line inlay of two horizontal panels in lanite, centered by a
flower surrounded by a circle of triangle–shapes all in carabao
bone. The entire cabinet is supported by four baluster feet of
narra.
True to the late neoclassical style, the cabinet possesses the
attributes of restraint, balance, and order.
This cabinet comes from an old Filipino family from Baliuag,
Bulacan.

Author’s Note :
This type of late neoclassical cabinet was termed “Manila” in
origin by Filipiniana authority Ramon N Villegas and by leading
antique dealer and Manila’s “romancer of wood” Osmundo
Esguerra because it was usually found within the confines of
the metropolis, although interestingly, many examples were also
found in the Ilocos region (perhaps they were widely sold there
through the river trade or there were Manila–trained craftsmen
in Ilocos workshops). The style was derived mainly from
American Federal furniture with elements from English Regency
and German Biedermeier. From the mid–1800s to the prewar,
this type of cabinet was usually found in the holdings of early
prominent families like the Tuason–Legarda–Prieto–Valdes,
the Roxas–de Ayala–Zobel–Soriano, and the Roxas–Zaragoza–
Araneta–Infante–Preysler clans.
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The Ramon Villegas Papag
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

PROPERT Y FR OM T H E R A M O N V I L L EG A S C O L L EC TI O N

62
Papag (Day Bed)

La te 18th - earl y 19th centur y
Ba tangas province
bala yo ng wood
37” x 52” x 82” (94 cm x 132 cm x 208 cm)

P 500,000
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T

his papag (day bed) in lustrous balayong wood from
Batangas province has an extremely durable bed
surface composed of five planks framed by thick panels
with receding moldings. In a nod to Hangzhou–style furniture
construction, the square posts of the headboard emerge
through the wooden bed surface for permanent stability. A
slightly arched bar with linear indentations is fastened to the
two posts just under the squarish, molded finials and it anchors
the thirteen baluster–shaped cutwork slats that complete the
headboard (six on each side flanking a wider central slat).
Directly underneath the thick panels with receding moldings,
a cenefa (or apron) of stylized pennants embellishes all four
sides of the day bed. Behind them are the four square legs
which support the piece. The shafts are attenuated towards
the molded bases which are on top of plain rectangular plinths.
The four stretchers, detailed with linear indentations on their
horizontal sides, are connected to the legs just below the bases.
Practically indestructible, this papag is constructed in exactly the
same way as a classical Batangas mesa altar or altar table. It is
made to last for a very long time. The Batangas papag day bed
is a worthy direct descendant of the Scholar’s Platform from the
Sung dynasty.
The deceptive simplicity of this Batangas papag belies the
centuries–old Sinitic woodworking techniques that hold it
together. Various versions of mortise–and–tenon joinery,
including the more complex xinmianping, are applied to
different areas of the papag. One can plainly see that much
thought and effort were expended in the creation of this
seemingly modest but exquisite daybed. There is no doubt
about these Sinitic woodworking techniques as the daybed is
still sturdy and sound after a little more than two hundred years
of existence and the unimaginable number of people
who used and abused it.
A Harvard University–educated art and antique collector
observes: “Papags are often quite small, around 5 x 4 feet.  In
their original domestic interiors, they might be found as much in
living rooms, verandas, or foyers, for napping or conversation,
as much as they may have been in bedrooms.  However, this
one, from the personal collection of the writer, art historian, and
connoisseur Ramon Villegas (who owned it since the 1990s)
is the largest  — and earliest —  papag known to come to the
market, making this piece exceedingly rare.”
The distinguished collector continues: “One of the most
beautiful and characteristic decorative elements, perhaps unique
to Batangas province, is the gracious undulating horizontal
“wave” that acts as a senepa or apron skirting all four sides of
the papag.  Constructed as a horizontal composition of straight
lines and curves, a half-round dome pushes downward through
right angles, bringing small scale to the solidity of the
four supporting posts, and to the mass of the solid bed frame.
This lovely carved balayong “wave” is also found on a number
of Batangas furniture types:  most distinctly on the elongated
(12 - 14 foot) kapiyas, on early Batangas dulangs, sometimes on
Batangas aparadors and comodas.  It also appears in Batangas
architecture, adding a delicate underscore to the eves of 18th
and 19th century houses, particularly around Taal and Lemery.”

Distinguished collector: “The Batangas papag is in a collecting
category onto itself, rivaling the Ah Tay Bed not only for quality
of construction, but also for strength of presence.  Whereas the
Ah Tay Bed, always in narra, takes its iconographic cues from
the Ilocos region (such as the leaves and fruits of the grape
vine), the Batangas papag’s strength of presence comes
from carved motifs unique to the Batangas region, and the
distinctive use of the dark, elegant hardwood, balayong.
Perhaps the only other province known for its distinctive
papag is Bohol, but the ones from Batangas are regarded
more highly for the quality of their carving and their exclusive
use mof balayong.  Whereas the 19th century Ah Tay bed has
Victorian stylistic elements that tie it as fusion-type construct
to the West, the earlier papags of Batangas and Bohol are
tied by construction to the only uniquely pre- Hispanic piece
of furniture found in these islands by the conquistadores: the
dulang.”
Distinguished collector: “The dulang (a rectangular low table
around which people sit on the floor) is constructed of a
one-piece hardwood top supported by four square posts. On
the the long side of the rectangular tabletop, the two posts
terminate into a sled-base on the floor, and mid-air between
these two legs are stretchers which are added for extra
stability. Like the dulang, the papag also has four solid posts
supporting its top.  In case of this fine example, two of the
posts pierce through the top, becoming supporting elements
for a headboard.  The sled-base is dispensed with, in favor of
stabilization from additional stretchers.”
Distinguished collector: “Batangas province has produced
perhaps the most beautiful and collectible furniture types in
the country, including the extraordinary balayong altar tables
originating in the Taal area.  Indeed, the seeds for masterful
woodworking in Batangas were planted in the late 1600s with
the construction of Taal cathedral.  Eventually, the rise in the
1800s of the hacienda class, and the professional classes also,
further increased demand for domestic furniture.  For these
people, rising in wealth and stature, that the first non-church
furniture — mesas altar, papags, aparadors, comodas —
from local ateliers were produced.  This demand created two
centuries of excellence in woodworking craftsmanship in
Batangas province.”

Author’s Note :
Antique Batangas furniture are characterized by a deliberate
Oriental geometry of scale and proportion, fine mature
hardwoods, precise Chinese–style construction with classical
mortise–and–dowel techniques, age–old durability and are
sought after by serious collectors. In the early 1980s, it was the
duo of Filipiniana scholar/jeweler/antique dealer Ramon
Villegas and antique dealer/wood expert Osmundo Esguerra
who exposed collectors and scholars to the timeless beauty
and discreet refinement of antique Batangas furniture and thus
created a justifiable demand that has lasted decades.
The most extensive and impressive selection of antique
Batangas furniture, classic and primitive, is in the Paulino and
Hetty Que collection.
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A Formidable Trestle Table
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

63
A Balayong and Narra Trestle Table
last quarter of the 19th Centur y (1875 - 1900)
Manila/La guna
Bala yong and golden Narra
31” x 44 1/2” x 94”
(79 cm x 113 cm x 239 cm)

P 800,000
Provenance:
An old Manila family

E

xuding a silent but formidable dignity, this “sola pieza”
(one piece) dining table in lustrous “golden narra”
wood for 6–8 persons has a surface molded on the sides
supported by a “cenefa” apron with a small molding at the
bottom. The large tabletop is supported on two ends by pairs of
large fluted balusters with turned, beaded sections at both ends
set on massive, fluted, stylized C–scroll plinths which are in turn
connected by a large, fluted baluster stretcher also with turned,
beaded sections at both attenuated ends. It is of the neoclassical
type found in Manila and Laguna houses during the last quarter
of the nineteenth century.
Dining tables in well–off households came in two styles: “sola
pieza” (where the top was a single piece or framed by hardwood
for more stability, usually “kamagong”) or the longer segmented
ones. A “sola pieza” table, with just one big impressive piece for
the surface, signified wealth and was a source of pride for the
master of the household. Segmented dining tables --- derived
from great European houses and palaces --- were favored by
equally well–off households that liked to nentertain often, as the
table could be lengthened, shortened, scattered or assembled
as occasions necessitated. While “sola pieza” tables had existed
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since the late sixteenth century in churches, monasteries,
government buildings, and large houses as refectory/dining and
library/office tables with rectangular framed surfaces supported
on four corners by legs topped with grotesque masques
(“dinemonyo”), one of the earliest segmented dining tables
seen in Manila was at the Intramuros house of the German
pharmacist Jacobo Zobel Hinsch, owner of Botica Boie, depicted
in watercolor in the Carl Johann Karuth album (now attributed to
Jose Honorato Lozano) in 1858.
Dining tables, whether “sola pieza” or segmented, were the
most expensive pieces of furniture in a well–off household
in the second half of the nineteenth century (1850–1900) --where they were valued from 120–170 pesos as compared to a
“camagon” aparador at 12 pesos and single chairs at 2 pesos.
These interesting values were seen in the in the surviving Last
Wills and Testaments (“Bienes y Difuntos”) in the National
Archives, specifically in those of the Molo Agustin Paterno family
of business dynasts. Of course, in the cases of the said affluent
family, their dining tables were suitably grand, made of thick
golden “narra” with impressive lengths and widths with large
neoclassical reeded or fluted or carved Victorian C–scroll legs.
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IMAGO DEI: In the Image of God

A Selection of Large and Early Relleves and Santos from
The Collection of the Late Don Benito J. Legarda Jr.
by Floy Quintos

PROPERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
CO LLECT ION

64
A Relleve / Bas-relief depicting the
Presentation at the Temple
La te 17th – earl y 18th centur y
wea thered hardwood in two panels
61 1/4” x 37” x 5”
(156 c m x 94 cm x 13 cm)

P 400,000

M

ost relleves/bas reliefs depict the carved figures
enclosed within a frame . This rare figural grouping
is not limited by such a frame. All the figures have
been sculpted in high relief and are near life-sized . Though
no collection notes exist to tell us the origin of the piece, the
sheer size and heft of this relleve indicate that it was a church
piece. Stylistically, it is related to a large fragmentary relleve
published by Fernando Zóbel in his landmark work.
The subject depicted is equally rare. The Presentation at the
Temple is an early episode from the life of Christ recorded in the
Gospel of Luke. In the Jewish Torah, the first-born male child
was presented at the temple of Jerusalem, to be consecrated
and redeemed forty days after the child was born and after the
mother’s ritual purification.
Mary and Joseph are seen on the extreme right . Mary kneels in
obedience before Simeon and the prophetess Anna. Simeon
was a very old
rabbi , one who had been given a strange promise by God.
“He should not see death before he had seen the Lord,” wrote
Luke. Upon seeing the child, the old man was moved to utter
the poignant words, “ Lord, now let thy servant depart in
peace, according to thy word, for my eyes have now seen
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the salvation, which thou has prepared before the face of all
people.”
This moving prayer is known as the Canticle of Simeon. In
addition, Simeon uttered to Mary, the prophetic words, “ Yes, a
sword shall pierce through your own soul, that the thoughts of
many hearts may be revealed.”
The figure behind Simeon is the prophetess Anna, who after
witnessing the event, went among the people at the temple to
announce the coming of the savior.
The sculptor has added a charming touch in the fifth figure,
a kneeling attendant who holds up a lighted taper, as if to
illuminate the scene. A basket of loaves/ fruit substitutes for the
two turtledoves that were the standard offering of the parents
of the child.
Sadly, the central figure around which the entire scene revolves
is missing. A small wooden fragment projecting from Mary’s
upraised arm hows that the figure of the child Jesus was
pegged in and not carved as an integral part of the relleve. The
figure would have been recumbent and possibly wrapped in
swaddling clothes. (Floy Quintos)
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PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E D O N B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR . C OLLE C T ION

65
A Relleve / Bas-relief depicting the
Flight to Egypt
18th centur y
Hardwood, constructed in two panels
45” x 26” x 3”
(117 cm x 66 cm x 8 cm)

P 200,000

S

tripped of its polychromy and polished to high sheen, this
relleve was
likely the product of a provincial workshop (possibly Southern
Tagalog). The piece shows the Filipino folk penchant for Horror
Vacui, a fear of empty spaces. We see this in the scalloped frame,
the foreshortening of the main figures, the cavalcade of clouds and
angels .
The subject depicted is the Flight Into Egypt. This apocryphal story
from the New Testament , tells of the long trip taken by Joseph
and Mary after Joseph had been warned in a dream of Herod’s
impending massacre of the innocents. The Gospel of Matthew
tells us that the Holy family stayed in Egypt for three years, until an
angel appeared to Joseph to tell him that Herod had died, and that
it was now safe for the family to return to Israel.
The main figural grouping shows Joseph leading an exhausted
-looking horse (note how the poor steed is almost crashing into
Joseph’s staff.) Mary sits astride, holding the child Jesus. Jesus is
depicted as tot holding a flower, a detail echoed in the two angels
hovering above. Details of the landscape would have probably been
painted into the backdrop. (Floy Quintos)
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
COLLEC T ION

66
Santo de Bulto/ Santo
Sculpture in the Round Virgin
of the Immaculate Conception/
Inmaculada Concepcion
La te 1 8th - Earl y 19th centur y
La guna school
hardwood with traces of gesso and pol ychrom y
43 1/2” x 14” x 11”
(110 cm x 36 cm x 28 cm)

P 200,000

A

large and very fine depiction of Mary born without
the stain of original sin , “sin pecado concevida”
. Though the Catholic church proclaimed the
Immaculate Conception as a Dogma only in the middle of
the 19 th century, the depiction has been a popular one in
the Philippines, with images made for both churches as well
as folk altars. Two standard depictions of the Immaculate
Conception , both following European models, are found in
the Philippines. One depicts Mary in full 17 th century Spanish
court dress (seen in the Bantug santo sold in the previous
Leon auction) and in many other “Bell”-shaped/ Buntis
variations found all over the Philippines.
The other version depicts Mary in the Hebrea or traditional
Hebrew costume consisting of tunic and mantle. The Legarda
santo follows that mold, and may be considered proto-typical
of Southern Tagalog versions of all sizes. Here, Mary is shown
as a young woman, her head unveiled to show her locks,
her body clad in a simple tunic, the “lotus’ folds of her hem
undulating at her feet. A mantle is tucked into the left arm
, and goes over one shoulder , the divine winds of heaven
blowing it into a sculptural flourish on the Virgin’s right side.
These characteristics are found, with slight variations, on
many depictions.
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Three sculptural characteristics that would endear this piece
to veteran santo collectors ,are worth noting. First are the
pronounced eyebags and eyelids which produce the effect
known in Tagalog as Namumugtong mata. Note also the lines
on the neck, a feature found in many ivory santos. The second
would be the finely-carved cascading locks which have been
likened to Chinese glass noodles. This feature is described as
Sinotanghon. The third would be the contraposto or S-shaped
pose borrowed by European carvers from classical Greek
statuary. It is amusing to note that the local terms first became
popular during the 1970s and 80s when Santo-collecting
was at its height. The terms are still with us today, and form
part of the vocabulary that defines the discriminating santo
collector’s standards of quality.
The Philippines was consecrated to the Immaculate
Conception by Pius XII in
1942. (Floy Quintos)
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PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E D O N B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR . C OLLE C T ION

67
A Relleve/Bas-relief depicting the
Crucifixion
La te 18th- Earl y 19th centur y
Possibl y Bicol in orig in
ha rdwood with traces of pol ychrom y
45” x 26” x 3”
(114 cm x 66 cm x 8 cm)

P 200,000

I

n the previous auction, another Crucifixion relleve from the
Legarda collection was offered and sold for a record price. The
previous piece was carved in the classical mold. This particular
relleve offers another artistic perspective on the very same subject.
This perspective may easily be dismissed as “Primitive”, a label that
often tends to downgrade the forceful dynamism and vigor of this
more “naif” approach. But in my opinion, pieces such as this are
valuable as they show us how local sculptors re-imagine the biblical
scenes they were tasked to interpret. The narrow panel shows
Christ’s final moments at Golgotha. Christ is barely alive, and looks
vacantly into the void, his spirit no longer of this world. To his right,
the penitent thief Dismas, beseeches him imploringly.
To Christ’s left, Gestas, the impenitent, looks outward, impervious
to the salvation offered to his colleague. Mary Magdalene clutches
dramatically at the foot of the cross, her hand gently touching the
Saviour’s foot, while John the Beloved looks on serenely. Based on
traditional depictions, one hand should be clutching at his heart.
Perhaps, due to a miscalculation on the part of the sculptor, John’s
left hand now rests on his right forearm.
The most dramatic figure is the Mater Dolorosa/ Sorrowful Mother
. The sculptor has made her slightly larger than the others, her
voluminous veil and mantle making her just as large as Christ
himself. She is depicted in the contraposto , S-shaped pose
associated with classical statuary. Traces of red polychrome are still
very visible on her tunic, a color scheme often seen in Dolorosa
images from Bicol and other Southern Tagalog areas. The sculptor
has devoted almost a third of the entire composition to the rocky
landscape of Golgotha. The skull and cross bones of Adam, a
traditional feature of many crucifixion scenes, are also depicted.
(Floy Quintos)
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
COLLEC T ION

68
Santong de Bulto/ Santo
Sculpture in the Round
Saint Michael the Archangel/
San Miguel Arkanghel
17th - 18th centur y
wea thered hardwood
38” x 14” x 13” (97 cm x 36 cm x 33 cm)

P 200,000

I

t is unfortunate that no collection notes exist for this rare
depiction of San Miguel. The weathering would suggest that
it was located outside the church of origin, most likely in a
niche. The archaic style suggests an early dating, possibly
the later half of the 17 th century.
The santo is important, in my opinion, because the sculptor
managed to execute the classical conception of an archangel’s
costume faithfully, while maintaining a distinct sense of
proportion and attitude that links the piece to older, pre-colonial
sculptural traditions. Much has been said about the Synchretic
brand of Philippine Catholicism. Here is a sculpture that
eloquently captures that unique blend of the Animist and the
Catholic.
Saint Michael is depicted in the typical angel costume popular
in Europe during the Renaissance. This costume consists of a kilt
or short skirt, worn under a tunic (often, also a breastplate or
doublet) . A cape is thrown over the shoulders and fastened with
a brooch. On the head, a metal helmet, and on the feet , high
boots. The upraised hand holding the flaming sword has been
lost. It would have been pegged in.

How faithfully these European details have been depicted , and
how original and striking is the countenance of Michael. He
stares relentlessly, with his bulging eyes and uncompromisingly
stoic face, in the manner of an Ifugao Bulul or a pe-colonial
Maitum head.
Equally cryptic is the head of Lucifer, popping up from beneath
Michael’s voluminous skirt. The devil’s one arm is pinned down
by Michael’s foot. Another arm is seen fully rendered. Unlike
in later depictions where Lucifer is shown as in winged human
form, there is the suggestion of a coiled serpent, the head poised
to strike.
The Legarda collection is full of many fine examples of santos in
the Popular and Classical styles. This early piece is one that can
be rightfully described as Singular. (Floy Quintos)
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The Tayag Hagabi

(Ifugao Ceremonial Bench)
by Floy Quintos

69
Ifugao Prestige Bench/
Hagabi

S

P 1,000,000

Due to the demand for hagabi, many newer copies have been reproduced in
recent years. But while it is easy to reproduce the hagabi’s form , the older
pieces are distinguished by their strong yet elegant proportions and by a
functionality that is bound to Ifugao traditional culture and aesthetics. These
elements are found in the hagabi featured here.

Earl y t o Mid-20th centur y
Kiangan, Ifugao
Narra hardwood, polished
25” x 148” x 25”
(64 cm x 376 cm x 64 cm)

Provenance:
Acquired by Claude Tayag, ca 1995

ince the landmark sale of the Lopez Hagabi late last year, I have been
besieged by inquiries and photographs of many hagabi. I have had
the difficult task of telling their owners that their pieces fall short of
what a traditional hagabi looks like. Many hagabi available today have been
carved for the trade. Though many have been used, they unfortunately
do not share the qualities of older pieces from the 19 th and early 20 th
centuries.

It is from the collection of the painter Claude Tayag who sourced it in 1995
from Ifugao stone masons who were working with him on the construction
of his now-iconic Pampanga residence, Bale Dutung. Two decades of
continued usage in Claude’s own home have given the piece a soft sheen
not found on hagabi traditionally placed in the open, outdoor spaces below
the Ifugao houses.
The two stylized pig heads or ngiwil on the opposite sides show a marked
difference from one another. One head is long and thin, the other thicker
and shorter. This disparity in the shape of the heads is a rare detail also
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found in some ritual boxes /punamham . This difference is said by informants
to signify the duality of male and female, with the longer snout ,possibly
representing a sow, the shorter , more powerful end, a boar. Adze marks ,
now smoothened by time, are also seen on the upraised ears and snouts of
the stylized male and female ngiwil.
From the back of these heads, the resting plank rises gently to form a
peaked center. The plank gently widens as it reaches the center, a detail
often overlooked in more recent hagabi copies. In this example, the resting
plank has been deftly engineered so that it appears to float between the
ngiwil heads.
Observers have said that it is difficult to sit on the hagabi’s peaked resting
plank. But the hagabi was not meant to be sat on, as one would on a bench.
Eric Moltzau Anderson , in his landmark work, “In the Shape of Tradition:
Indigenous Art of Northern Philippines” (Leiden, 2010) , explains the proper
use of the hagabi:
“Aesthetically, the hagabi bench is grand and thought-provoking… When
resting on the bench, (the user’s back resting between the ears of the
stylized head and the feet raised upward towards the peaked center), with
the head in a lower position than the feet, it is said to relieve minor ailments,
like muscle aches and headaches.” (Floy Quintos)
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Candelabras with Virinas
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

PROPERTY FROM A VERY DISTINGUISHED
COLLECTOR

70
A Pair of Church Candelabra
a) An 8-Piece Virina Hacha
narra, brass silverpla te, big antique
virinas (hurricane shades)
H: 64” (163 cm)
D: 2 9” (74 cm)
b) A 7-Piece Virina Hacha
narra, brass silverpla te, big antique
virinas (hurricane shades)
H: 67 1/2” (171 cm)
D: 3 2” (81 cm)

P 100,000

S

ix tall, turned, and carved wooden candelabra holding
a single big candle each, and later on silver–clad
ones for rich parishes, stood in front of all church
main altars (three on each side, behind the communion
rail) throughout the archipelago, in a long tradition of the
local Roman Catholic Church dating back to the “Obras
Pias” (“Pious Works”) during the Manila–Acapulco Galleon
Trade (1565–1815). The “Obras Pias” was an ostensibly
charitable organization operated by the local Roman Catholic
Church for the poor and the sick, orphans and the elderly
but it was also a major financial operation which partially
funded the Galleon Trade and, after its end in 1815 with the
Independence of Mexico, the first banking systems in Las Islas
Filipinas. Every year for 250 years, the “Obras Pias” requested
prayers from the Catholic faithful for the success of the
galleon voyages to Acapulco as practically the entire economy
of the Filipinas colony depended on it.
It was the stylish generation of patrician architects Luis Ma
Araneta and Leandro Locsin and wife Cecilia Yulo who made
these tall candelabra (topped with “virinas” converting them
to “torcheres”) fashionable in the living rooms and lanais of
Forbes Park, the country’s richest and most exclusive enclave.
During the 1960s–70s, these tall candelabra with “virinas”
along with antique altar tables, folk “santos,” excavated
Oriental ceramics, antique “gallineras” (long benches), and
contemporary paintings by Vicente Manansala, H R Ocampo,
Anita Magsaysay–Ho, Carlos V. Francisco (“Botong”), Cesar
Legaspi, et al (all on large “piedra china” and pebblewash
floors) were necessary fashionable furnishings in the
sprawling residences of Manila society.
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a)

b)
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The Holy Grail of Banquet Silver
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

71
A “Palitera” / “Palillera”
(Toothpick Holder)

2nd quarter of the 19th centur y (1825–50)
solid silver (80%) from Mexican silver coins
552.6 g rams
Pampanga, Bulacan
Base: 2 1/4” x 4” (5 cm x 10 cm)
Pedestal: 3” x 2” (8 cm x 5 cm)
Pinea pple: H: 5 1/4” (13 cm)
D: 5 1/4” (13 cm)
Total size H: 10 1/2” (27 cm)
D: 5 1/2” (14 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

T

he Classical “Pineapple” Palitera --- The Holy Grail of
antique Filipino domestic silver, according to the preeminent
Filipiniana scholar Ramon N Villegas.

These silver “paliteras” toothpick holders (as well as the equally
exquisite “buyeras”/“platillas para buya”) were usually found in the
estates of a certain generation of pre–1850 “hacendero” families in
Pampanga, Bulacan, Manila, Laguna, Batangas, and Cavite.
A hollow silver pineapple dotted with holes for carved or silver
toothpicks nestles in 3 gradated levels of foliage, all atop an urn,
set on a plain plinth, which in turn is set on a bigger plinth with
decorative piercework panels, supported on its four corners with lion
paw feet… This particular example has an austere urn and distinct
“catmon” flower and foliage designs on its decorative piercework
panels. All the components are anchored inside through a metal or
silver rod secured by a silver coin or screw. The classical pineapple
“palitera” is frankly Napoleonic/French Empire in inspiration and
echoes the late neoclassical designs of the French sculptor and
bronzier Pierre–Philippe Thomire.
Old people in Pampanga, Bulacan, Batangas, and Laguna were told
by their antecedents that these domestic silver items were produced
by itinerant silversmiths who traveled from one affluent household
to the next producing items customized according to the financial
capabilities and various tastes of their clients… However, in the case
of the classical pineapple “palitera,” there seemed to be a master
silversmith with an atelier in Pampanga (specifically in Mexico/Masicu
town, according to several old people in the 1970s) who produced
these splendors and distributed them to the leading Pampangueno
families of those times, owing to the relative uniformity of the few
surviving specimens.
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The pineapple plant was imported to Las Islas Filipinas in the
late 1500s by the Spanish colonizers from South America. By
the 1800s, it had become a cross–cultural symbol of welcome,
generosity, abundance, and wealth. The pineapple became desired
decoration at the Filipino dinner table because of its positive
associations. Its interpretation in solid silver as an elegant toothpick
holder was its highest point as a mark of wealth.
In the early days of postwar antique collecting in the 1950s,
the silver pineapple “paliteras” were mostly found by antique
aficionados in Pampanga “bahay–na–bato.” Logically, there was
a concentration of “paliteras” found in the principal old towns
of Mexico/Masicu, Bacolor, Guagua, Lubao. Martin I Tinio Jr liked
to recall that a senior Hizon clan member reminisced that there
had been 12 pineapple “paliteras” that had decorated their
long, segmented dining table during fiestas in the (demolished)
1820s Hizon–Liwanag ancestral house in Mexico/Masicu. Those
12 “paliteras” devolved to Hizon descendants and to other big
ancestral houses. A pair, along with an exceptional “buyera” with
the initials “SHD,” landed in a beautiful Henson–Lacson ancestral
house in San Fernando town, and their current whereabouts
are unknown. A pair was purchased by Martin I Tinio Jr from a
Hizon–Liwanag descendant, they are now in a private collection.
There were also “paliteras” and a pair of “buyeras” in the grand
Esteban Lazatin–Miguela de Ocampo ancestral house in Mexico.
One “palitera” was inherited by the extremely affluent son Serafin
Lazatin y de Ocampo (married to Encarnacion Singian y Torres)
and he brought it home to San Fernando, where it remains to
this day. In the mid–1970s, his daughter Carmen Singian Lazatin
commissioned 2 faithful copies from the Saint Louis University–
Baguio silversmiths so the original could have “companions,” like
it did in the original Lazatin–de Ocampo ancestral house. Also in
San Fernando, the extremely affluent Andres Eusebio estate had a
pair of silver “paliteras” in the form of flowering shrubs on pots,
current whereabouts unknown.
Far–flung Pampanga towns also yielded treasures. Famous barrio
Sulipan in Apalit town had a pair (2 complete as well as random
parts from a former set of 12) of classical pineapple “paliteras”
from the 1848 Joaquin Arnedo–Maria Sioco estate; they are now
in the Gonzalez–Arnedo estate and headed for the Museo De La
Salle at the De La Salle University–Dasmarinas in Cavite. Also in
barrio Sulipan from the 1821 Garcia estate, there was a rotund
pineapple on a silver plinth which landed in the Dr Eleuterio
Pascual collection and from there to the Paulino and Hetty Que
collection. San Juan, Apalit had a pineapple on a plinth on a
kamagong base, a “buyera” with gold initials, and an elegant urn
for tobacco, legacies from Arnedo ancestors who lived on elegant
Calle Sagunto (Calle Santo Cristo), Tondo, Manila; their current
whereabouts are unknown. Ramon Villegas was able to acquire
an unusual “palitera” with a two-headed man (Januarius?) on a
plinth from Apalit town, it is now in the Paulino and Hetty Que
collection. Santa Ana town had an amusing “palitera”: a dog with
a basket in its mouth on a plinth from the Dizon estate, it was
acquired by corporate executive and antique collector Rene
Dizon and is now in a private collection. Arayat town had an
exquisite pair of silver “Kulasisi” birds on shrubs atop rectangular
plinths with articulated piercework panels from the 1880s Lino
Reyes–Raymunda Soriano estate. They are now in San Francisco,
USA.
Malolos, Bulacan’s most famous hostess to Spanish Governors–
General, Archbishops of Manila, and “de alta sociedad,” Rosenda
Mendoza de Tanchangco, originally from an affluent Santa Cruz,
Manila family, had a pair (and possibly more) of splendid, outsized
pineapple “paliteras” decorated with her cipher “RM” and
baroque masques on their plinths. One devolved to an intellectual
descendant famous in high academic circles and the other
improbably found its way to a prominent Chinese–Filipino collector
after having been owned by a grand heiress and before that by her
good friend, a patrician aesthete. Rosenda Mendoza de
Tanchangco had a “throne room” swathed in red velvet and
passementerie with 2 throne chairs upholstered in red and gold
specifically intended for the visits of the Spanish Governor–General
and the Archbishop of Manila.

Affluent San Miguel de Mayumo town must have had
many “paliteras” during the glory days of its rice and sugar
“hacenderos” in the late 1800s–early 1900s. There was an unusual
“palitera” with a small dog holding 2 floral baskets in its mouth
standing on multiple plinths from the Sevilla–de Leon estate,
current whereabouts unknown.
Legendary Taal town in Batangas was famous in antique
aficionado circles for the big “baul” chest (which could fit 6
people) full of antique Filipino silver of the Ignacio Ilagan family at
their famous ancestral house. The postwar traditional silversmith
Gaudencio de Jesus (“Dencio”) and his son Ricardo (“Carding”)
recalled the contents of that legendary Ilagan “baul”: silver
flatware by the hundreds, silver trays of various sizes, bowls of
various sizes, goblets, pitchers, candy dishes, multiple “buyeras,”
“paliteras” in all forms, “mosqueteras” (mosquito net holders),
and all sorts of elegant home accessories. The recollections of the
de Jesus silversmiths were confimed by Martin Tinio who also saw
that fantastic “baul” for himself. Current whereabouts unknown.
1880s Lipa town in Batangas waxed fantastically superrich from
coffee exports at a time when all the other coffee plants of the
world were ruined by disease. The coffee “hacenderos” of Lipa
literally walked with diamond–encrusted shoes. The extremely
affluent Celestino Solis family and their relatives the Catigbacs,
Aguileras, Dimayugas, Luzes, and Mayos redefined the aristocratic
Filipino lifestyle when they lived, not as rich Manilenos, but as rich
Parisians and Londoners with all the requisite accoutrements. The
Celestino Solis family was known for its Parisian gold table services,
and for its gold–encrusted “paliteras” and gold toothpicks as
well. 1880s Lipeno opulence was so otherworldly that even
1920s Ilonggo and Negrense razzle–dazzle could not eclipse it.
Fortunately and surprisingly, despite the devastation of Lipa during
World War II, much of its 1880s material culture survives with very
rich, business–savvy descendants and they are currently conserved
in Greenhills.
Far–flung Maragondon town in Cavite yielded a tall, silver
“palitera” in the form of a 3–tiered epergne topped by a
pineapple. It is the tallest “palitera” in existence and is now in a
famous Chinese–Filipino collection.
Improbably enough, antique aficionados Jose Ma Ricardo Panlilio
(aka Joey Panlilio) and Dr Nicanor G Tiongson PhD (aka Nic
Tiongson) remembered a pineapple “palitera” on a kamagong
base displayed in the shop window of a haberdashery/tailoring
shop along Claro M Recto avenue in Manila up to the mid–1970s.
The owner refused to sell it to various interested parties, the
“palitera” was probably inherited.
Atty Daniel Roderick Williams (Private Secretary to Commissioner
Bernard Moses; later, became Secretary of the Commission) in his
book “The Odyssey of the Philippine Commission” (A C MacClurg
&amp; Co, 1913) reminisced about a lavish dinner given for the
Taft Commission (The Second Philippine Commission) by the
Arnedo– Sioco family at their Sulipan, Apalit, Pampanga residence
in 1900:
“Our arrival was the signal for an early visit from the village
presidente and other leading citizens... There was also a procession
of native women bearing gifts of fruits, dulces and various
eatables... We ate to the accompaniment of a native band which
persisted in serenading us during the entire meal... Our reception
was a royal one, the ritual of hospitality among these people
reduced to a fine art... Dinner was served at eight, and it was
indeed a feast to remember. A great mahogany table glittered with
the finest china and linen, its entire length set off by massive
bouquets, pyramids of fruits, wonderfully ornamented cakes and
stands of most elaborately carved toothpicks. The number and
variety of courses were amazing, creating a sense of wonder as

to where and how they were all produced. There were wines
of all kinds and color, the effect of which doubtless added to
the conviviality of the occasion.”
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“Paliteras” were used as centerpieces for “fiesta”/banquet
tables. They were not displayed as is (as on modern dining
tables); they were studded with silver toothpicks with flowers
and leaves and wooden versions with exquisite whittlework
which made them look like floral bouquets. The Luis Maria
Araneta Collection has actual examples of 1800s whittlework
toothpicks. The extremely affluent Celestino Solis household
in 1880s Lipa, Batangas was known for gold–encrusted
silver toothpick holders as well as gold toothpicks, among
many other extravagances. The gentlemen guests would
oftentimes take the whittlework toothpicks and use them
as “boutonnieres.” Other table curiosities used with the
“paliteras” and the French silver–and–crystal centerpieces
were that of fantastic, French–style, Antonin Careme–
inspired baskets of multicolored spun sugar with fruits -resembling Murano and Bohemia glass --- which had to be
ordered from expert confectioners. Distant Arayat town in
Pampanga was the last bastion of this unbelievably exquisite
sugar artistry and the Victorian craft finally disappeared in the
1960s.
By the radically youthful 1960s, modern Filipinos had already
forgotten about arcane “paliteras” and “buyeras,” and
it took the irrepressible scholar Martin I Tinio Jr --- whose
mind and heart were palpable survivors of the Spanish
colonial era --- to remind people what their functions were
in the 1800s. By his own admission, the revered Ramon
N Villegas himself did not know what the small oval silver
trays continually offered to him by agents were, until Tinio
informed him in the late 1970s that those were “platillas
para buya”/“buyeras” and were for the elegant serving of
betel nut chews at receptions. Also by his own admission,
Villegas was writing and promoting antique Filipino silver but
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it was only in 1993 when Brother Andrew Benjamin FSC of
De La Salle University (Macario Diosdado Arnedo Gonzalez)
sent him a pair of antique silver “paliteras” from the 1848
Arnedo–Sioco estate (Sulipan, Apalit, Pampanga) for minor
repairs that Villegas was finally able to study and dissect
inarguably original “palitera” specimens. “Iba yung totoo!”
(“Real is different!”) Villegas enthused.
As with the top rarities the “Batangas Uno” mesa altar and
the “Kamagong” aparador, Ramon N Villegas attempted to
make a mental master list of extant silver “paliteras” and
their collector–owners. The list was short: Paulino and Hetty
Que, Richard Lopez, Atty Jose Mari Trenas, Xavier Pardo
de Tavera Loinaz, Jaime C Laya, Antonio Gutierrez, Stanley
Chan, Ramon Villegas, Marie–Theresa G Lammoglia–Virata
(“Bebe”), Maria V Kalaw–Katigbak, Luis Ma Araneta,
Consuelo Madrigal (“Chito”), the Serafin Lazatin–Encarnacion
Singian estate, the Augusto Gonzalez–Rosario Arnedo estate,
Tiongson family, et al. However, Villegas’ mental list has
shifted considerably since his 2016 passing. In the 1990s, the
most passionate collectors of antique silver “paliteras” were
Richard B Lopez, Paulino & Hetty Que, and Xavier Pardo de
Tavera Loinaz.
____________________
Acknowledgments:
Martin I Tinio Jr
Ramon N Villegas Jr
Maria Cristina Ongpin–Roxas
Paulino &amp; Hetty Que
Richard B Lopez
Atty Jose Mari Trenas
Xavier Pardo de Tavera Loinaz
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The Grand Pardo de Tavera - Yriarte
Giltwood Frame
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll
PROPERTY FROM A VERY DISTINGUISHED
COLLECTOR

72
A Polychrome Giltwood
Frame in The Spanish
Baroque Style
ha rdwood
La te 18th - earl y 19th Centur y
57” x 40” (145 cm x 102 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
The Pardo de Tavera - Yriarte Family
Acquired from the above by the present owner,
ca. 1970

T

his magisterial frame of magnificently–wrought
Philippine “molave” hardwood is surmounted
by the crest of the de Yriarte family supported
by stylized acanthus leaves and topped by a rounded
pediment. Both the left and the right sides of the frame
are topped by rounded pediments from where seashells,
flowers, leaves, and fruits carved in high relief descend.
The four corners of the frame are deeply carved with
“Tridacna gigas” seashells (giant clams). The hybrid
Filipino design freely takes elements from the Spanish
(“churrigueresco”), Mexican, Italian, and Portuguese
decorative traditions of the baroque and rococo periods.
This grand Spanish baroque–style (“churrigueresco”)
frame comes from the combined legacies of the
hallowed de Yriarte and Pardo de Tavera families of
Old Intramuros, Manila --- among the most prominent
Spanish–Filipino families during the Spanish colonial
era. In style, heft, and gesture, it would not be out of
place in the great Intramuros palaces --- Palacio del
Gobernador, Palacio Arzobispal, Ayuntamiento/Casas
Consistoriales --- or even in the great palaces of Madre
España.
A prominent collector recalled that he had seen
a similar frame which actually contained an 18 th
century painting. Pictorial proof of its aristocratic
Spanish–Filipino provenance is seen in a series of prewar
photographs of the interiors of the 1800s Pardo de
Tavera residence in Intramuros and the 1920s Villa
Beatrice in Pasay.

Letras y Figuras
José H on o ra to L o za n o
wa terc o l o r o n p a p e r;
52 cm x 80 cm s i g n e d , 1867
Priv a te Co l l e cti o n
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73
Graciano T. Nepomuceno (1881 - 1974)
Hol y Trinity
signed (lower right)
ca 1950
bas relief, wood
with frame: 28” x 20” (71 cm x 51 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the de Vera Family, close friends
of the artist

One of the foremost sculptors and santero (icon-maker)
of the early 1900s, Graciano Nepomuceno’s narra wood
carving of the Holy Trinity resembles that of the traditional
representation of the unity of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit in Christian art. The Father and the Son sit next
to each other, with emphasis on the latter’s position, which
is evocative of the declaration of the Christian belief “He
ascended into heaven, and is seated at the right hand of the
Father”. The Holy Spirit is positioned at the top center, an
implication that it is “adored and glorified” with the Father
and the Son, another principal article of faith in Christianity.
A spherical object that is reminiscent of our mortal world
can be seen at the bottom center, seemingly guided by the
omnipotent Trinity. It is surrounded by an assemblage of
cherubim – unearthly beings that stand nearest to the throne
of God.
Contemporary and Spanish colonial era woodworks have
a certain degree of admiration among Filipino artists
and collectors. But according to Alfredo R. Roces, an
accomplished artist-writer, this leaves a “middle ground
that is forgotten or unknown”, and this is where Graciano
Nepomuceno’s works belong. His works are “neither modern
enough nor old enough” for contemporary likings yet these
works “speak for themselves”. In direct carving, especially
in molave wood, Nepomuceno stood out almost alone,
stemming from his experience as an apprentice of Ciriaco
Arevalo, a Filipino sculptor who won a gold medal in an
exhibition in Spain. Napoleon Veloso Abueva, the Father of
Philippine Modern Sculpture, was once quoted to have said
that Nepomuceno’s “depiction of familiar themes in high
relief and religious pieces were exquisitely carved.”
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The Capture of Aguinaldo
by the American Mastermind Gen. Frederick Funston
by Jose Victor Torres

T

he morning of March 28 was already turning into
the start of a hot summer day. The steam launch
from the steamer, the USS Vicksburg, sailed down
the Pasig River and docked at the wharf behind Malacañang
Palace. The boat occupants disembarked, three American
officers and three Filipinos. The senior officer immediately
went to the quarters of his division commander, Gen. Arthur
MacArthur, who had just woken up and was still in his dress
robe, when he came down to meet the officer.
After a brief pause, the officer said, “Well, I have brought you
Don Emilio.” When an incredulous MacArthur asked where
their most wanted insurgent leader was, the officer said,
“Right in this house.”
General Emilio Aguinaldo ( 1869 - 1964)

With those words, Gen. Frederick Funston ended the
two-year long Philippine-American War with his capture
of President Emilio Aguinaldo after a well-laid plan that
brought the American general and his team of American and
Macabebe soldiers through a hard trek across Northern Luzon
to Aguinaldo’s hideout in Palanan, Isabela. The president’s
capture also meant the end of the Philippines’ first republic.
The capture of Emilio Aguinaldo capped an illustrious military
career for Frederick Funston that started with the SpanishAmerican War and ended with the Philippine-American War. It
was in these two wars that Funston secured his reputation
as a military officer. He was promoted to brigadier general
of the Volunteer Army and earned the Medal of Honor for
battles against the Filipino Army.
But it was the capture of Aguinaldo that placed him in
the history books. Aguinaldo was an elusive prey for the
Americans as he escaped to northern Luzon while leading a
guerilla warfare.
It was two years later, in 1901, that the Americans got their
first lead. On February 8, 1901, Funston received word of
the surrender of a Filipino courier and his men who were
carrying letters – some of them in code – to officers of
Aguinaldo’s army. Interviewed by Funston, the courier, Cecilio
Segismundo, revealed that Aguinaldo staying in Palanan,
Isabela with of his staff officers and fifty Filipino soldiers.
Cracking the code of the letters verified that the writer was
indeed Aguinaldo. It bwas a request for reinforcements
for his army in Palanan. A plan was worked out to capture
Aguinaldo. Since he was expecting reinforcements, loyal
Macabebe soldiers were recruited while American officers,
including, Funston, would act as prisoners-of-war. Letters
for Aguinaldo were then written and signed with the
forged signature of Gen. Urbano Lacuna, one of guerrilla
officers. In order to avoid the various guerrilla land outposts,
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General Frederick Funston ( 1865 - 1917)

arrangements were made for a gunboat to drop off the group near
the east coast of Luzon and pick them up after the mission .
The group left Manila on March 6 and reached the area of
Casiguran in Tayabas (now part of Aurora Province) where
they disembarked on March 14. It took almost two weeks of
marching, avoiding guerrillas and entering villages that seemed
friendly to Americans and Filipinos alike. It was from one of the
local officials of the villages that Funston and his men learned
that there was a planned fiesta on March 22 in Palanan. The
group were not aware that the date was Aguinaldo’s birthday
and the same day of his election as president of the revolutionary
government in Tejeros, Cavite..
But it was still to be a long march to Palanan and the expedition
began to suffer from trekking through the jungle. The men suffered
from hunger and were getting sick as they negotiated the trails to
get to Palanan. Ten days later, the first group of Macabebes led by
two Filipino turncoats, Lt. Col. Hilario Tal Placido and Capt. Lazaro
Segovia, arrived at Palanan.
The town had apparently just finished that big celebration and most
of the Filipinos – both townspeople and soldiers – were asleep. But
Aguinaldo and his staff were awake. And, after, going through the
ruse of meeting with them, Segovia gave the signal tob attack.
Funston was still at a distance from Palanan when the sound of
gunfire reached him. He and the rest of the expedition rushed to
the town. They found Palanan secured by the Macabebes and
Aguinaldo held prisoner by Segovia and Tal Placido.
One of Aguinaldo’s officers, Col. Simeon Villa, was wounded while
another Major Nazario Alhambra was also wounded but able to
escape. The town was empty as the townspeople fled at the sound
of gunfire.
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74
Official Account of the Capture of
General Emilio Aguinaldo by Brig.
Gen. Frederick Funston

Consisting of Twenty (20) Typewritten Pa ges, addressed
to the ‘Headquarters Fourth District, Department of
Northern Luzon, San Isidro, Province of Nueva Ecija’,
da ted Ma y 6th, 1901.
Each pa ge, measuring 10 1/2” x 8” (27 cm x 20 cm),
and with the wa t ermark of the United Sta tes of America.

P 100,000
Provenance:
From Brig. Gen. Frederick Funston, of which this was his personal
copy; from thence by descent. Acquired from the descendants of
Brig. Gen. Funston.

The American “prisoners” now took over command of the
expedition. The group stayed for two days before setting out
for the coast where the Vicksburg picked them up in Palanan
Bay. Three days later, the gunboat reached Manila where, on the
morning of March 28, Aguinaldo arrived at Malacanang Palace
a prisoner-of-war.

General of the Military Department of Northern Luzon,
narrating how he and his group captured President Aguinaldo.

For his role in the capture of Aguinaldo, Funston was promoted
to brigadier general of the Regular US Army, a fortunate
commission for he was soon to be mustered out of the
volunteer army in the Philippines. In 1902, he returned to the
United States where he remained in military service and died of
a heart attack in 1917.

The original typewritten Funston report consisting of 20
pages, provides us with a first-hand account of the capture
of President Emilio Aguinaldo from the discovery of the
President’s whereabouts, the inception of the bold plan to
capture him, and the events that happened in Palanan, Isabela
and the aftermath. It is a primary document – a story by a main
actor, albeit an antagonist, in the history of our country.

The report, consisting of several copies, was filed with his
commander and included in the annual report of the Military
Governor to the US War Department.

As part of the necessary government bureaucracy, Funston
wrote and filed a formal, twenty-page report to the Adjutant
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Rare Rizaliana and Revolutionary Lore
75
Ceremonial Silver and Horn
Trowel

Used f or the Cornerstone La ying of the Rizal
Monument a t the Luneta Eng ra ved with the
f ollowing : “ La Estrella del Norte, Al Monumento
Rizal, Colocacion de la Primera Piedra, Manila, 30
Diciembre 1912” With a horn handle
1912
10” x 2 1/2” (25 cm x 6 cm)
Wi t h six ( 6 ) d o c u m e n t s p e r tai n i n g to Ri z al ’s h er o i sm,
na me l y : ( 1 ) 1 8 9 8 D e cem b er 20, Or i g i n al p r i n te d
de cr e e in Ta g a lo g b y P r esi d e n t E m i l i o Ag u i n a l d o y
F a m y p ri n te d i n M a lo lo s, d ecl a r i n g e v er y D ecem b er
30 a na t i o n a l h o l i d a y of m ou r n i n g i n h o n o r of Jose
R i za l . [ P u b li s h e d i n V i r g i l i o Al m ar i o (E d .); M an u e l
Si t ya r, R e b o l u s y o n g F il i p i n o M e m or i a I n ti m as (Qu e z on
Ci t y : U . P. S e n t ro n g W i kan g Fi l i p i n o , 1998), p a g e
23.] ; (2 ) 1 9 0 6 J a n u a r y 9, Act. N o . 1436 of th e Fi r st
Ph i l i p p in e A s s e m b l y, pr o v i d i n g f or th e fr e e en tr y of
t h e f i g u re , s to n e a n d oth er m a ter i al s n ecessa r y f or
t h e R i z a l M o n u m e n t , in E n g l i sh ; (3) 1907 D e cem b er
23, R e s o lu ti o n N o . 4 of th e Fi r st Ph i l i p p i n e Assem b l y,
whi ch of f i c ia ll y s a n c ti on e d ev er y D ecem b er 30 a s a
na t i o n a l h o l i d a y in m em or y o f Jose Ri z al a s a n a ti o nal
he r o , i n S p a n i s h ; ( 4 ) 1908 Jan u a r y 11, Act. N o.
1804 of t h e F irs t P h i l i p p i n e Assem b l y, p r o h i b i ti n g
a n y g a m b l i n g in c lu d i n g h o r se r aci n g d u r i n g M e m or i al
Da y a n d R iz a l D a y, in Sp an i sh ; (5) 1911 Jan u a r y 26,
A ct . No . 2 0 2 1 o f t h e Se con d Ph i l i p p i n e Assem b l y,
ma nd a ti n g t h e P h il i p p i n e N a ti o n a l L i b r ar y to acq u i r e
a l l o r i g i n a l m a n u s c rip ts, b o o ks, f o l i o s, p a p e r s a n d
o t h e r d o c u m e n t s p e rt a i n i n g to Jo se Ri z al , i n Sp an i sh.
(6).195 6 , “ T h e I s s u e o n th e Ri z al Bi l l : Sta te Au th o r it y
A ga i ns t In d i v i d u a l C o nsti tu ti o n a l L i b er ti e s – Ri z al ,
L i ke St. J o a n o f A rc , i s a Sy m b ol o f N a ti o n a l Un i ty ”
spe e ch b y C o n g re s s m an M i g u el C u en co, o p p o si n g the
A me nd m e n t b y S u b s t i tu ti on to H o u se Bi l l N o . 5561
de l i ve re d i n t h e H o u s e of Re p r e sen ta ti v es o n M a y 1 4,
1956. P ro v e n a n c e a n d l i te r a tu r e of th e p r i n ted l a w s
f r o m o t h e r s o u rc e s .

P 500,000
Provenance:
From the estate of a major sponsor of the ceremonial cornerstonelaying, acquired by ex-C. M. Recto Street antique dealer Antonio
Carinan.
Literature:
Villegas, Ramon N. Hiyas: Philippine Jewelry Heritage . Guild of
Philippine Jewellers Inc. Pasay City. p. 121.
Santa Maria, Felice Prudente. Visions of the Possible: Legacies of
Filipino Freedom . Published in Commemoration of the Centennial of
the Proclamation of Philippine Independence, June 12, 1998. Studio
5 Publishing Inc. Makati. 1998. p. 199.
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To p V i e w a n d P r o f i l e o f t h e S i l v e r a n d H o r n Tr o w e l
used in Cornerstone-Laying

R e - i n t e r n m e n t o f R i z a l ’s B o n e s o n 3 0 D e c e m b e r 1 9 1 2

I

nformation from the Presidential Museum & LIbrary states,
“The remains of Rizal, after exhumation on August 17, 1898,
were kept in the Rizal family house in Binondo until they were
brought to their final resting place in the Luneta. On December
30, 1912, a solemn ceremony was held to finally bury the remains
in the base of the monument dedicated in memory of Rizal. The
funeral cortege traveled from the Rizal family house in Binondo to
the Ayuntamiento on December 29 and finally on December 30 to
Luneta.

Asuncion Lppez-Bantug, granddaughter of Rizal’s sister Sisa,
recalled in Lolo Jose: An Intimate Portrait of Rizal, “On Dec.
30, 1912—16th anniversary of the martyrdom—the urn was
borne to the Luneta on an artillery caisson drawn by six horses.
Thousands joined the procession and thousands more lined the
streets. At the Luneta, the obsequies were led by acting GovernorGeneral Newton W. Gilbert and the two ranking statesmen of
the Philippine Assembly, Sergio Osmeña and Mariano Ponce, the
latter one of Rizal’s dearest friends. Then the urn was deposited in
the center of the base over which would rise the monument.The
monument they accomplished has become a national landmark,
the most visible tribute of the nation to its greatest son.”
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76
Telegram to San Juan El
Deposito

Teleg ram da ted September 12, 1898. from
Secretario de Hacienda , Malolos, to Jefe
Provincial, Manila en el Deposito de a guas, San
Juan de Monte . Handwritten on printed pa per, on
bo th sides. (A second teleg ram, da ted December
11, 1898, also included in this lot. Handwritten
on printed pa per.)
6” x 14” (15 cm x 36 cm)

f r o nt

P 100,000

ba ck

Mariano Trias) orders the Jefes Provinciales to start collecting
personal taxes at the rate of one peseta per quarter, and to tell
him how many cedulas (tax certificates) they will need. Women
are exempt. (Copies also sent to the Jefes Provinciales in
16 other Luzon provinces.)
San Juan El Deposito, 1890s

A hitherto-unknown sidebar of the Philippine Revolution was
that the Manila Provincial Government was actually situated in
the San Juan Deposito. Built as part of the Carriedo Waterworks
in 1880, the Deposito was of strategic importance to both the
Spanish and the Katipunan — who attempted to take control of
Manila’s water supply in the Battle of Pinaglabanan, San Juan del
Monte at the outbreak of the Revolution of 1896.
On the basis of this telegram, it appears that Filipinos would
finally establish a headquarters there by 1898.
The following are the translation and comments by Katipunan
scholar Jim Richardson, “The Secretario de Hacienda (probably

Reverse – San Juan del Monte, September 15, 1898, “Al Sr.
Consejero de Rentas”, Luna [?]. Ink stamp “Gobierno Provincial,
Manila”. “Luna” was presumably either the “Jefe Provincial”
or his secretary, based in El Deposito in San Juan del Monte. He
stamps the telegram with the “Gobierno Provincial, Manila”
stamp, signs it “Luna,” and forwards it the Gobierno’s tax
collector, “Sr. Consejero de Rentas”.
Also included in this lot is a second telegram, dated December
11, 1898. Capitan de tropa, Binan, to Director de Guerra,
Malolos. The Capitan states he has no knowledge or
information regarding a Spanish prisoner, an artillero named
Antonio Alcorisas. Marked “Para al Sr. Secretario de
Hacienda, Ciudadano Mariano Trias.” [“Ciudadano” is unusual
– perhaps an echo of the French Revolution]. Ink stamp –
“Comunicaciones Filipinas, Admin. Central”.

77
Gold Pocket Watch with
Enamel Portrait of Rizal
ca earl y 1900s
face: D: 45mm

P 500,000
Provenance:
From the collection of Atty. Jorge de los Santos.
Literature:
Villegas, Ramon N. Hiyas: Philippine Jewelry Heritage . Guild of
Philippine Jewellers Inc. Pasay City. p. 120.

This gold pocket watch with Rizal’s enamel portrait is circa the turn of the 19th
Century and is thought to be one of the most sought-after among collectors.
To date, only two have been recorded in Ramon Villegas’ authoritative book on
Philippine jewelry.
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A Finely Decorated Map of the East Indies from
the Mercator-Hondius Atlas
78
G. Mercator - Jodocus Hondius
Insulae Indiae Orientalis (East Indies Islands)
1613
copperpla te eng ra ving
14” x 19” (36 cm x 18 cm)

P 260,000

The 1613 Mercator-Hondius map puts the Philippines at the very center
of Asia. It showcases European knowledge of the East Indies, an area
of increasing importance to Europe from the early sixteenth century
onwards. The focus is on the lucrative Spice Islands, a region of great
importance, but one about which little is known at the time. The map
was the most detailed rendering of the East Indies at the time.
The map’s coverage extends from the Philippines to Timor and from
Sumatra to New Guinea. The title cartouche in the upper left corner
covers part of China. A quarter compass rose is tucked into the lower
left corner, which is connected with rhumb lines to a complete compass
rose in the eastern portion of the map. A lively battle is being carried on
in the upper right corner. It shows two ships--Spanish and Dutch--firing
at each other. It proclaims Spain’s naval might, manifested in the sea
battle off Manila Bay between Admiral Olivier and Dr. Antonio de Morga
in 1600.

Back
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Letras y Figuras: Emilio Perez del Pulgar
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez lll

T

his nostalgic work in watercolor by Jose Honorato Lozano
from the 1840s shows long–forgotten panoramic views of
Manila from the bay as one arrived by ship from abroad
or the provinces, of Manila Bay as one viewed it from outside
Intramuros, and of the prosperous Port of Cavite as one arrived
by ship. These locations and views have basically remained the
same today in 2021, but the infrastructure, buildings, houses,
town and city planning, and cleanliness have been irretrievably
reconfigured by time --- the 1863 and 1880 earthquakes, the 1872
Cavite Mutiny, Spanish decadence, the Philippine Revolution, the
Philippine–American War, American modernization, World War II,
pollution, and overall environmental degradation.
The painting is composed of three horizontal panels: The top
panel shows a panoramic view of “Manila” as it is approached
by boat from Manila Bay fronted by “EMILIO PEREZ.” The middle
panel shows the opposite view “La Vista de la Bahia de Manila”
(A View of Manila Bay) Manila Bay from the shore outside
Intramuros fronted by “DEL.” The bottom panel shows a view
of the “Puerto de Cavite” (Port of Cavite) fronted by “PULGAR.”
The first section of the top panel shows the wide view of Manila
as one arrived by ship: Tondo, the Manila lighthouse, Rio Pasig,
Intramuros, Bagumbayan, and in the distance, the small fishing
villages of Ermita and Malate. In two decades, during the 1870s,
European–inflected seaside villas surrounded by pretty gardens
would be built by the Manila rich in the quiet Ermita village. Sea–
bathing, regarded as salubrious, became a fashionable pastime
for them. The initial letter E is composed of a “sabungero” with
his fighting cock backed by two women with earrings (his wife
and his daughter, or his wife and his mistress), an affluent student
in his tertiary years, and a boy playing with his dog. The letter M
is formed by a male vegetable vendor and two laborers carrying
bamboo. Between M and I is an adobe stone wall. The letter I is
composed of a woman/market vendor wearing a big “salakot.”
The letter L is made up of six barrio men in a discussion with
two cuddling children on the side. The letter I is composed of
four barrio women in a discussion. The letter O is formed by an
obviously rich Chinese mestizo businessman dressed in his Sunday
best --- white bowler hat, black jacket, fine gossamer “nipis”
shirt, white trousers, leather shoes, and what looks like an ivory
walking stick/cane --- standing in front of a boat being pushed by
four boatmen.
One theory put forward by the scholar Ramon Villegas was
that the owner of the piece would be featured in a cameo in
these works, in this case, the rich Chinese mestizo businessman
in the upper center. The letter P is made up of two “guardias
civil” and three barrio men in a discussion, a “casco” (covered
bamboo raft) behind them. The letter E is composed of a man
carrying a newly–felled tree, talking to his companion. The
letter R is formed by a woman wearing a salakot and a scapular
stacking firewood and a man with an improvised turban on
his head having his “siesta” under a tree. The letter E is made
up of a woman and her young daughter hanging laundry,
their earthenware water containers below them. The letter Z is
composed of two young boys playing on a small staircase.
Separating the top panel from the second/middle section is an
idyllic view of mountains, trees, and lush vegetation which is the
archetypal view of the Filipinas archipelago.
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The second/middle section is a panoramic view of the “Bahia de
Manila” Manila Bay from outside Intramuros with many ships and
boats. One can see the hills of Cavite on the left, Corregidor island
on the right, and the Manila lighthouse at the mouth of the Rio
Pasig. It is a beautiful, swimmable beach with fine sand, just like all
the lovely beaches of “Las Islas Filipinas.” Tragically, the Americans
would fill it with boulders, stones, and sand to make Dewey
boulevard (now Roxas boulevard) during the early 1900s.
There are charming vignettes on the beachfront. From the left, there
is a couple of Sangleyes (Chinese) with long hair queues chatting
and fanning themselves. There are two well–off indios with their
sparring fighting cocks, the dark indio wears a woven “salakot”
hat with silver appliquees, an indicator of political or social position.
In the distance, a boatman ferries a female passenger. There is a
well–dressed native gentleman before the letter D. The letter D is
formed by a rich Spaniard in full riding gear with his horse. The
letter E is made up of a fisherman with a hat at rest beside his three
fish baskets, with his handheld net and big net, and a big fishing
boat behind him. Between E and L is a pretty india with a floral
“alampay” on her shoulder. Seeing the small earthenware jar she
balances on her head and the bottle she is carrying, she seems to be
a “lechera,” a seller of fresh milk. The letter L is composed of seven
men in a discussion, with a rooster below. After L is a scampering
dog who meets a farmer with his “kampit” knife on his carabao,
towing a large woven rice thresher on a bamboo sled.
The bottom panel shows an expansive view of the prosperous
“Puerto de Cavite” (Port of Cavite, the de facto “Port of Manila,”
hub of the Manila–Acapulco Galleon Trade 1565–1815) which
shows three of the eight churches --- La Ermita de Nuestra Senora
de la Soledad de Porta Vaga, San Pedro (“iglesia parroquial”), Santo
Domingo (Dominicans), Hospital de San Jose (Franciscan), Convento
de San Diego de Alcala, San Juan de Dios, Nuestra Senora de Loreto
(Jesuits), Santa Monica (Augustinian Recollects); schools like Colegio
de San Ildefonso (Jesuit); government buildings like Fort San Felipe,
the Governor’s Palace; and the big houses of the “principalia”
families --- Alonso, Antonio, Basa, Bautista, de Ocampo, Gonzalez,
Javier, Osorio, Tria Tirona, et al. The letter P is formed by a Chinese
mestiza and a male fruit vendor, with a “casco” at the back. The
letter U is made up of a well–dressed boatman with a hat holding
a small net up. Between U and L is an adobe stone wall. The letter
L is composed of a woman at a “lusong” (large wooden mortar
pounding rice, with 3 chickens at her feet. Between L and G is a
Chinese mestiza threshing rice in a big woven thresher. The letter
G is formed by an acrobatic “zacatero” (grass seller) and his young
son. Between G and A is a horse behind a bamboo corral. The letter
A is made up of a black–veiled “beata” holy woman by a bundle of
bamboo and a spotted dog. The letter R is composed of an assembly
of affluent “principalia” ladies and gentlemen in their Sunday best,
behind them are wooden barrels (casks of wine?).
Jose Honorato Lozano was one of several painters in Manila
during the first half of the 1800s, along with the pioneering
Damian Domingo, Juan Arceo, and the younger Antonio Malantic
and Justiniano Asuncion (“Capitan Ting”). In the tradition of
“miniaturismo” (highly detailed art) popular in those days, Lozano
specialized in the quaint art of “letras y figuras,” in which a full
name was exquisitely spelled out with letters formed by vignettes
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with all kinds of subjects seemingly inspired by the European
Medieval “book of hours” --- people, animals, plants, musical
instruments, conveyances, landscape views, etc. Lozano was
regarded well by high Spanish government officials and several
of them were vocal with their praises; no doubt several of them
recommended Lozano to important visiting personages for
mementoes of their visits to Filipinas. Lozano’s incredibly detailed
works charmed the affluent locals who hung them in their reception
rooms as well as the expatriate Spaniards and other Europeans who
commissioned and brought them home as souvenirs of an exotic
Asian sojourn.
This nostalgic “Emilio Perez del Pulgar” letras y figuras from a private
collection in Barcelona, Spain is a pleasant surprise arrival at the
Leon Gallery and is certainly a star lot at the upcoming Spectacular
Mid–Year Auction 2021. Owing to an increasing popularity among
affluent collectors of Filipiniana, the appearance of a genuine and
signed work by Jose Honorato Lozano is an eagerly anticipated
event in the Manila auction scene.

79
José Honorato Lozano (1821 - 1885)
Emilio Perez del Pulgar
signed (lower right)
ca 1840
wa tercolor on pa per
26 1/4” x 27 1/4” (67 cm x 69 cm)

P 5,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Barcelona, Spain
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PROPERTY FROM T H E C OLLE C T ION OF A
DI STI NGUI SHE D C OUPLE

80
Fernando Zóbel (1924 - 1984)
Untitled
signed (lower left)
ca 1970
oil on canvas
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 5,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel for
graciously confirming the authenticity of this lot

Fernando Zóbel’s oeuvre is characterized by a visual progression resulting from stylistic
evolutions out of the mastery and control of materials and techniques as well as creative and
intellectual pursuits throughout his artistic career. A witness of major art movements that were
occurring in the country, the U.S., and in Spain, Zóbel contributed immensely to Philippine
abstraction with his signature distillation or “paring down” creative process that seemingly
preempted the use of Minimalism in the country. This particular piece showcases Zóbel’s control
over his canvas through his seemingly perfect placement of form, gesture, and space.
This process of removing distractions to produce subdued, minimal and contemplative
masterpieces was influenced by the Spanish modern art movement. Toward the seventies and
eighties, nature became the main axis of Zóbel’s series of works. Drawn and influenced by his
environment, the charming landscapes and waters in Cuenca became his subjects in numerous
paintings, drawings, and photographs.

Fernando Zóbel receives the Gold Medal for Achievement in the Fine
Arts from King Juan Carlos of Spain as Queen Sophia and the Spanish
Minister of Culture Javier Solana applaud.
©Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel.
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PROPERT Y FR OM T H E R O M A N C R U Z C O L L E C TI O N

81
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz (1932 - 2011)
Nude
signed and da ted 1980 (lower right)
oil on canvas
28” x 22” (71 cm x 56 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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The fluid spontaneity of the female figure in this piece is a
preeminent example of Alcuaz’s careful compositional juxtaposition
of neutral color and line. The piece’s charm becomes an enduring
element in the general conception of the figure. The female nude
was one of Alcuaz’s most iconic subject-matter, often depicting
them in a semi-posed position in order to capture both their
elegant proportions as well as their natural spirit. In contrast
to the more strident brush-strokes which Alcuaz employs in his
abstractions, this work seems, in both composition and brushwork,
relaxed yet meticulous.
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz’s art covers a wide range of genres
and styles, from the simplest of portraits to the most complex
abstraction. Traditional painting of the human figure, with its
roots in the classical model, would seem, at times, to have all but
disappeared. But there are artists like Federico Aguilar Alcuaz,
whose dynamic composition balances the conventions of the genre
with the bravado of Modernism.

León Gallery
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82
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Nude Study
signed and da ted 1984 (lower left)
pa stel on pa per
29” x 21” (73 cm x 53 cm)

P 100,000
Provenance:
A distinguished gentleman
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued
by the artist confirming the authenticity of this
lot

As one of the founding members of the Dimasalang Group, Romulo Galicano
rejected the high-mindedness of Modernism and instead focused on sharpening
the exacting techniques of figuration to achieve the most life-like forms.
Galicano’s artistic practice effectively reintroduced the classical techniques and
forms of the medium to the modern world, effectively building upon years
of development. His works have a timeless yet modern charm that idyllically
captures the beauty of the modern world.
In this particular sketch of a nude, Galicano offers the viewer an insight into
the germination of his process, which reveals that it is not all about a fidelity to
reality but also an infusion of energy into human form, so much so that what
the viewer sees is flesh made alive by a collection of subtle shades and tonalities.
Seated on a cushion with her gaze tilted away from the viewer, the figure
has a distinct weight and presence — a characteristic which is also evident in
Galicano’s large-scale figurative works.
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83
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Trio Perf ormers
acr ylic on canvas
38” x 61 1/2” (95 cm x 156 cm)

P 1,400,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms.
Luisa Luz-Lansigan confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner

A self-described “semi-representational and semiabstract” artist, Arturo Luz first underwent training
in the arts under the guidance of Pedro Amorsolo
then at the University of Santo Tomas and other
prestigious academies in New York and Paris. Most
of the highly acclaimed masterpieces of Luz are
modest and superfluous in nature, echoing the
modernist principles of adroitness, refinement,
and control. Furthermore, these works have been
described as a reflection of a zenith for Modernism
in the Asian context. Since the 1960s, Luz has been
constantly fascinated with acrobats, bicycles, and
musical instruments. His depictions of these subject
matters create an impression of an inconspicuous
conversation between movement and melody. In Trio
Performers, Luz employs a conscientious shorthand
that he has developed in his particular geometric
language. Purely geometric in form, this work is void
of any complexity in style coalesced with a minimalist
approach. Straight lines and circular shapes are
intentionally emphasized and a black backdrop is
employed to highlight the linear characteristic of his
figures. In the July 1958 issue of Mobilways, Luz was
described as “a painter’s painter, his craft is craft in
the fullest sense of the world: controlled, astringent,
deliberate, and completely devoid of pyrotechnics or
glamour.”
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84
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)

An internationally acclaimed Spanish-born painter, Juvenal Sansó’s family moved
to Manila in 1934 and established El Arte Español, a wrought-iron business. He
eventually realized that his brilliance shined the most in painting and proceeded
to have his formal training in the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts
under the tutelage of Fernando Amorsolo, Dominador Castañeda, and Ireneo
Miranda.

P 1,000,000

Sansó is no stranger to painting surreal subjects. The magnificent solitude that
emanates from these accompanied by their graphic and textured depictions
rendered in vivid hues are reflections of his nostalgic childhood spent in the
Philippines; from his boyhood in the bustling district of Paco to his family’s outings
in Montalban, Rizal. Sansó’s artistry can be likened to a poet with an intense
passion for introspection. The genuineness in his subjects stems from a sincere
appreciation of his upbringing. Humanity best expresses itself through art – an
exceptional medium for us to convey and exhibit the depth of our spirits. For Sansó,
art is a monumental declaration of our nature made by a remarkable individual.
This statement perfectly encapsulates his prodigious qualities as an artist.

Infinite Blooms
signed (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
28” x 40” (71 cm x 102 cm)

This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued
by Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot
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85
Keb Cerda (b. 1991)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 180,000

Contemporary artist Keb Cerda has been known to synthesize meaning by
combining pop-culture imagery and iconography with anthropological and
academic records of native, rural and indigenous people. By portraying each
contrasting element outside their traditional space and medium, Cerda effectively
transforms each work’s accepted meaning and shows us that the line between fact
and fiction is often blurred.
In this piece, Cerda portrays two local women amidst a sea of seemingly
monochromatic and earth-tone colors. Though both women are rendered in a
relatively traditional manner, Cerda manages to insert contemporary elements
into the overtly orthdox treatment. The woman on the left is accompanied by a
comically oversized speech bubble with a loading logo, while the woman on the
right is garbed in an inky black mass that barely compares to her companion’s
more detailed baro’t saya. This synthesis of disparate elements explores the process
of waiting and lingering as a process that affects both the mind, as evidenced
by the familiar loading wheel, and the body, through the rightmost woman’s
seemingly incomplete attire.
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Layers of Light

86
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)

Dia phanous # 831
signed and da ted 2012 (lower center)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 2,800,000
Provenance:
Paseo Art Gallery

R

omulo Olazo once found his success as a commercial art director at
an advertising firm in the 1960s. However, he left his job in 1974 in a
dauntless move to pursue his artistic passion and develop his artistry.
He ventured into painting and print-making and successfully combined both
to produce his iconic series, Diaphanous and Permutation. Olazo soon proved
himself worthy of being regarded as one of the most influential and leading
artists of his generation.
To have a full comprehension of Romulo Olazo’s artistry, one must
understand in its entirety the vast range of materials and techniques that
he has experimented with. Alice Guillermo wrote that “what distinguishes
Olazo’s Diaphanous paintings from all other abstract works in the country
and even elsewhere is the viewer’s immediate reception which is a mixture
of awe verging on a sense of solemnity.” Art critic Cid Reyes wrote in the
book Romulo Olazo: “In their breadth and intensity of vision, Olazo’s works
invite tangential parallels, not exaggeratedly, with the works of Mondrian
and Rothko.” He also described the Diaphanous series as having multilayers
of screens that create “a whispery fusion of matter and illusion.” Instead of
producing works that conform to traditional art styles, Olazo’s Diaphanous
has pushed the boundaries of artistic styles and techniques.
Romulo Olazo at the launching of the
book Romulo Olazo in 2014
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87
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)

Untitled
signed and da ted 1994 (lower right)
pastel on felt pa per
22” x 28” (56 cm x 71 cm)

P 120,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by
Gisella Olmedo-Araneta confirming the authenticity of
this lot

This particular piece by acclaimed visionary Onib Olmedo
showcases the artist’s distinctly unique style and artistic
inclination. Olmedo manages to coherently synthesize two
contrasting aesthetics—that of raw emotion and ethereal
lightness. In this particular piece, Olmedo presents us with an
amalgam of bodily features done in his signature style, from
doll-like faces to outstretched limbs and candidly breasts. Yet
despite its seemingly lurid characteristics, there is a palpable
sense of beauty and grace that is present throughout the
canvas. Olemdo’s brushwork is exquisitely transparent, giving
his elements a delicate and refined nature. While his choice of
color blends together, offering the viewer a unique chromatic
experience awash with Olmedo’s succinct color combinations.

Olmedo was a pioneer of the figurative expressionist movement
that defined the Filipino visual arts landscape of the 60s and
70s. His style defied the conventions of the genre through
his exaggerated forms, distorted dimensions, and amplified
symmetry. His portraits captured the spirit of the age, reflecting
not only his style’s core principles but also the burgeoning
energy that defined the country’s socio-political and cultural
atmosphere. During his time, Olmedo’s works were often met
with reservation despite his timely and engaging works of art.
Today, Olmedo’s works are celebrated as visionary marvels that
were ahead of their time.

88
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)
Mother and Child
signed and da ted 1985 (lower left)
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61 cm x 91 cm)

P 220,000

Distinguished modernist Angelito Antonio rose to prominence
due to his well-defined figurative-expressionist style. In the
early days of his career, his artistic style was geared towards
black and white series. He later developed his clear-cut
artistry, showcasing his unique style by integrating stylized
representation and color schemes into his works. The subjects
of his works evolved from having religious themes to depicting
a utopian Philippine life, with an emphasis on countryside
culture and heritage.
Regarded as having both modernist and expressionist
predilections, Antonio has produced works that exhibit his
aesthetic disposition for more than five decades. Similar to his
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wife, Norma Belleza, he has a penchant for the folk genre,
depicting fishermen, vendors, and other native folks that
encapsulate a bona fide representation of Filipino lifestyle and
values. This untitled piece showcases his powerful figurative
expressionism. For Antonio, color represents the hope of his
obscure subjects - a yearning for alleviation and deliverance
from the despondent situations they are in. There is an
idiosyncratic high-spiritedness in the jarring hues that brings
out the strength of this work. Considered as one of the most
influential modernists in the Philippine art scene, Antonio is
a noteworthy avant-garde of action painting and one who
contributed to the burgeoning of Cubism in Philippine art.

León Gallery
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89
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

Comic Lives (12)
signed and da ted 2018 (lower left)
oil on canvas in wooden frame
pa inting: 24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)
including frame: 48” x 42” (122 cm x 107 cm)

P 3,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Makati City
Exhibited: Comic Lives , Whitestone Ginza New Gallery, Ginza,
Chuo-ku, Tokyo, December 14, 2018 - January 13, 2019

Among the three Ventura brothers, Ronald Ventura’s artistic practice is
often considered the most complex and layered when it comes to material
and technique. His paintings blur the line between traditional, modern,
and contemporary art by suffusing his works with a plethora of styles
such as Hyperrealism, Surrealism, and Pop Art.
Ventura admits to loving the inherent contradictions and multiple realities,
often mixing the pretty and the grim. This particular piece emphasizes
his distinct juxtapositional style in terms of both content and form.
On a visual level, the work is a relatively easy read. The work is divided
into sections; its top portion features a faithful rendition of Alice from
the film Alice in Wonderland, meanwhile its bottom part features the
lower area of a girl’s portrait done in a much more classical style akin to
traditional portraiture. Bisecting the two images is a solid line, giving an
impression that the piece is seemingly stuck in the middle of a shared
yet dissonant existence. Despite its visual immediacy and charm, the
work’s curious amalgamation of form beckons a closer inspection.
One such interpretation is that the work is an exploration of duality,
especially in the formation of identity. Though the two main sections are
undoubtedly worlds apart they share a common theme, that of childlike
innocence. Thus, Ventura’s piece can be read as a metaphor for the
inherent complexities of the human condition, even in its most simple
manifestations.
Ventura has risen to prominence within the Asian contemporary art scene
with complex, layered works that juxtapose unexpected images, and
often macabre images, with scenes from everyday life.
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90
Le Pho (1907 - 2001)

Untitled
signed and da ted 1994 (lower right)
oil on canvas
32” x 39” (81 cm x 99 cm)

P 2,400,000
Provenance:
Michael Findlay Gallery , New York

Private collection, U.S.A.

Best known for his widely collected paintings of Vietnamese
subjects amidst interior settings and exotic landscapes,
Le Pho’s works perfectly synthesize numerous western
techniques with eastern and Vietnamese sensibilities. Le
Pho was a cultured and well-learned individual who took
up formal training in brush painting in order to supplement
his natural aptitude for the arts. At eighteen, he was part
of the first batch of students who attended the Frenchsponsored Ecole Superieure des Beaux-Arts in Hanoi, a
program that sought to engage Vietnamese locals in various
western modes of painting, drawing, and sculpture within
the local context; the Ecole Superieure des Beaux-Arts
has since become the Vietnam University of Fine Art. Pho
was eventually offered a teaching position at the school,
a position he held until 1937. After foregoing teaching,
Le went to Paris where he held his first one-man exhibit.
Le’s exhibit proved to be a success, jump-starting his career
as a world-renowned artist. Le would eventually mount
numerous exhibitions in key cities such as Nice, Lyon,
Brussels, Morocco, and New York.
Le Pho’s development as an artist is often characterized
by constant change and evolution. So much so that art
historians have divided his works into three major periods.
Le Pho’s initial works often featured idyllic depictions of
the rural countryside of Vietnam and lovely rendition of
historically significant Vietnamese landmarks and events. In
Le Pho’s second period, his brushwork loosens up a little,
showcasing his reverence for his western counterparts
but maintaining both the style and subject matter of his
roots. This particular piece by Le Pho was done during his
third and final period. Here, his vibrant colors and gestural
strokes have reached their full potential. His palette seems
to melt into his figures, delineating the line between shape
and color—effectively granting his scenes an ideal sense of
nostalgia and bittersweet longing.
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91
Le Pho (1907 - 2001)

Still Life Roses and Irises
oil on canvas
signed (lower right)
35” x 45” (89 cm x 114 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Michael Findlay Gallery, New York
Private collection, U.S.A.

There is a general consensus that the art and practice of
renowned Vietnamese painter Le Pho is divided into three
distinct periods; namely the Hanoi period, the Romanet period,
and the Findlay period. Le’s works from the Hanoi period
featured lush Vietnamese landscapes and sceneries that were
emblematic of his youthful optimism and heartfelt nostalgia
for his homeland. His Romanet period, named after the French
gallerist who supported Le’s artistic development in Europe,
features a much more bold and dynamic color palette thanks
to Le’s discovery and admiration of the French Impressionists.
Le’s third and final period was his Findlay period. His Findlay
works often feature more extemporary brush strokes and
gestural visual elements, fully encapsulating his Impressionist,
Romanticist, and Surrealist influences.
This piece titled Still Life Roses and Irises is a pre-eminent
example of Le’s use of his signature floral motif, an iconic
element often found in both his Romenet and Findlay paintings.
The artist’s use of a variety of pastel tones and hues such
as white, pink, yellow, green, and blue, gives the piece a
timelessly charming and evocative quality. Le Pho’s soft and
subtle background perfectly complements his other elements
by mimicking the gentle sway of leaves amidst a cool summer
breeze—effectively transporting into the world of the painting
itself.
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P R OP E RT Y FROM T H E F. S IONIL JOS E C OLLE C T ION

92
Lao Lianben (b.1948)

Number 33
signed and da ted 1975 (upper left)
oil on panel
30” x 35” (76 cm x 89 cm)

P 800,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
Exhibited:
Solidaridad Galleries, ca 1975

Lao Lianben’s works are imbued in mournful black, suggesting spiritual conditions
and states. He has sanctified his art by relieving it of any unnecessary plethora of
colors and patterns. His works evoke a transcendent and otherworldly sentiment,
creating a sense of solitude inundated with an intrinsic vigor that can be found
in the innermost avenues of the psyche. When touted as a Philippine master, Lao
dismissed it, saying that “your work remains valid and continues to speak for itself
even when you are no longer around is the true test of mastery.”
When gazing over a work by Lao, one is invited to spend time and converse with
the spirit within the silence. Light epitomizes the spirit in Lao’s creations, with
texture as its flesh. It is what gives his works their form and sense. In this work
titled Number 33, texture and scale add a potent feature to this unembellished yet
fervent and impassioned piece. The immortality imbued in Lao’s works will continue
to draw the fervid attention of the viewer. As we learn to adapt to and acquire an
appreciation for the ethereal and sublime ambiance exuded by his works, Lao’s
artistry and sense of harmony and balance will be perpetually echoed.
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93
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Expanse in EW
signed and da ted 2008 (lower center)
mixed media
26” x 60 1/2” (66 cm x 154 cm)

P 200,000

Augusto Albor’s application of color can be described as “shadows of black cast on
white.” In Immaterial: The Art of Augusto Albor, Cid Reyes wrote: “Against the
dazzle and blazing polychromes of much Philippine art, Albor’s tenacious espousal
of the color grey is easily regarded as a perverse reaction, an obstinacy in opposing
the ruling chromatic taste, or merely a chronically contrarian’s attitude.” He
bestowed upon the color of grey a certain degree of significance and gravity.
Minimalism and abstraction have always been the predominant styles in Albor’s
paintings. His unembellished canvas and monochromatic palette are unequivocal
declarations of his incessant affinity for the aforementioned schools of art. Known
for his austere yet dynamically mesmerizing compositions, Albor’s masterful
application of color and use of space showcase a passionately sober level of artistic
sophistication.

94
Norma Belleza (b. 1939)

Untitled
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 180,000
“Something primitive characterizes the work of Norma
Belleza, who happens to be Angelito Antonio’s wife. Her
approach to genre painting appeals to certain collectors who
go for the primitive: somewhat “crude,” texturally gritty,
and highly colorful. She eschews an elegant smooth brush
technique in favor of a staggered, texturally grainier one.”
Norma Belleza’s figures have been characterized as
uninhibited and less intellectualized. Her straightforward
approach to painting is exceptionally striking in this art piece.
Every detail is incorporated and planned according to a
specific standard of composition and delineation. Belleza’s
colors do not adhere to objective reality. Instead, she employs
a high degree of elation – an abundance of polychromatic
hues and tones – to produce a masterpiece that is as visually
appealing as possible. Due to the unsophisticated and ablebodied physique of women in Belleza’s works, they have
been described as “more rural” than those depicted by
Magsaysay-Ho or Amorsolo.
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95
Jigger Cruz (b. 1984)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2012 (upper left)
oil on canvas
pa inting: 11 1/2” x 8 1/2” (29 cm x 22 cm)
with frame: 17 1 /2” x 14 1/2” (44 cm x 37 cm)

P 200,000

Visual artist Jigger Cruz is often considered one of the most important
Filipino artists in the scene today. A graduate of Far Eastern University,
unlike his peers, Cruz did not see painting as a full-time profession
from the get-go. It wasn’t until 2011, when he met the acclaimed
artist Manuel Ocampo and took up an apprenticeship offer under the
renowned Neo-Expressionist master, that Cruz decided to take up
painting full-time in order to pursue his interests and passion. Since
then, Cruz has mounted numerous solo and group shows at renowned
institutions such as Tala Gallery, Blanc Art Space, and Ayala Museum.
Cruz’s unique and singular contemporary style has also rocketed him
to international acclaim. Cruz’s works were exhibited in cities such
as Singapore, Switzerland, and New York. Cruz was also part of the
groundbreaking group exhibit entitled WASAK! Filipino Art Today.
The work is expectedly mind-boggling: a menagerie of colors heaved
onto the canvas until the paint becomes dimensional and palpable,
much like creatures unnervingly stalking its prey in the dead of night,
creeping out of the surface and into the realm of the real. It aches for
you to empathize: webbed and jagged paints desperately latch onto the
frame until a predominantly technicolor landscape latches the viewer in.
Drippings of a vivid color cry over a blank surface as the textures jump
out of the painting as shapes, ready to take on whole forms. But there
is peace amidst the destruction garibayand a sense of unity born out of
utter chaos in its horizontal patterns.
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Deep in Thought

PROPERTY FROM A VERY
DISTINGUISHED COUPLE

96
Elmer Borlongan (b.1967)
Wa tering Hole
signed and da ted 2005 (lower left)
oil on canvas
48” x 60” (122 cm x 152 cm)

P 4,000,000
Provenance:
Boston Gallery

A

t the time of Elmer Borlongan’s graduation from the University of the
Philippines in 1987, the Philippines was facing a turbulent turn of events. On
January 22, 1987, a peaceful mobilization of farmers and peasants led to
a violent dispersal. Widespread daily electric power outages paralyzed the economy
which was still far from recovery after the 1986 EDSA Revolution. Massive destruction
brought by the 1990 Luzon earthquake and the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption further
incapacitated the already crippling economy. Immediately, Borlongan felt the need to
awaken the Filipinos’ social consciousness through his art. He eventually joined the
national democratic artist collective Artista ng Bayan (ABAY), partook in doing protest
art, and organized and mobilized students.
Having been born and raised in the environs of Nueve de Febrero in San Juan City
where the working-class population thrived, Borlongan profoundly exposed himself
to the everyday struggles of the Filipino proletariat, which will later influence his
art. However, it was his sensitive depiction of the urban poor in the early 1990s
that brought him to the foreground. Due to his inclination towards the portrayal
of a certain social class, Borlongan found himself associated with the Social Realist
movement. He described his style as figurative expressionism. His artworks are
characterized by peculiar yet unique imagery that includes disproportionate and bald
heads, stretched limbs, and enlarged eyes - features that are “devoid of bourgeois
humanity, as stressed by Lisa Guerrero-Nakpil. His art is generally seen as an attack
against bourgeois control of our humanity. He expressed in his acceptance speech
upon his bestowment of the CCP Thirteen Artists Award that his “art deals in
powerful expression-filled terms, about the harsh realities of the Filipino’s day-to-day
existence, their battles and combats with life, their conflicts and the overall bitter
drama of human existence”.
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PROPERTY FROM A VERY DISTINGUISHED
ARCHITECT

97
Ronald Ventura (b.1973)

Enigma
signed and da ted 2001 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 22” (91 cm x 56 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Drawing Room
Exhibited:
The Drawing Room, Body , Makati City, 2002

World-renowned contemporary artist Ronald Ventura’s works serve as metaphors for Filipino identity—a pastiche of
various cultures in which one can trace from history and foreign influences. Ventura also touches on global culture,
taking a closer look at the western and eastern worlds, as he further delves on human nature through his art.
Ronald Ventura’s anatomical and nude works effectively subvert the genre’s established inclinations by synthesizing
unconventional visual elements with traditional and familiar cues. Though Ventura has also worked on numerous
female nudes, he is best known for his explorations of the male body—a relatively novel concept within the
medium. Though traditional male nudes often center around themes of strength, knowledge, and glory—such
was the case even with the Philippines’ Gilded Age masters— Ventura’s works capture the male body in its most
delicate and intimate poses. His figures do not exude a sense of bravura or stature, instead they reveal the realities
of the human condition, allowing his figures to revel in the blameless imperfections of life itself. In this piece,
Ventura’s figure is rendered in a sitting position. Its arms are positioned in a laid back position, exposing its delicate
midsection. The figure is free from any domineering pretentious, allowing the figure to intimately engage with its
emotional and poetic qualities.
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98
Mia Herbosa (b. 1970)

Tyrone
signed and da ted 1997 (upper right)
oil on canvas
60” x 32” (152 cm x 81 cm)

P 200,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank the artist for
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Mia Herbosa’s formidable talent as a portraitist is showcased through her nude
portraits that exhibit her capability to capture the individuality of her subjects.
Having experienced teaching a master class in nude portraiture, her oeuvre is
filled with remarkably realistic depictions of human figures that show off her
highbrowed and quintessential style. Inspired by the works of the old masters,
her nude portraits serve as a glimpse of her enthusiasm in striving for the innate
allure in her subjects. In this untitled oil painting, Herbosa’s mastery of color
is displayed through the skin tone of the male figure that gave the portrait a
luminous and vibrant quality. Featuring a male model that is seemingly being
painted, the subject is portrayed as the center of attention. He confidently
flaunts his strong physique to a certain degree of spontaneity and genuineness.
His whole body is emblazoned by a strong illumination that shows his supple and
well-built structure – a representation of his boldness in his state of nature. This
enthralling masterpiece is the perfect avenue by which the artist depicts being
and existence from her frame of reference.
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LOS LEGARDA
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III

T

he Basque peninsular Don Benito Legarda y Lerma I
married the beautiful mestiza heiress Dona Cirila
Magdalena Tuason in the early 1850s. Their son, Benito
Cosme Legarda y Tuason II (o 27 September 1853 – + 27 August
1915) married Teresa de la Paz viuda de Jose Severo Tuason (o
1841 – + 1890), the widow of his third cousin, on 07 March
1875 with his mother Cirila Magdalena Tuason de Legarda and
Teresa’s brother–in–law Tomas Tuason as sponsors. Teresa was
the intelligent and charming daughter of a tenant at the Tuason
“Hacienda de Marikina,” and after the untimely passing of her
husband Don Jose Severo Tuason y Patino in 1874, she proved to
be an efficient administrator and shrewd investor of the Tuason
“mayorazgo” noble estate. Benito Legarda II and Teresa de la Paz
had three children: Benito III (“Bitong” o 12 January 1876 – +
1933), Consuelo (“Titang” o 31 August 1877 – + 1965), and Rita
(“Chata” o 17 May 1879 – + 1945).
Don Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason II obtained his Bachiller en
Derecho Civil at the Universidad de Santo Tomas in 1874. After
the 1896 Revolution, the 1898 Malolos Congress where he was
Vice–President and a member of General Emilio Aguinaldo’s
cabinet, the American takeover from the Spaniards that same
year, and the subsequent failed bid for Filipino independence,
Legarda was, like many others, impressed with American progress
and aspirations and co–founded the “Federalista” party
with Trinidad H Pardo de Tavera and Felipe Buencamino Sr,
counting among its prominent members Jose de Luzuriaga,
Rafael Palma, Gregorio Araneta, Juan Sumulong, et al; he
became known as an “Americanista.” He was appointed member
of the Second Philippine Commission/Taft Commission; he served
from 1901–07. Legarda was appointed Resident Commissioner to
the USA from 1907–12. American Presidents William Howard Taft
and Theodore Roosevelt were friends. During one of Taft’s visits as
Governor–General to the imposing Legarda–de la Paz residence
“La Casa Grande” on Calle San Sebastian, the big American
was impressed by an intricately carved, tester bed of Philippine
hardwood; it was forthwith presented to him as a gift by Benito
Legarda II. When he was Resident Commissioner to the USA and
gone for long periods of time, Benito II preferred to occupy a
commodious room in the “entresuelo” of his palatial residence,
as it afforded him unobstructed access and ease of comings and
goings, just like a bachelor of those days.
Benito Legarda y de la Paz III (“Bitong”) married Filomena Roces
y Gonzalez (“Menang”). They had seven children: Benito IV
(“Ben”), Rosario (“Bombona”), Alejandro (“Mandu”), Teresa
(“Titic”), Filomena (“Menang”), Beatriz, Jose (“Pepito”).
Consuelo Legarda y de la Paz (“Titang”) married Mauro Prieto
y Gorricho. They had five children: Antonio, Teresa, Carmen
(“Mameng”), Benito, Mauro.
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D o n B e n i t o L e g a r d a , J r. w a s a c t u a l l y 5 t h i n t h e
long line of distinguished Benito Legardas

Rita Legarda y de la Paz (“Chata”) married L James Donaldson–
Sim (manager of the Manila Railroad Company), was widowed
at 23 years old, then married the widower Dr Benito Valdes,
19 years her senior with 5 young sons from his Spanish first
wife, in 1904. They had six children: Manuel (“Manoling”), Jose
(“Chino”), Rosario (“Pompin”), Maria Teresa (“Chiquit”), Rita
(“Manchi”), Carmen (“Bubut”).
Don Benito Legarda II and Dona Teresa de la Paz purchased their
home known as “La Casa Grande” on #964 Calle San Sebastian
in 1875, even then a famous grand house which was originally
the residence of El Conde de Aviles and which served as an
occasional substitute for the Palacio de Malacanan (then in a
constant state of disrepair) to visiting dignitaries --- the Duke of
Edinburgh in 1869 (Prince Alfred, second son of Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert of the United Kingdom) and King Norodom I
of Cambodia in 1872.
Dona Teresa de la Paz passed away in 1890 at the young age of
49.
At Dona Teresa’s deathbed, her eldest daughter by her first
marriage Teresa Eriberta Tuason y de la Paz (“Tata”), the de
facto matriarch of the extremely affluent Tuason clan (her visage
survives today in a charming oil portrait painted in Paris by Felix
Resurreccion Hidalgo, currently with a Legarda descendant),
pledged to her dying mother that she would help take care of
her young Legarda–de la Paz half–siblings Benito, Consuelo,
and Rita who were only 14, 13, and 11 years old respectively. As
she was very rich, Teresa Eriberta extended her maternal care,
albeit very strict, to the education of her Legarda–de la Paz half–
siblings’ children as well.
Except for the Prieto–Legarda children (Antonio, Teresa, Carmen,
Benito, Mauro), as Don Mauro disagreed with Dona Teresa
Eriberta’s archaic Victorian method of education, the Legarda–
Roces (Benito IV, Rosario, Alejandro, Teresa, Filomena, Beatriz,
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Te r e s a d e l a P a z b y F é l i x R e s u r r e c c i ó n H i d a l g o
©Hidalgo and the Generation of 1872

Trinidad Fernandez Legarda Historical Marker,
NFWC Building, Ermita, Manila

Jose; their mother Filomena was ill with a lung condition and
was staying in Santa Mesa for fresh air) and the Valdes–Legarda
children (Manuel, Jose, Rosario, Maria Teresa, Rita, Carmen)
were sent off to Teresa Eriberta’s elegant San Miguel residence
where they were schooled stringently in the sciences,
mathematics, music, and dance supervised by her good friend
Don Ariston Bautista y Lin, one of the original “ilustrados” of
the 1870s. Those childhood years of “la letra con sangre entra”
(“the letter enters with blood”; loosely translated as “learning
comes with tears”; a term loosely derived from the 1780
painting “Escena de escuela: La letra con sangre entra” by the
Spanish master painter Francisco de Goya y Lucientes at the
Museo de Zaragoza in Spain) did not leave happy memories for
the pitiful children as there was barely time for leisure and play;
the early, oppressive educational experience scarred them for
life. However, they were all eventually grateful to their “Tia Tata”
for an otherwise excellent early education.
Don Benito Legarda II married for the second time to Dona
Francisca del Rosario known as “Paquita,” a lovely Spanish
mestiza who could play like a concert pianist from Calle Espeleta
off Calle Gandara in Santa Cruz, the elder of two daughters of
Don Sabas del Rosario, a Spanish sportsman, and his beautiful
and talented wife Dona Mariquita, a painter of portraits and
landscapes. According to Manila Mayor Felix Roxas y Fernandez,
“their wedding was one of the biggest events of the social
season.” The lovely and talented “Paquita” was once courted
by Macario Arnedo of Apalit, Pampanga who became the
Governor of the province and by Atty Gregorio Araneta of
Manila who became the Solicitor General under the Americans.
The elegant del Rosario residence on Calle Espeleta was famous
during the time of Governor–General Eulogio Despujol y Dusay
(the Catalan Eulogi Despujol i Dusay), El Conde de Caspe, from
November 1891 – March 1893 for its “veladas” musical soirees
frequented by the rich and influential people of the time. The
younger sister Dolores (“Lolita”), who could sing Italian opera,
married the intelligent and popular Leonardo Osorio (“Totoy”)
of the landed and affluent Cavite clan; he became Governor of
Cavite; she was once courted by Salvador del Rosario. The del
Rosario ladies Dona Mariquita and daughters Paquita and Lolita
were not only beautiful and talented, they were sophisticated
fashion arbiters as well; their dresses be they “trajes de mestiza”
or Parisian style, hairstyles, and accessories were frequently
noted and copied by the fashionable ladies of the time. After the
wedding, Benito II brought his lovely second wife Francisca to
live at the same house he shared with his first wife Teresa de la

Trinidad Fernandez Legarda,
carnival queen of 1924
© Alex del Rosario Castro

Paz and their three children, “La Casa Grande,” #964 Calle San
Sebastian.
Don Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason II passed away on 27
August 1915 at 62 years old in the exclusive spa town of Evian–
les–Bains on Lac Leman (Lake Geneva) in southeastern France.
His son Benito III (“Bitong”) fetched and brought back his body
to the Philippines.
All three families Legarda y Roces, Prieto y Legarda, Valdes y
Legarda resided comfortably at “La Casa Grande” up to the
prewar. Household expenses were provided weekly by the
three families in a round–robin pattern. In the 1930s, with the
collective aspirations to American modernity, family members
started building residences of their own nearby along elegant
Calle R Hidalgo, in aristocratic San Miguel, in the American
chic areas of Ermita and Malate, and in faraway Sampaloc (the
legendary “Ang Gubat” estate of Benito Legarda IV “Ben” and
Trinidad Fernandez “Trining”).
The 1937 settlement of the Don Benito Cosme Legarda y Tuason
II estate assigned “La Casa Grande” to the youngest daughter
Rita Legarda y de la Paz de Valdes (“Chata”), who passed away
on 26 January 1945 and was temporarily buried in the grounds.
It was subsequently sold by her heirs in 1949. It became the
Manuel Quezon School of Law. The big house was demolished
years later.
As they had grown up all together at “La Casa Grande,” the
18 Legarda–de la Paz grandchildren/first cousins remained on
close terms all throughout their lives (Legarda–Roces: Benito
“Ben,” Rosario “Bombona,” Alejandro “Mandu,” Teresa “Titic,”
Filomena “Menang,” Beatriz, Jose “Pepito”; Prieto–Legarda:
Antonio, Teresa, Carmen “Mameng,” Benito, Mauro; Valdes–
Legarda: Manuel “Manoling,” Jose “Chino,” Rosario “Pompin,”
Maria Teresa “Chiquit,” Rita “Manchi,” Carmen “Bubut”).
Acknowledgments:
“Teresa de la Paz and her Two Husbands: A Gathering of Four
Families”
“Primos Unidos”
“The World of Felix Roxas”
Benito J Legarda
Jessie Thompson Huberty
Suzette L Montinola
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“SANTA FILOMENA (is) a small piece showing gifted delicacy of
execution. The lively expression of Saint Filomena’s face is arresting.”
				

		

— E. Arsenio Manuel, Dictionary of Philippine Biography, 1955, page 215.

by Lisa Guerrero Nakpil

D

espite a devotion to art spanning more than 50
years, there are very few surviving works by Lorenzo
Guerrero. The majority of them disappeared in the
flames of World War II. This treasure, unseen by the general
public for several decades, has an impeccable provenance,
coming from the private collection of the distinguished scholar
and historian Don Benito J. Legarda Jr.
Lorenzo Guerrero would teach himself how to paint so well
that by the age of 16, he had been accepted astonishingly as
an instructor in the Manila Academia. Jose Rizal confirmed
this ability by describing him as a &quot;master who had
virtually taught himself.” And Guerrero put that talent for
training his own abilities to good use by instructing others.
He would impart not just his love of the arts but also the
necessary techniques to take his students’ gifts to their
highest level. Thus, he mentored practically all of the
Philippines’ greatest masters of the 19th century. His most
famous pupils at the Academia were Juan Luna and Felix
Resurrección Hidalgo but he also molded Miguel Zaragoza,
Telesforo Sugcang, and Fabian de la Rosa, to name a very
few.
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The renowned biographer of eminent Filipinos, E. Arsenio
Manuel, would credit Guerrero for being a sort of multifaceted cultural leader of the era by cultivating and
encouraging the whole range of the arts, encompassing
poetry, prose, and music “in a notable degree” during his
time. “In his house in Ermita,” Manuel said, “he gave lessons
to a few and talked on art to students attending the Colegio
de Nuestra Señora de Guia. His house became a sort of a
club in which he was the dominant figure. Toribio Antillon,
Ramon Martinez, Vicente Rivera y Mir (who would become
teachers in their own right) and others visited him often and
received much encouragement and criticism from him as much
as Fabian de la Rosa did. Epifanio de los Santos, the historian
and connoisseur, was a frequent visitor. Santos subsequently
reminisced: ‘Don Lorenzo, as he was lovingly called, was
not only a great teacher to whom men as renowned as Juan
Luna and Fabian de la Rosa are indebted, but also a most
appreciative critic of the literary and musical arts.’ ”
At the same time, Manuel wrote, “Guerrero was giving drawing
lessons in Santa Isabel and La Concordia, schools for girls,
besides domiciliary lessons in the homes of students, most of
whom of prominent Manila families, both from the Spanish
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D i s t i n g u i s h e d s c h o l a r a n d b i o g r a p h e r E . A r s e n i o M a n u e l d e s c r i b e s G u e r r e r o ’s S t a . F i l o m e n a i n h i s r e n o w n e d “ D i c t i o n a r y o f P h i l i p p i n e
Biography” (Filipiniana Publications, 1955) as follows, “His brush touched chiefly two subjects: strictly religious themes and scenes
d e p i c t i n g n a t i v e l i f e a n d c u s t o m s . To t h e f i r s t b e l o n g s S a n t a F i l o m e n a , a s m a l l p i e c e s h o w i n g g i f t e d d e l i c a c y o f e x e c u t i o n . I t c o m p a r e s
f a v o r a b l y w i t h a c o p y o f a F r e n c h p a i n t i n g o f t h e s a m e t i t l e m a d e b y F e l i p e R o x a s ( q . v. ) , t h o u g h t h e l a t t e r i s m a n y t i m e s l a r g e r. ’ T h e
l i v e l y e x p r e s s i o n o f S a i n t F i l o m e n a ’s f a c e i s a r r e s t i n g . T h i s w o r k u s e d t o b e l o n g t o D r. A l f r e d o G u e r r e r o ’s c o l l e c t i o n . ”

community and the Filipino middle or upper class… Among his
male pupils were Manuel Espiritu, Anselmo Espiritu, Eulogio
Garcia, Juan Luna (who also received private lessons), Juan
Arellano, architect, Miguel Reyes, artist and photographer, and
Alfredo Guerrero, physician, painter and nephew.”
Saint Filomena (c. 291-304) is believed to be a Greek princess
who refused the advances of the Roman emperor Diocletian.
For spurning him, she was subjected to various forms of torture,
including scourging, drowning by being tied to an anchor and
thrown into the Tiber, and being shot by arrows. Each time,
angels would appear and save her and heal her wounds. She is
said to have appeared to Mother Maria Luisa de Gesu in a vision
and on that basis was canonized in 1837.
In this magnificent portrait, Guerrero captures the saint holding a
forbidding anchor with one hand while clutching a pair of arrows
to her breast with the other, symbols of the trials she would
triumph over. She wears the red cloak of bravery. Her expression
is beatific, one of gratitude as well as a certain other-worldly
peace as she gazes upwards, illuminated by God’s grace that
lights up the otherwise dark dungeon in which she has been
thrown.

It is dated August 10, 1873, which happens to be date of the
death of Sta. Filomena. (Her feast day is marked on August 11th)
and appears to be proof of Guerrero’s devotion to this wonderworker and patroness of lost causes.
Most importantly, E. Arsenio Manuel records the existence of
this divine portrait and furthermore describes it. “Guerrero’s
brush touched chiefly two subjects: strictly religious themes
and scenes depicting native life and customs. To the first
belongs Santa Filomena, a small piece showing gifted delicacy
of execution. It compares favorably with a copy of a French
painting of the same title made by Felipe Roxas (q.v.), though
the latter is many times larger. The lively expression of Saint
Filomena&#39;s face is arresting. This work used to belong to
Dr. Alfredo Guerrero&#39;s collection.’ Fortunately, it survived
by passing into other hands. (Dr. Alfredo Guerrero would
marry the suffragette and first Filipina pharmacist, Filomena
Francisco. He was in possession of a second, much larger work,
also described by his daughter Carmen Guerrero Nakpil as
“depicting the dead “Santa Filomena”, floating on the River
Tiber, which was dedicated to her namesake” that hung in the
Guerrero house which was bombed and shelled in the Battle of
Manila in 1945.) (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Rare Symbol of Saintly Purity
PROPERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B E N I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
CO LLECT ION

99
Lorenzo Guerrero (1835 - 1904)
Santa Filomena Virgen Martyr
signed (lower right)
1873
oil on canvas
24” x 18” (60 cm x 44 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Originally from the collection of Dr. Alfredo Ma. Guerrero; then from
the collection of Don Benito J. Legarda, Jr.
Literature:
Manuel, E. Arsenio. Dictionary of Philippine Biography . Volume One.
Filipiniana Publications. Manila. 1955. p. 215.

Lorenzo Guerrero

’The only artist is God.”
—— Lorenzo Guerrero
Lorenzo Guerrero belonged to the second wave of Filipino
artists; the first having been led by Damian Domingo.
Like Damian, Lorenzo would become famous as a teacher
and mentor, having influenced so many Filipino artists in
the 19th centtury. Writes excellent biographer E. Arsenio.
Manuel “Of his paintings only a few have survived. Many
were made to order and a number shipped abroad, specially
to Spain; others, housed in churches, were burned. The few
that remain are in private collections.” Guerrero’s works,
says Manuel, “at first did not depart very far from nature. He
never painted without consulting nature, and he claimed that
the only artist is God…It is in the reproduction of local scenes
that Guerrero will be equally remembered as with his religious
themes.”
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E DON BE NIT O J. LE GARDA
JR. C OLLE C T ION

100
Pedro Respall (1873 -1919)
Barrio Scene
signed (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 28 1/2” (61 cm x 72 cm)

P 200,000

Very little information is known about Ilonggo painter Pedro
Respall. He was commissioned to paint a replica of Juan Luna’s
Spoliarium and three other paintings of the classic Roman
genre that are currently on display at the main entry hall of the
Syquia Mansion in Vigan, Ilocos Sur. The current occupants of
the mansion – the grandchildren of former President Elpidio
Quirino – believe that Respall was recruited by the Augustinians
to paint the frescoes on the churches of Vigan. It is also believed
that he joined the artist’s studio of renowned Filipino painter
Juan Luna, who also hailed from the Ilocos, to recreate copies
of his masterpieces, such as the Spoliarium, for various clients.

His painting of a young child named Cristina Yulo is displayed
at the Vargas Museum, University of the Philippines Diliman.
Respall was said to have lacked formal training on painting yet
he burgeoned and became a master of his art. This particular
art piece, which depicts the untroubled and solitary living in
the countryside, was influenced by Juan Luna’s penchant for
the Romantic style. Respall’s mastery in oil painting can be
discerned, despite having no formal academic grounding in the
field of visual arts. His painting shows the distinct refinements of
rural life, proving that he certainly thrived in his chosen field.

PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR . C O LLE C T ION

101
Santos Resurrección Novicio (1873 - 1926)
Portrait of a Woman
signed (lower left)
oil on panel
9 1/2” x 7” (24 cm x 18 cm)

P 120,000
Santos Resurrección Novicio was related by blood to Juan Luna on their
mother’s side. His artistic prowess was honed and developed through Luna’s
guidance who taught him painting when the latter arrived in the Philippines
in 1894. In gratitude, he tutored his relative’s son, Andres, the basics of
painting during summer vacations in his house in the town of Namacpacan
(now Luna) in La Union. He submitted at least ten oil paintings, of which
nine showed different scenes of Hanoi, to the 1904 Universal Exposition in
St. Louis, Missouri.
In this particular painting of an unnamed woman, Luna’s influence on
Novicio’s style can be seen, especially with how the brushstrokes are flicked
on the canvas. His impressionist predilection was passed on to his relative’s
approach to painting. The relatively small and thin, yet visible brush strokes
are manifested throughout the canvas, with emphasis on the subject’s
lighting. Noticeable in the painting are the dominant hues of brown and
white that give depth and intensity to the portrait. The intermingling of
brown and white at the background of the subject provides lighting which
makes it appear well-lit rather than gloomy.
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PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E D O N B EN I TO J. L E G A R D A JR .
COLLE CT ION

102
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Landsca pe
signed (lower right)
wa tercolor
18 1/2” x 28” (47 cm x 71 cm)
P 300,000

Despite being known for his pioneering brand of transparent cubism,
Vicente Manansala was also an avid enthusiast of the medium of
watercolor. His works have a notable emotional quality, a characteristic
that exhibits Manansala’s distinct brushwork of solid and broad strokes
and compositional restraint that allowed him to control light and color
with technical ease. His watercolor works are undoubtedly favored by
various collectors given that they showcase how Manansala’s unparalleled
draftsmanship effectively captures the charm and beauty of his chosen
scenery by evoking a diffused and subtle effect.
In this particular work, Manansala’s impressive draftsmanship is readily
seen in his depiction of how the local flora effectively adorns and sculpts
the visual acuities of the land and its environment. Displayed are his
understanding of light and color, distinct brushwork, and compositional
restraint. Viewers are led into a captured moment of nature showing its
timeless beauty and ethereality; characteristics that have undoubtedly
informed his eventual experimentations in transparent cubism.
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PRO PERT Y FR OM T H E DO N B EN I TO J.
LEGARD A J R . C OLLE CT I O N

103
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Never to Forget (Brittan y Series)
signed (lower right)
ca 1970s
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 28 1/2” (61 cm x 72 cm)

P 700,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by Fundacion Sansó confirming the
authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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Juvenal Sansó started his enduring romantic affair with nature when he was invited
to the country home of Agnes Rouault and her husband Yves Le Dantec in Brittany
in the mid-1960s. Enraptured by the sea and the wild and rocky but very expressive
coastline, Sansó was immediately swept off his feet. Brittany’s secluded shoreline
became a source of healing for his traumatic experiences in war-torn Manila. Since
then, he kept coming back to the region for the next 24 summers until the death of
Le Dantec.
As John Ashberty of the New York Herald Tribune had written, Sansó “shows
attractively wishful landscapes and sea-coast scenes”. His Brittany Series captures
nature in a secluded yet opulent setting, making it the protagonist of his artworks.
The distinct rock formations featured in this specific painting are proof of his
polished brushwork and his meticulous attention to detail. His impression of the
rock formations of the rugged Brittany coastline pressed against a backdrop of an
ethereal, blue sky with pinkish clouds displays his high regard towards the solitude
that the place had brought him. Sansó’s palette, as described by critic Rod. ParasPerez, is “as austere but rich in its modulation” where blue or orange are the salient
hues. He also noted his handling of lines, specifically of calligraphic gestures, writing
that it “is of such density and intensity, so pervasively part of the visual structure that
it could be generated only by sustained passion”.
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PR OP E RT Y FR OM T H E D O N B EN I TO J.
LEGA R D A J R . COLL E C TI O N

104
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Know Endlessl y (Brittan y Series)
signed (lower right)
ca 1970s
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 28 1/2” (61 cm x 72 cm)

P 700,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued
by Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Everything is caressed by the ocean in Brittany. But what makes it an enrapturing
place are the countless rock formations in its coastline, some of which date back to
ancient times. The roughness of its coastline complements the crashing waves of
the Atlantic, making Brittany a utopia for anyone who wants to find seclusion from
personal and societal setbacks.
His penchant for his surrealist landscape paintings of Brittany was a result of his
indebtedness to the place. It ushered him to discernment, a place wherein he
perfected and defined his style. Memory is an indispensable element in Sansó’s
artworks, as expressed by Rodolfo Paras-Perez. According to him, Sansó’s Brittany
Series is “structurally as simple as a Haiku poem”. Usually depicted in his paintings
are three or four strips of rock formations pressed against a backdrop of a sky
with blue or orange hues interwoven on the canvas. In this particular painting,
Sansó perfectly captures the essence of what he “digested and filtered”. The
intricate details of the rock formations with a backdrop of a clear and serene day
that complements the tranquil ocean give us a glimpse of how Sansó highlights
memory as a vital force in his paintings, which in turn leaves a mesmerizing quality.
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COLLEC T ION

105
Fabian de la Rosa (1869 - 1937)
Nude I & II
signed, da ted, and inscribed 1908,
Paris (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 20” (79 cm x 51 cm) each

P 2,000,000
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The artistic prowess of 20th-century Filipino master painter
Fabian de la Rosa was acquired from both his academic training
in the arts and extensive cultural knowledge. Most significant in
his revered body of work are his genre paintings and portraits of
women subjects. Aside from his iconic oeuvre, he also authored
the country’s first outline of art history and first essays on
painting. As one of the first directors and pioneering instructors
of the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts, he
introduced classical decorative art to his students. He won his
first gold medal at the 1904 St. Louis International Exposition for
his groundbreaking work, Planting Rice.
De la Rosa epitomized the artistic mastery of Juan Luna and his
contemporaries. These dignified nude portraits that feature a

León Gallery
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woman in paradigmatic side poses perfectly encapsulates De
la Rosa’s predilection for a realist-romanticist style in depicting
the human figure in its state of nature. Identified as belonging
to the first period of De la Rosa’s artistic development, these
portraits were painted in 1908 when he first embarked to
Europe as a scholar. During that year, De la Rosa traveled to
the Occidental as a pensionado, becoming a private scholar
of businessman and philanthropist Dr. Ariston Bautista Lin. As
exhibited by the artist in these portraits, his art during this period
was characterized by darkened hues and meticulously accurate
figures influenced by his formal training in the arts. His technical
virtuosity was also emancipated, paving the way for a more
refined stylistic expression. Altogether, his works are celebrated
and critically lauded both in the local and international art scene.

Portrait of a Lady b y
Fa bian de la Rosa,
1908
Priv a te collection
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The Lee Aguinaldo Personals from the
Private Collection of Melba Arribas

M

elba Arribas met Lee Aguinaldo in 1977 before she
went to the United States for her modeling stint,
having no clue that the one she encountered was
an artist. Melba came back to The Philippines in 1980, and in a
sudden twist of fate, crossed paths with the esteemed artist at
a party at the Hobbit House. The two eventually developed an
intimate connection, fell in love, and were never separated since
then. After Aguinaldo’s heart surgery and their “carefree and
turbulent moments,” Melba lived a more structured and sensible
relationship with the artist.
Melba never thought that the day would come when she would
have to eventually let go of her lover’s masterpieces. It was only
until after some enlightenment from close friends that she said
to herself — it is time.

Lee Aguinaldo with Melba and the photographer Wig Tysmans.
©Wig Tysmans

Techie Ysmael-Bilbao and her brothers, Louie and Ramoncito,
were great friends of Lee (as what Melba called the renowned
virtuoso) and his brothers, Norman and Victor. Tita Chona,
the former’s mother always accompanied the artist’s parents
during yachting excursions. One afternoon, she said to Melba
to consider entrusting to León Gallery the very private and
most cherished works of Aguinaldo during their time together.
Having reestablished a connection with Techie and reminisced
their splendid fashion moments that represented a glorious
period in their lives, Melba decided to relinquish other offers and
bestowed to León Gallery “with much trust, confidence, and
admiration” her beloved’s renowned works of art.

Lee and Melba ca 2000
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Lee and Melba ca 1977
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106
Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)

Lee Aguinaldo belonged to the first generation of Philippine abstractionists in
the 1950s. Recognized for his gestural, minimalist hard-edged, and color field
paintings, he revitalized the Philippine modern abstract movement. He also
became one of the pioneers of pop art in the local art scene, incorporating images
from fashion magazines into his works. Although he never received any formal
training in the arts, he nevertheless developed his skills and artistry, stylistically
imitating the works of the artists he admired such as Rembrandt, Jackson Pollock,
Johannes Vermeer, and Mark Rothko.

P 600,000

In 1973, Cid Reyes once asked Aguinaldo the question of how paramount it is to
have an idiosyncratic Philippine view in art, in which he answered: “I don’t think
it is really that important. The important thing is for Filipinos to create an art that
can hold its own – in quality – to the art of all other countries.” From emulating
other artists, he eventually created the Galumph series. According to him, this
was inspired by Robert Motherwell and integrated magazine images and pages
from Harper’s Bazaar magazine with transient hues with gestural brushstrokes,
using mostly acrylic on wood. Aguinaldo was credited for bringing the acrylic
method into the professional artist’s technique, with this particular art piece as
a fine example of his utilization of acrylic as a medium. He emerged as one of
the sought-after artists of the 1950s to 1990s for his avant-garde, linear lines,
and drip-style paintings. Along with his friends and contemporaries Arturo Luz,
Roberto Chabet, and Fernando Zóbel who acted as his mentor, his artistry was
highly regarded as esoteric and structured.

Crazy No. 1
signed and da ted 1983 (verso)
ima ge transfer, pa per colla ge
and acr ylic on pl ywood
12.4” x 11.4” (3 1.5 cm x 29 cm)

Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
Literature:
Herrera, Ma. Victoria, et al. The Life and Art of
Lee Aguinaldo . Vibal Foundation, Inc. and Ateneo
Art Gallery. Quezon City. 2011. p. 117.
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Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)
Untitled
signed and da ted 1953 (verso)
oil on board
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51 cm)

P 600,000
Literature:
Herrera, Ma. Victoria, et al. The Life and Art of Lee
Aguinaldo . Vibal Foundation, Inc. and Ateneo Art
Gallery. Quezon City. 2011. p. 117.

The insistence on veering away from the orthodox paradigm of painting has
always been the driving force for abstraction, and this is where Lee Aguinaldo
stood out. Lee Aguinaldo had always ventured towards abstraction.
Leonidas Benesa stated that “if appreciation of a painting requires a prior
understanding of the work in question, then Lee is an extremely difficult artist
to appreciate.” Aguinaldo’s experimental artistry and visuals were influenced
by techniques and processes that strayed away from the conventional
standards of painting.
An aspect of this abstraction is the perception of light and its circulation.
Aguinaldo’s paintings are paintings of light. As pointed out by Alice M.L.
Coseteng, his “two-dimensional surfaces reflect light as they glow in
brilliant tones or opaquely subdued. In this particular piece, the harmonious
intermingling of the complementary hues of red, yellow, and orange
produces expressive flicks of brushstrokes that showcases the refined artistry
of Aguinaldo. His “color field” passages of intense colors emit a cosmetic
atmosphere. Aguinaldo’s manner of highlighting the subject elicits a response
that is only generated by discerning his avant-garde virtuosity. His style has to
be acknowledged for his ability to encapsulate “the glow, the reflection, and
the change of light as if on the slick and glossy surface of a car fender.”
Nevertheless, it is a cautious effort to rescind all undertakings to see
Aguinaldo’s art as a representation of anything. His works have always been
concrete creations void of any explanation. Any attempt to expound on the
innate implications of Aguinaldo’s works will be deemed pointless.
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108
Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)
Untitled
signed (verso) with dedica tion to
Melba Arribas in 1997
ca 1950s
oil on canvas
12” x 16” (31 cm x 41 cm)

P 400,000

Lee Aguinaldo comes from a family of entrepreneurs related to Emilio Aguinaldo,
a military leader, and politician who is considered to be the first President of the
Philippines. From a young age, Lee showed an inclination towards the arts and
resisted the expectation to eventually take over the management of the Aguinaldo
family business. After attending the United States military academy and briefly
working for his father’s company, he became enamored with the development of
American modern art.
During his stay in New York as a young boy, Lee Aguinaldo frequented the
Metropolitan Museum, where he was exposed to the works of Titian, Rembrandt,
and other masters. Fascinated by the emerging influence of the New York
School, Aguinaldo sought to produce his own works similar to those of Pollock
and de Kooning. Thus, his earlier works were characterized by their inherent
spontaneity born out of quick gestural strokes and erratic splashes of paint. But,
much like Pollock who once dabbled in surrealism and primitivism, Aguinaldo
also experienced a shift in style, practice, and subject matter. This particular
piece, despite its year of creation, showcases Aguinaldo’s aesthetic choices from
his transitional phase. In it, one can see vestiges of his earlier works through an
outer layer of erratic gobs of paint and color. Yet the more solid and recognizable
patterns seemingly point towards an epochal shift from traditional Abstract
Expressionism to a style that is completely his own.
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Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Untitled
ca 1980
oil on canvas
30” x 45” (76 cm x 114 cm)

P 2,400,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist’s estate confirming the authenticity of this lot.
based on a study of the artist in line with his 80s jeepney
series.

Cesar Legaspi was a major figure in Modernism
during the 20th century. He was one of the young
artists who paved the way to modern art after the
cataclysmic consequences of the Second World War.
Inspired by Victorio Edades who introduced Modernism
in painting in 1929, he emerged along with twelve
other contemporaries who were zealous in uncovering
new ways of visual expression. They were collectively
called the Thirteen Moderns. After the war, the group
consolidated themselves into the Neo-Realists who “were
united under the aegis of cubism,” according to art critic
Leonidas Benesa.
Legaspi stated that the human torso had always been
a unique element and subject in his paintings. In his
conversation with Cid Reyes in 1984, he mentioned: “I
think that even if I were to paint a completely abstract
painting, I shall always be abstracting the human figure.
I can never get away from the figure.” In his paintings,
the human body, especially the male torso, evolved
from Expressionist distortion to Cubist and disintegrated
visuals. The body is transformed into a faceted and
intensely hued subject wherein the arms, the spine, or
the shoulders can be perceived as an abstraction. Cid
Reyes described these as almost abstract paintings,
where “one vaguely sees manifestations of the human
body, intertwined torsos buried underneath and
discovered under this excavation of paint.”
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110
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)
BLUES
signed (lower left)
2018
oil on canvas with wooden frame
without frame: 23” x 17”
(58 cm x 43 cm)
with frame: 42 1/2” x 35”
(108 cm x 89 cm)

P 3,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued
by the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
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Ronald Ventura is a contemporary artist known for his potent conflation of
historical figures and images from pop culture, producing works that are among
the most distinctive in Southeast Asian contemporary art. This style is an allegorical
representation of our multifaceted identity as a nation rendered in a layered
multiplex of images and styles. Throughout our tumultuous collective history,
our colonial influences have intertwined with our indigenous culture, creating a
convoluted yet overwrought sense of identity. In this particular art piece, Ventura
traverses on both the historical and the metaphysical through a discourse of figures
evoking American popular culture, as shown in this portrait of a little boy dressed
in traditional cowboy clothing with an image of a unicorn from an American
cartoon that is embossed on it. He challenges us to become aware of our
“secondary skin” of cultural signifiers that we carry along with our fundamental
sense of identity. Ventura considers skin as an avenue for expression to unveil an
obscure world blurred by fantasy and conflict.
Regarding his working method, he stated: “I will paint and update a painting until
I am satisfied. It’s like a film director who is shooting a scene – at certain points, he
will feel like he needs more extras or more light. This is the closest analogy to my
painting process that I can think of. It is like a process of addition and subtraction.”

León Gallery
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a)

b)

111
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

a) Two Nudes
b) Two Women
signed and da ted 2010 (verso)
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm) each

P 700,000
This lot is accompanied by certificates issued
by Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan confirming the
authenticity of this lot

With an illustrious career spanning nearly five decades, National Artist Arturo
Rogerio Luz has created masterpieces that epitomize an imposing sternness in form
and style. Along with Fernando Zóbel, he is considered a pioneer of neo-realism in
Philippine art for their adoption of a modernist approach to their artistry. According
to the National Commission for the Culture and Arts, he has produced works that
elevated Filipino aesthetic vision to new heights of sophisticated simplicity.
Luz’s human figures have no proportions and are monochromatic to highlight
their linear depth. However, this particular piece is an exception - the figures of the
women are more elaborated and expounded. He stated in 1973: “My work is linear
or geometric, and that’s it, essentially. I cannot imagine myself going conceptual or
surrealistic tomorrow.” He described his works as semi-representational and semiabstract. The early works of Luz were figurative but progressed towards abstraction
later in his career as his style and artistry became more defined.

Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the
present owner
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112
Fernando Zóbel (1924 - 1984)
Gestos The Boinas II
signed (lower left and verso)
1978
oil on canvas
25” x 30” (64 cm x 76 cm)

P 5,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel for
graciously confirming the authenticity of this lot

Fernando Zóbel lived within the realms of his artistry. As
he pointed out: “I think that painters paint the world they
live in. My world has to do with the history of art. It would
be absurd for me to attempt social realism. I’m the sort
of person who lives in museums or at home surrounded
by books and paintings.” After his baroque colorism of
the 1950s and the Serie Negra of the early 1960s, Zóbel
progressed into reductive abstraction which became the
foundation of his aesthetics.
Art critic Leonidas Benesa once wrote: “What the artist
presents for contemplation is the result of an inner
experience, be the subject the landscape in nature, or in
a painting.” He traversed into pure non-objectivism and
minimal color that defined his work in the mid-1960s. The
gestural lines dissipate into atmospheric tonalities that are
ambiguous yet intricate and sublime. This piece by Zobel
demonstrates his minimalist orientation with an ascetic
elegance. Purita Kalaw Ledesma told Cid Reyes in 1973:
“The delicacy of style, the balance of the restraint, and
the things unsaid… these things I find in Zobel’s art, and it
moves me.”

Fernando Zóbel ca 1960
©Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel.
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Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

Ladybug
signed and da ted 2009 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
30” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 300,000
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As an artist, Rodel Tapaya is primarily interested in the nature of narratives
and stories. His works often weave together different facets of everyday life
into one cohesive tapestry. But, what separates Tapaya from the rest is his
masterful use of local mythologies and legends as a way of exploring the
often vague and unrelenting reality of contemporary life. He explores this
through his multifaceted elements, and experiments on folk aesthetics and
material to develop his own distinct visual language. This enigmatic 2009
piece titled Ladybug showcases Tapaya at his most narratively abstract.
Though he often uses mystical and iconic motifs, his more general works
feature a mix of common objects and found ephemera. This particular
piece features a red vintage hatchback along a relatively straight path that
is dotted by an unusual set of trees. Though the piece does not solicit
the same immediacy from its viewer as Tapaya’s other works, it exudes a
sense of universal sentimentality through its vague demeanor. This allows
the viewer to ascribe their own meaning to the work, with Tapaya’s rich
handiwork acting merely as an engaging entry point.

León Gallery
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114
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
Yellow Nude
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
38” x 38” (97 cm x 97 cm)

P 1,200,000
Provenance:
Private collection, USA

National Artist Jerry Elizalde Navarro had an unyielding propensity
to Modernism, transforming and evolving his style incessantly. In
the words of art critic and professor Reuben Ramas Cañete, “Jerry
Navarro’s Modernist transformations can be likened to a Buddhist
avatar undergoing constant reincarnation.” He traversed through
the avenues of minimalism to abstract expressionism, cubism,
pointillism, assemblage, and a melodic figurative style that gave
prominence to the female figure and the Oriental heritage that he
became accustomed to since the 1980s.
The nude genre was where Navarro contributed the greatest
to Philippine modern art. He introduced an unprecedented
element that could not be found in the works of his peers - an
unconventional and unequivocal eroticism. In this particular piece,
his trademark of incorporating multicolored dots into his nude
paintings can be discerned as a highlight. This work coalesces
human perception and the use of Ben-Day dots, creating a pointillist
masterpiece that captures the obscurity of the human figure.
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115
Fernando Zóbel (1924 - 1984)

Eva
signed with dedica tion “exclusivel y hand-painted
f or Chris Brooks” (back)
ca 1950
handpainted neck tie
26 1/2” x 4” (67 cm x 10 cm)

P 240,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel for
graciously confirming the authenticity of this lot

When artists and their patrons reach a certain point of
understanding of their mutual interests and passion, they
develop and eventually establish a fervent companionship.
This is particularly evident in this hand-painted tie by Fernando
Zóbel which is a symbol of his appreciation for Chris Brooks
and his wife, Pat. Zóbel had long established a strong
friendship with the couple who eventually became his ardent
patrons. In a written correspondence sent by Zóbel to Pat
Brooks, it is apparent that the couple has become remarkably
enthusiastic about the artist and his works. As a memento of
his indebtedness and gratitude to the Brooks, Zóbel gifted Chris

Queen Letizia of Spain gazes at a Zóbel during her official visit
to the Museum of Abstract Art at Cuenca.
©Doña Georgina Padilla Zóbel.

a hand-painted tie depicting a woman and an apple. One can
come to an insightful conclusion that the illustration is inspired
by the ill-fated biblical story of Eve and the cursed fruit – with
the word “EVA” imprinted on the tip of the tie and a depiction
of the first woman and the fruit, represented by an apple. This
particular piece is a notable deviation from Zóbel’s oeuvre since
the artist is very well-known and renowned for his abstractions.
Signed and dedicated by the artist himself, this work is a
manifestation of the comical facet of Zóbel’s character which
is not frequently demonstrated in his reserved and consciously
deliberated abstract works.

A three-page letter from Fernando Zóbel to “all the Brookses” talking about his painting and various travels.
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Symbolic Amalgamation
116
Manuel Ocampo (b. 1965)

Self-Portrait (You better wa tch out wha t you are sa ying in
this society People are quick to crucify you)
ca 1985
oil on canvas, plastic, denim, pa per on wood and la tex paint
50 1/4” x 83” (127 cm x 211 cm)

P 1,400,000
Exhibited:
Manuel Ocampo: Early Works (1985 - 1994) , Archivo 1984 Gallery, Legazpi
Village, Makati City, February 13 - April 20, 2017
Literature:
Ocampo, Manuel, et al. Manuel Ocampo: Heridas de la Lengua: Selected Works .
Smart Art Press. Santa Monica, CA. 1997. p. 3.
Armstrong, Elizabeth, et al. Double Trouble: The Tom Patchett Collection . Smart
Art Press. Santa Monica, CA. 1998. p. 188.
Zinampan D. “The Devil You Know.” Art Asia Pacific . Issue 103. May-June
2017. Sydney, AU. pp. 102-103.

A

s one of the most unique and inventive
voices in Philippine art today, visual
auteur Manuel Ocampo has become the
poster child of Philippine art on the international
stage. Since the beginning of the 90s, Ocampo
has regularly exhibited his works internationally;
specifically in Spain, France, Germany, Mexico,
and the United States. Beyond that, he has also
been known to feature in international fairs in
Basel, Miami, and Berlin, among others. Ocampo’s
art features a myriad of tantalizing allegory and
symbolism that seek to subvert and engage. His
canvases are often populated with irreverent and
kitschy images, effectively grounding them to
a much more understandable and direct visual
experience.

In February 2017, a showcase of Ocampo’s earliest works was exhibited at the Archivo
1984 Gallery in Makati, providing the general public with the occasion to juxtapose his
contemporary pieces from his works during his initial venture into art when his creations
were dominated by a menacing atmosphere. This piece is the earliest existing work
by Ocampo in the market. According to the artist, he made this three months after
arriving in Los Angeles. Evocative of the style of American painter Robert Rauschenberg’s
combination of collaged found objects, Ocampo presents the viewer with an assemblage
of images and iconography all done in his distinctly irreverent style. The work is sectioned
into four general parts, with three smaller sections placed on the right which seemingly
complements the central image that takes up a sizable portion of the piece’s right side.
The surface of the canvas depicts a decapitated man, several buildings, a church, and a
silhouette, with a jar, a denim jacket, and a rag complementing the whole composition.
The images themselves adhere to Ocampo’s distinctly eccentric aesthetic that combines
elements of both pop and naive art—from a crudely drawn silhouette of what appears
to be a church to a sketch of a headless body with its groin area covered by an oddly
mundane pitcher. The artist presents us with a chaotic yet apt reflection of the human
condition in a postmodern society. Although characterized as an eccentric piece in
his oeuvre, You Better Watch Out displays Ocampo’s initial experimentation and nonconformity to orthodox art standards.
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117
Joseph Tecson (b. 1985)
Untitled
2014
mixed media
80” x 120” (203 cm x 305 cm)

P 140,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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Joseph Tecson’s powerful and surreal figurative works attempt to unearth the
oftentimes abstract and hidden nature of reality and its constructs. Much like his style,
Tecson’s artistic development was a relatively unorthodox one. Primarily self-taught,
Tecson began honing his skills when he was incarcerated. His landmark exhibit titled
Inmates was completed during his time in prison and featured 50 portraits of inmates
at the Quezon City Jail. After his charges were dropped, Tecson committed himself to
his art, landing numerous exhibits and shows both here and abroad.
Tecson’s expressive style is rooted in a number of techniques and genres, such as
abstract painting and the impasto technique. His use of layering adds a sense of
physical and psychological depth that perfectly captures Tecson’s critical subject
matter. Through his works, Tecson is able to explore and criticize certain predefined
societal norms and constructs, distorting and reshaping them in such a way that
reveals their true nature. In this piece, Tecson presents us with an image of an
attack helicopter rendered in his characteristically figurative style. Its harsh lines and
extemporary gestural strokes subvert our own preconceived notions of his central
figure—effectively distorting it to only its bare compositions. It is through this
premeditated reimagining that Tecson is able to visually convey the inner connotations
of his subject matter, allowing the viewer to engage with their own notions and
biases.

León Gallery
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118
Elmer Borlongan X
Secret Fresh

DJ Microg roove
signed and da ted 2019 (center)
resin and steel
36” x 29 1/2” x 46 1/2”
(91 cm x 75 cm x 118 cm)

P 700,000

Elmer Borlongan expressive DJ Microgroove is a fresh take on Borlongan’s own
artistic practice. As one of the country’s foremost artists working within the genre
of figurative expressionism, Borlongan has created engaging and alluring oeuvres
that have captured the social and psychological realities of the Filipino condition. His
characteristically exaggerated forms and figures give his works a heightened sense of
awareness, allowing the viewer to appreciate it through both a sense of ironic distance
and emotional acuity.
DJ Microgroove represents a significant shift in Borlongan’s artistic practice. Though his
earlier works often stemmed from Borlongan’s own observations of his surroundings
and his fellow countrymen’s circumstances, he has since shifted to his own self and
psyche as his chosen subject-matter. This resin and steel sculpture that features a
figure rendered in Borlongan’s characteristically exaggerated style mixing music at
a DJ turntable can be viewed as both a celebration of Borlongan’s artistry and an
exploration of Borlongan’s inner life. Aside from the visual arts, Borlongan is also an
avid fan of music. So much so that he’d often state that music was an integral part of
his creative process. The sculpture perfectly captures Borlongan’s interests—effectively
bringing together his two lifelong passions into a commendable work of art.
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119
Gene Paul Martin (b. 1989)
The Sentiment Rash (Triptych)
signed and da ted 2018 (verso)
oil on canvas
72” x 144” (183 cm x 366 cm)

P 300,000
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Gene Paul Martin’s uniquely alluring surrealist oeuvres blur the line between fantasy and reality by utilizing both
familiar and unfamiliar visual elements against an otherworldly visual plane. His assemblage of elements amidst
an expansive and unearthly landscape allows viewers to engage with his works in a variety of ways—a conscious
artistic choice that reflects Martin’s unique philosophy that sees the art of painting as the creation of multiple entry
points that seek to lead the viewer through a complex and interweaving milieu. Martin’s 2018 triptych titled The
Sentiment Rash is emblematic of his conceptual framework as an artist. The work features a number of visually
distinct and exaggerated elements such as a pair of eyes, elongated legs, a palm tree, and a tree branch bearing
distinctly alien-looking fruit. These components are complemented by more abstract and figurative visual cues,
adding to the work’s whimsical and engaging nature. Thus, there is no shortage of elements viewers can effectively
latch onto. Much like a branching narrative plot, audiences can choose how to interpret and absorb Martin’s
interweaving work of art.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION OF A VERY
DISTINGUISHED LADY

120
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
The Fleeting Moment
signed and da ted 2012 (bottom)
oil on canvas
50” x 40” (127 cm x 102 cm)

P 2,800,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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Known for his surrealistic portraits with influences from Japanese art style
and patterns, Andres Barrioquinto was a distinguished recipient of the
Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 2003.
Since 2001, he has had more than 20 solo exhibitions across Asia and
Europe. Dubbed as “The Dark Man of Philippine Art, his early works had
disturbing and peculiar themes. His art has since evolved to a noteworthy
style depicting uncanny portraits, dauntlessly altering the compositions in
his canvas.
Using fine brush strokes in acrylic and oil, Barrioquinto portrays
distinguishable faces in soft and restrained hues. His former style of
depicting his subjects with a bizarre keynote usually creeps into his recent
works, as evident in this particular piece. Enshrouded by a serene impression
filled with flora and birds with exuberant tones, he employs traditional
Japanese patterns layered with ukiyo-e, Japanese woodblock prints from
the Edo period. Nothing much has changed in terms of his themes and
subject matter. What he did was to change the composition of his canvas
by flooding the portrait with Japanese prints and designs, as explained by
Barrioquinto. This resulted in a tattoo-like effect on his works.

León Gallery
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121
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
Keeping Abreast with the Joneses
signed and da ted 1970 (lower left)
colla ge on canvas, mixed media
21” x 30” (53 cm x 76 cm)

P 700,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist’s
estate confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
Literature:
Reyes, Cid. J. Elizalde Navarro . National Museum of the
Philippines. Manila. 2008. p. 192.

Throughout the history of art, artists have embodied their lovers
as the quintessential template for their pieces, and nude painting
is no exception to this. The physical and emotional connection
shared by the artist and their lover has catalyzed the former’s
virtuosic ingenuity. Being a painter herself, Emma Navarro
understood the indispensable artistry and aesthetics of nude
painting. Because she modeled exclusively for his husband, Jerry
Elizalde Navarro, in the private realms of their studio, she had
no reservations and did not become hesitant with regards to
flaunting her body in a state of nature.
Navarro’s collage-work Keeping Abreast with the Joneses exhibits
the female breast as a series of developing and intensifying
shapes, with the nipples used as directional signs, pointing
towards a full figure of a female silhouette. This silhouette would
eventually become an archetype in his nude themes, juxtaposed
against interlacing geometric shapes. As explained by Cid Reyes,
“the impulse to relate a curvilinear shape against a straight linear
approach will be crucial to Navarro’s evolving pictorial language.”
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122
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
a) Untitled
sign ed and da ted 2010 (upper left)
wa tercolor on pa per
16” x 23” (41 cm x 58 cm)
b) Buha y ng Tao
signed and dated 2010 (lower left)
watercolor on paper
16” x 23” (41 cm x 58 cm)

P 80,000
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Mark Andy Garcia took his bachelor’s degree in fine arts from the
Technological University of the Philippines. Art critic Alice Guillermo pointed
out that Garcia is known to be the most autobiographical of all artists,
and experiencing his works can be likened to encountering a journal of
personal experiences. Inherent in his works is an outpour of colors, shapes,
and textures, exhibiting unrelenting expression and emotional depths. Thus,
Garcia’s works are often akin to dreams—surreal, hazy, but imbued with
an unmistakable emotional depth that resonates with even the hardest of
hearts. In her essay on Garcia, art critic Alice Guillermo describes him as
“one of the most spontaneous of artists, using a painterly style that is wholly
expressive of his zest for life and his creative energy in which all life in the
world is intermingled. He revels in a restless and colorful energy that expands
in all directions and opens into new dimensions.”
Garcia’s artistic philosophy can also be seen in his technique. The artist is
widely recognized for his highly-textured pieces that exhibit his gestural,
instinct-driven brushstrokes. Garcia’s eclectic and erratic style adds another
dimension to his works, relating the contextual substance of his pieces with
their physical manifestations.
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123
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Black Colla ge
signed (lower left) da ted 2000 (verso)
colla ge and acr ylic on canvas
30” x 24” (76 cm x 61 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Finale Auctions, Makati City, October 19 - 20, 2019,
Lot 79

Similar to the likes of Fernando Zóbel, Jose Joya, Lee Aguinaldo, and
Constancio Bernardo, National Artist Arturo Luz traversed through the
realms of non-objective art both in painting and sculptures. However, what
separates Luz apart is his predilection for abstraction featuring subjects that
depict a kind of geometric-planar form. His works are characterized by simple
lines and geometric forms. The kind of minimalism he applies to his work is
a consummate departure from other artists whose canvases are filled with
bright hues and brimming patterns.
Luz’s interpretation of the art form of collage shows his firm hand in subtle
aesthetics through his minimalist artistry in acrylic. He intrepidly uses the
negative space in his canvas to emphasize the intensity of disengaged yet
coordinated and interconnected figures. His recognizable and archetypal
colors of black, white, and red are all present in this piece. His perception
of imposing asceticism in form and expression is a discernible feature in this
work. The works of Luz are categorized as straightforward, representing
his artistry that incessantly searches for the quintessential attributes of his
subjects.
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124
Araceli Limcaco-Dans (b. 1929)
Dala ng Hang in (Series)
signed and da ted 2004 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
30” x 22” (76 cm x 56 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist confirming
the authenticity of this lot
Literature:
Araceli Limcaco Dans . Equitable PCI Bank, Inc. Makati City.
2005. p. 129.
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Araceli Limcaco Dans was trained under the artistic prowess of Fernando
Amorsolo. She was accepted to the University of the Philippines College of
Fine Arts by the celebrated painter when she was still a high school senior,
allowing her to obtain a bachelor’s degree in only three years. Amorsolo
did that for Dans to continue pursuing her career in painting, saying that
she had an advanced capability when she entered the halls of the Fine Arts
college.
Conceivably the most celebrated and iconic pieces of Dans are her masterly
rendered depictions of calado, the exquisite white patterned embroidery on
pineapple fiber that was often associated with 19th-century Filipino women
in the upper echelons of society. According to the artist, her luminously
exquisite representation of the calados is inspired by her nationalist
predisposition and by 19th-century painters Damian Domingo and Simon
Flores, among other celebrated Filipino master painters of that period
in history. As Sylvia Mendez Ventura, Leonor Orosa Goquingco, and her
daughter Maria Araceli Dans Lee described in their monograph titled Araceli
Limcaco Dans: “Araceli Dans and calado became twin sisters, just as Picasso
and cubism were twin brothers.”
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a)

b)

125
Jerry Elizalde Navarro 1924 - 1999)
a) Made Dancing the Legong
signed and da ted 1959 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
16” x 12” (41 cm x 31 cm)

b) Untitled (Bali Series)
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
charcoal on p a per
16” x 12” (41 cm x 31 cm)

P 200,000

Jerry Elizalde Navarro’s penchant for Bali had its roots with his
conversations with the Angono master, Carlos “Botong” Francisco,
who wanted to see “The Last Paradise on Earth” but never made it.
In an Inquirer article dated October 15, 1989, the artist mentioned:
“In Bali, I thought of my friend, the late Carlos V. Francisco, who
might have given his right arm just to see Bali close, like from
ringside.” Moreover, his desire to visit the famed city was invigorated
by sensational tourism reports that the artist read from overseas.
Navarro had always thought of Bali as a worthwhile experience for
every artist.
The Bali paintings were created beginning in 1989 during Navarro’s
first visit to the island, to which he would return occasionally. Navarro
was greatly stunned by the harmonious and complementary colors
of the island. During his visits, he wrote: “The Balinese colors, which
seem to have no rhyme nor reason, but are happily correct in Bali,
influenced my palette.” Be that as it may, it is important to note that
more than the glaring colors of Balinese culture, it was the island’s
pristine, native soul that deeply inspired Navarro’s impressions of the
region, leaving a mark of intense finesse and expressiveness in his
artistry.
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Ang’s Angst

126
Ang Kiukok (1931 - 2005)

Fighting Figures
signed and da ted 1984 (upper left)
oil on canvas
48” x 26” (122 cm x 66 cm)

P 7,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair . Finale
Art Gallery. Mandaluyong City. 2000. p. 323

A

ng Kiukok’s body of work is described as having the elements of
the Philippine Modernist School of the 1950s wherein the canvas
is composed of the interaction of hues and forms within a dense
composition. One may notice that he employs the Chinese approach to art
of capturing the intrinsic nature of the subject through a meticulous and
conscientious preliminary study to encapsulate its full expression as the
unconstrained brush strokes are laid out on the canvas.
There is a claustrophobic atmosphere in Ang Kiukok’s depiction of human
despair. His human figures suffer from varied phases of agony. The three
figures, in a desperate attempt to escape from their anguish, find an
outlet for their angst in the confinement of one another. Their arms are
bound as they vent out a seemingly endless cry for alleviation. There is a
distinct style in Kiukok’s depiction of despair. In defiance of what seems to
be an apparent outburst of color and chaotic forms, “the paintings draw
their strength from a well-crafted, carefully-orchestrated arrangement of
lines, colors, and patterns,” as mentioned by Alfredo Roces in Kiukok:
Deconstructing Despair. Amid the suffocating darkness and anguish in his
subject matter, Kiukok’s impulse to put harmony into dissonance is still
manifested.
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127
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Dia phanous #88
signed and da ted 19 77 (lower right)
oil on canvas
40” x 27” (102 cm x 69 cm)

P 1,200,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
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Lauded as a painter’s painter, Romulo Olazo began his career as an artist at
a time when the foundations of Modernism in the Philippine art scene were
being laid by key figures such as Vicente Manansala, Victorio Edades, and
Fernando Zóbel. He first came to the foreground as a printmaker who made
striking innovations in this field. This pursuit led to the development of his
Diaphanous series, a unique body of abstract paintings that are, in the words
of Victorio T. Herrera, “veritable visions of light.”
The Diaphanous series is the most significant of Olazo’s extensive body
of work. Art critic Cid Reyes wrote: “In an art system where the market
demands an ever-evolving production of differentiated subjects and styles,
Olazo’s obstinacy to pursue the Diaphanous borders on incomprehensible
willfulness, courting a judgment of artistic paralysis.” In this piece, Olazo’s
mastery of creating ingenious and finely drawn textures of lines creates an
added dimension to the harmonious layers of paint. The seemingly opaque
appearance of the subject shows his well-executed control of the tonal quality
of his works. The Diaphanous series represents Olazo’s dedication to his
artistry and is considered an unparalleled musing on a specific theme using an
unfaltering technique and style.

León Gallery
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128
Lynyrd Paras (b. 1982)

Untitled (Portrait)
signed and da ted 2009 (lower left)
oil on canvas
60” x 60” (152 cm x 152 cm)

P 200,000

Lynyrd Paras has a special predilection for rendering human faces. Art critic Alice
Guillermo described these pieces as “stark portraits.” The works of Paras are
inspired by the amalgamation of different stories that account for a person’s
identity. With a feeling of despondency emanating from his works that compels
us to become critical of our actions, his paintings impart a whole new meaning to
portraits and how we, as complex beings, can be depicted.
The art of Paras complements pain and despondency. In whatever place we may be
destined, we bear the burden of everyday struggles and ingrained wounds caused
by certain traumas, with our faces as reflections of those sufferings and afflictions.
This particular portrait represents our shared tribulation as human beings – a glimpse
into our innermost intricacies. For Paras, in the midst of all our adversities, we
possess a collective experience that binds our humanity. His melancholic and often
distressing portrayal of the people around him leaves us with a question on how we,
as human beings, relate to each other and maintain harmonious relationships.
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129
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Untitled
ca 1978
oil on burla p, colla ge
46” x 108” (117 cm x 274 cm)

P 3,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms.
Luisa Luz- Lansigan for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
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In 1979, after a period of idle development in his art due to his dedication to managing several art institutions,
Arturo Luz became fascinated with the use of burlap, replacing the traditional canvas. In Cid Reyes’ published
work on the artist titled Arturo Luz, the latter disclosed: “The burlap works of the Italian Alberto Burri and the
Spaniard Millares triggered my curiosity and interest about this material… I decided to paint the burlap an even
color: white, black, grey, brown, and pure ochre… I would throw pieces on a burlap base laid flat on the ground.
Eventually, the pieces will begin to connect, overlap, [and] take shape.”
In this untitled work reminiscent of Alberto Burri’s creations, Luz collected and pieced together white and grey
burlap pieces that overlap with each other. Nonetheless, this creation still manages to evoke an impression of
control and orderliness. Cid Reyes described Luz’s burlap paintings as possessing a “stark, somber beauty.” A
work by Luz possesses no volume and vibrant hues. It is monochromatic and spatial dynamics and energies
become the catalysts for force and function. His art serves as an avenue to appease his sense of visual logic rather
than his mood or expression.
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130
Joven Mansit (b. 1984)
Untitled
signed (lower right)
pastel on tea stain pa per
39” x 27” (99 cm x 69 cm)

P 180,000

The meticulously stylized hyper-realist paintings of contemporary visual
artist Joven Mansit are more than unique or quirky visualizations of
our colonial past, but contemporary critiques to the way we view our
own history, culture, and identity. Mansit collages stemmed from the
artist’s oversaturated encounters with unapologetically Filipino-themed
paintings of the 90s. These paintings were often filled with idyllic
images, from beautiful rural landscapes to austere locals garbed in
traditional attire. For Mansit, despite the focus on local and traditional
themes, these pieces often present history and culture as a one-sided
whole, obfuscating the complexities and nuances that make up its
reality. Thus, Mansit’s works approach tradition through a different
lens. His pieces, though palpably historical, do not contain any trace
of nostalgia. Instead, his works are imbued with irreverent humor and
irony, granting him the ability to tackle new and novel possibilities
without risking dogmatism. Mansit’s works reveal the emancipatory
potential of culture that respects its past, but urges the creation of new
paths as well.

131
Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Still Life
signed and da ted 1961 (lower right)
oil on panel
23” x 18” (58 cm x 46 cm)

P 180,000
Romeo Tabuena’s artistic practice is an intense and articulate
exploration of many latently commonfolk themes touched by
quiet cultural symbols are local imagery that are seemingly
distant from the social realities that are often depicted in other
Modern works of art. Though mostly known for his idyllic genre
scenes, Tabuena has often experimented with other themes
and subject-matter; utilizing his signature style in order to
infuse his chosen figures with an inherent sense of lightness
and grace. This oil on paper still life is emblematic of Tabuena’s
highly inventive technique. The piece’s blooming potted cactus
contains a variety of shifting shades of green, yellow, white, and
purple. The palette’s application gives Tabuena’s subject matter
a gossamer-like sheen, inflecting the common household object
with a sense of nostalgia and memory. The piece’s foreground
contains all the essential hallmarks usually seen in Tabuena’s
rural landscapes. Criss-crossing gestural strokes are combined
with subtle tones and shades white, grey, and yellow that
are reminiscent of chinese scroll painting; a key influence to
Tabuena’s own craft. Tabuena’s is thus classified as belonging
to the postwar Neo-Realists movement, with his then fresh
approach to form sometimes compared to Chinese calligraphic
brushstrokes and baroque painting.
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132
Jigger Cruz (b. 1984)

Impediments Outside My Shelter
signed and da ted 2003 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

Before venturing into his trademark style of vandalizing images reconstructed from
the paintings of old masters using globs of pigment squeezed directly from the
tube, this piece was among the earliest works by Jigger Cruz at a time when the
artist was still exploring his distinct artistry and style. It is also important to note
that Cruz is color blind, and this is especially discernible in this particular piece His
employment of a monochromatic palette is evident in his use of brown hues and
its complementary shades. Despite this, Cruz’s use of color is still commendable
because of his well-balanced and congruous application in the composition.
In the monograph Jigger Cruz, Canadian artist Benny Nemerofsky Ramsay writes:
“As Cruz paints over existing surfaces charged with meaning, he leaves room for
interpretation, for doubt, for the very equivocacy of the paint that lies splattered
on the studio floor. Here is a captivating ambiguity as to whether his interventions
bring us closer to the truth of the painting upon which he is acting, or if they
take us even further away, creating an impenetrable barrier not only to the initial
composition, but to the emotional potential it holds.”
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Murakami’s Iconic Superflat
133
Takashi Murakami (b. 1962)

Hollow Multi (TBC)
2015
acr ylic on canvas mounted on aluminum frame
56” x 47” (142 cm x 119 cm)

P 12,000,000
Provenance:
Galerie Perrotin, Paris

T

akashi Murakami’s infectiously eccentric style and
fascination with pop-culture has taken the art world
by storm. Drawing inspiration from a plethora of
sources such as ukiyo-e prints, sci-fi, high fashion, and anime,
Murakami is able to create wildly inventive and creative
characters, elements, and motifs that aptly reflect a uniquely
21st Century global and intersectional aesthetic. Belonging to
the generation of Japanese artists that first experienced the
fruits of Japan’s economic and cultural rehabilitation, Murakami
quickly became enamored with numerous foreign and western
art styles. Hence, in the 90s, Murakami developed his own
unique technique that not only fused Japanese and European
influences, but also attempted to broaden the scope of fine art
by working with a number of unorthodox media such as prints,
clothes, and collectible toys. In 1996, Murakami established
KaiKai KikI Co., a studio and artist management company that
sought to develop unique and groundbreaking artistic talents.

Murakami’s Hollow Multi (TBC) is seen as one of the best
examples of the artist’s use of his iconic Flowers motif.
Murakami’s name is set against a backdrop of dizzyingly
whimsical and polychromatic figurative flowers, all of which
are given cheerful and elated smiling faces. The bold and
arresting typeface visually contradicts the piece’s more playful
backdrop—a characteristically conscious choice that reflects
two varying aspects of Japanese pop culture, namely kawaii
and street-art aesthetics. His Flowers motif was inspired by
setsugetsuka, a traditional form of Japanese that heavily
emphasizes nature. Murakami subverted this tradition by
creating a relatively minimalist and playful set of flowers, and

thus his iconic motif was born. Murakami’s Flowers motif has
since become an emblematic aspect of the culture he was
originally depicting. His wildly evocative and visually frank
character has been integrated into numerous forms of media;
such as Kanye West’s 2007 album titled Graduation, Louis
Vuitton’s Cosmic Flowers collection, and Billie Eilish’s 2019
music video for You Should See Me In A Crown. Murakami’s
pervasive presence in both the art world and pop culture proves
the artist’s successful foray into a truly intersectional and global
kind of art.
The Ensō paintings are an encapsulation of an invigorated
awakening for Murakami, resulting from a serene and incessant
metaphysical contemplation. The subject of these paintings
is the Ensō (circle), one of the most prominent emblems in
Zen aesthetics that epitomizes harmony, perpetuity, and
nothingness in Zen Buddhism. Murakami renders the Ensō in
his distinctive style, employing spray paint over his trademark
assemblage of effervescent flowers and skulls. Hollow Multi
(TBC) is considered one of the quintessential paragons of
the artist’s Ensō paintings. With his name emphasized on the
canvas, Murakami conveys to the viewer his enduring homage
to an incorporeal and ethereal spirit. Quoting from the artist:
“We want to see the newest things… It is the moment in
which, even if we don’t completely understand what we have
glimpsed, we are nonetheless touched by it.” Hollow Multi
(TBC) is a representation of Murakami’s steadfast adulation to
Japanese heritage and tradition – a renaissance of an unbridled
minimalist practice that resulted from enlightened artistry and
spirituality.
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134
Gino Bueza (b. 1987)

Signa ture Move
signed (lower left)
2013
acr ylic on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 180,000

The works of contemporary artist Gino Bueza draw upon the distinctly expressive
powers of symbols and metaphors in order to succinctly communicate an assemblage of
multifaceted ideas. Bueza pieces are rendered and assembled in such a way that is both
visually stimulating and intellectually engaging; effectively touching upon the nuances and
intricacies of its core concept and idea. The artist also often reuses his various symbols
and elements, reshaping them to fit within the theme of his desired message; effectively
creating a distinct artistic canon that is wholly his own. In this 2013 acrylic on canvas titled
Signature Move, Bueza presents us an amalgamated visual feast, full to the brim with
metaphors, symbols, and aesthetic peculiarities. Easily recognizable visual elements such
as familiar human-like figures, a red couch, and an oversized cocktail glass are intermixed
with more abstract and surreal components. As a whole, the piece attempts to unearth
the inner psychological processes of the modern cosmopolitan lifestyle; one that is often
mired by excessiveness and lavish debauchery.
A local of Binangonan, Rizal, Gino Bueza earned his Bachelor’s degree in Painting from the
University of the Philippines’ College of Fine Arts. In 2007, Bueza won the grand prize at
the 40th Shell Student’s Art Competition, a feat he followed up on in 2010 with a finalist
position at the 2010 Tanaw: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Painting Competition. Bueza’s
artistic practice then landed him another finalist spot, this time at the 2017 Ateneo Art
Awards. He has since mounted numerous exhibits both here and abroad.
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135
Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Man
signed and da ted 1960 (lower right)
oil on board
26 1/2” x 15” (67 cm x 38 cm)

P 120,000

The early style of Romeo Tabuena was influenced by the early Philippine
Neo-Realist movement of the 1950s. This period is widely accepted by art
historians to be one of the most significant turning points in the evolution of
modernism in the Philippines. During the above-mentioned years, Philippine
Neo-Realism espoused a modernist take on painting through the employment
of abstraction and semi-figurative distortion. In this period, Tabuena became a
major force in the development of Philippine modern art.
Aside from his works that depicted the folk people, Tabuena is also acclaimed
for his darkly-toned oil paintings that seemingly depict the disposition of the
proletarian. This particular piece exhibits Tabuena’s expressionist influences. The
figure of the man is rendered in somber hues that allude to the destitution and
adversity experienced by people in the lowest strata of society. Moreover, the
man’s diminutive physique is an implication of his obscure and inferior status
in the socio-economic sphere. In what is considered a social commentary,
Tabuena subtly hints at a critique of existing social conditions.

136
Mark Justiniani (b. 1966)

Inip
signed and da ted 2006 (lower right)
oil on canvas
23” x 18” (58 cm x 46 cm)

P 700,000
Mark Justiniani’s art is not a simple reading of the
modern world but a finely balanced interpretation of
historical fact with a contemporary perspective. These
works spring from the artist’s investigation of folk
culture including the use of language, and what one
may draw from it is indicative of the indigenous frame
of mind. These elements are then reshaped to fit the
modern and contemporary connotations of the human
experience. In this piece titled Inip, Justiniani presents us
with an exaggeratedly large human figure set against a
cloudy night sky. The figure’s face is buried in its hands,
while its disgruntled and displeased expression is aptly
complemented by an image of a traffic light displaying
its yellow signal. As a whole, Justiniani’s piece seemingly
points towards the infinite worlds present within one’s
mind. A space that is often heightened by the process of
waiting, an action that is clearly represented through the
work’s visual elements and composition. Justiniani’s Inip
provides us with an examination of the inner workings of
our mind and how these elements surface themselves in
our psychological and physical worlds.
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137
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Market Scene
signed and da ted 1947 (lower right)
oil on canvas
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51 cm)

P 4,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

In his widely celebrated Philippine landscape and genre
masterpieces, National Artist Fernando Amorsolo exhibits his
unwavering commitment to the classical notion of the idealist
approach on art-making—to an artistic truth grounded
on balance, beauty, and harmony. To this day, Amorsolo’s
masterpieces featuring life in the countryside are treasured
by various collectors, and the artist’s legacy is acknowledged
in the country and abroad. As he immortalized picturesque
scenes in the countryside, he also captured familiar activities
in rural communities and the charms of life far from the
city’s everyday scenes, from farmers planting rice to folks
resting under the mango tree. Among his celebrated
oeuvres, his depictions of locals going about their daily
lives are undoubtedly his most iconic. Whether they are
harvesting the fields, celebrating amidst their neighbors, or,
as evidenced by this particular piece, simply going about their
usual routine, Amorsolo would invariably paint his subjects
with a characteristically evident sense of idyllism. Amorsolo
would also utilize his signature backlighting or chiaroscuro
technique to achieve a characteristic glow on his local figures
and countryside settings, also heightening the visual impact
of other details in each painting.
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138
Buen Calubayan (b. 1989)
How to View a Landsca pe?
2016
pastel on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila

Calubayan challenges often our traditional perception of art. The work
suggests that art should go beyond the act of seeing, but must also reflect
a sense of being. For Calubayan, this means that art must reflect the
multifaceted nature of reality by combining different approaches in order
to achieve a successful synthesis. In this piece titled Instructure on Viewing
the Landscape, Calubayan attempts to deconstruct and partially satirize our
experiences when viewing one of art’s most time-honored subject matters.
The piece is laid out like a diagram, carefully peeling back the layers of the
landscape at the center and its defining elements through lines, arrows, and
explanatory blurbs. In it, basic and fundamental concepts such as “vanishing
point”, “form”, and “horizon” are intermixed with more abstract terms like
“philosophy”, “belief system”, and “revolution”.
Buen Calubayan is undoubtedly one of the preeminent artists of his
generation. Having been declared a recipient of the Cultural Center of the
Philippines’ esteemed Thirteen Artists Award in 2009 and one of three
Winners for Visual Arts in the 2013 Ateneo Art Awards, Calubayan laid his
claim over the Philippine art world in less than a decade, landing on Ateneo’s
shortlist once more only two years after his first win. The 2012 exhibit Fressie
Capulong, for which he won the Ateneo prize, notably marked a shift in
Calubayan’s style, tending towards the personal subject as an entry point into
exploring larger societal, even national themes.
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139
Guerrero Z. Habulan (b. 1980)
Sa Pana g inip ni Juan
da ted 2016
acr ylic, pencil and oil on canvas
48” x 60” (122 cm x 152 cm)

P 200,000

A figurative artist and an embodiment of pop surrealism, Guerrero
“RG” Habulan’s striking works portray the vile realities of human
existence and are rendered in a humorous approach to lighten up its
mood and ambiance. He would often employ various images from pop
culture, such as cartoons, and combine them with forms from other
references, creating visual interest in their abruptness. These imageries
are laid out in flat backgrounds and render implicit critical analysis
regarding social realities.
Sa Panaginip ni Juan brings out the inner desires of our human
consciousness. “Juxtaposing figures and elements, that’s something I
always play with,” Habulan disclosed. He does not merely observe the
inherent qualities of an object. He looks at its antithetical character
thus gaining a more polished perception of reality. This practice allows
him to untangle other facets of his chosen subjects. According to
the artist, his concept, although it is socially relevant and has a social
context, is not heavy. It is more predisposed towards satirical realism.
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PROPERTY FROM A VERY DISTINGUISHED
COLLECTOR

140
Christine Ay Tjoe (b. 1973)
Sing gah II
2003
mixed media on canvas
43” x 35” (110 cm x 90 cm)

P 2,400,000
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Visual artist Christine Ay Tjoe was the first Southeast Asian artist signed by
White Cube Gallery and Big Gallery. She is often considered one of Indonesia’s
foremost artists working today. Tjoe received her formal training in the arts under a
Printmaking and Graphic Art program at the Bandung Institute of Technology. She
began her career by experimenting with dry-point and intaglio prints as a way to
familiarize herself with line, brush and needle sharpness. Her delicate and structured
linework would then eventually come to define her oeuvres. Tjoe has described
her works as nuanced explorations of both philosophy and spirituality. Her visually
engaging works attempt to unearth the realities of the human condition through
a heightened sense of subjectivity and self reflection.She has since broadened her
artistic practice to include painting, drawing, sculpture, and installation work. Tjoe
has mounted numerous groundbreaking solo shows such as her The Path Less
Found exhibit in Taiwan, Panorama Without Distance in Hong Kong, and her Wall
Prison Part II show in Miami.
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P ROP E RT Y FROM T H E AM BAS S ADOR AND M RS. JV CR UZ
C OLLE C T ION

141
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Mother and Child
signed and inscribed “New York-60” (lower left)
1960
stained glass and light box
30” x 59” x 15” (76 cm x 149 cm x 38 cm)
P 800,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Nothing exceptional transpired from Vicente Manansala’s
subject matter since his contemporaries also made use
of similar themes. Be that as it may, his manner of visual
presentation through his augmented use of Transparent
Cubism set his works apart. He was quoted to have said: “In
the beginning, I have [a] picture in my mind which I want to
paint. But that can change. I may start out with a mother
and child and end up with a fish vendor.”
Scholarship and academic training overseas strengthened
Manansala’s artistic virtuosity and made him encounter
progressive mentors and artists. Prompted by his studies of
stained-glass techniques in New York through the SmithMundt Specialist Grant in 1960, Manansala produced a
limited number of stained-glass art pieces. However, the
difficulty and expensiveness of obtaining the necessary
materials in the local market prevented him from creating
more works using this medium.
Depicted with great regularity, this piece depicting a
mother sleeping beside her baby is one of Manansala’s
many works on the subject of motherhood wherein he
ingeniously executed his desired cloisonné effect. It is
when he portrays the joys of motherhood where we can
feel his homage, affinity, and benevolence towards Filipino
women. Manansala also emphasized the contrast between
form and color and the interdependence of the subject
and the background as indicated by distinctive tonalities
with an implied profundity. His consistent indigenization of
cubism as he took inspiration from quintessential Filipino
themes was noticeably transferred to his stained-glass
creations. Coalescing religious, native, and poetic images
is a trademark of Manansala’s distinct type of Transparent
Cubism and has influenced numerous artists.
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P ROP E RT Y FROM A P RIVAT E AM E RIC AN C OL L ECTI ON

142
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Untitled (Red)
signed lower right
Ca. 1970
acr ylic on canvas
28” x 36” (71 cm x 91 cm)

P 1,400,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by Fundacion
Sansó confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by
Richard Copeland, ca 1970

In his monograph titled Sansó, painter-writer Alfredo
Roces wrote: “What is apparent, and most critics make
a point of this, is poetry. The definition of a poem as
“…a rhythmical composition… expressing facts, ideas,
or emotions in a style more concentrated, imaginative,
and powerful than that of ordinary speech…” seems
appropriate to the qualities in Sansó.” The world of
Sansó’s paramount artistry holds distinct contrasting
spirits that balance between darkness and light. His
works usually depict landscapes of insentient figures
juxtaposed against a backdrop of profoundly radiating
orange or red hues.
At first glance, one might notice Sansó’s prowess in terms
of his style and technique. The striking application of
hues, his straightforward style, and his contemplations
that are reflected in his canvas all seem to intermingle
to create a genuine body of work. But it is in his
ability to mirror his sentiments in his works that truly
captures the essence of his artistry. His powerful linear
and contemplative style coalesced with his passionate
harmony of colors brings to life his inanimate subjects.
Similar to a poet’s emotions gushing over to his words,
Sansó captures the authenticity of his disposition through
his stellar understanding of his canvas – an attestation to
his firm grasp of his artistry.
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143
Carlo Saavedra (b. 1981)

These Dreams
signed and da ted 2017 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 60” (122 cm x 152 cm)

P 180,000

The works of Carlo Saavedra capture the world in both a state of form and decay.
Saavedra’s elements are both rudimentary yet fully realized in their treatment.
As an artist, Saavedra is not only concerned with the expressive qualities of art
itself, but how such expression is attained through the process of creation. This
is evident in his masterfully rendered elements which are characterized by their
bold and almost erratic gestural strokes that are recognizable enough to forego
pure abstraction. Thus, Saavedra’s works can be seen both as an expression of
experience and the investigation of the mind.
In this particular piece titled These Dreams, Saavedra explores the often vague yet
undoubtedly moving power of dreams and the mind itself. At the center of the
canvas is a humanlike figure done in Saavedra’s signature brand of abstraction.
The figure is positioned in such a way that evokes a sense of vulnerability or even
acceptance. While a vague and abstract mass of bright colors seemingly envelops
the aforementioned figure, suggesting a sense of mutual interconnectedness
between the two central elements. Saavedra brings together these elements in a
spiritual and mystical symbiosis as a way of communicating the unseen forces of
the mind by virtue of a deliberately abstract treatment that reflects the physical
unknowability of the human soul.
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144
Solenn Heussaff (b. 1985)

Woman with Blue Umbrella
signed and da ted 2009 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 100,000
Aside from being one of the most sought-after actresses and
models in the Philippine entertainment industry, Solenn Heussaff is
also a skilled painter, having taken formal art classes when she was
young. It can be noted that some of her works are scenes inspired
by her travels locally and abroad: from Bukidnon to General Santos
and Myanmar to Thailand. Heussaff stated: It’s always been such a
passion for me to paint people that have a lot of soul, those who
look like they’ve been through a lot.” When she acquires enough
inspiration, she takes a photo of her preferred subjects. What
strikes the most in this piece is the juxtaposition of vivid hues with
a discernible emptiness in the emotional expression of the female
subject. According to Heussaff, her subject matters have a deeper
understanding of the human psyche and are more soulful than
us who continuously adapt as we thrive amid the realms of rapid
urbanization. Their faces seem to tell an evocative undertaking
– one that has been constantly penetrated and weakened by
everyday struggles yet still possessing strength and resilience.

145
Jaypee Samson (b. 1985)

Reunion
signed and da ted 2005 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 80,000
The artistic practice of Antipolo-based visual artist Jaypee
Samson revolves around subverting and reimagining the genre
of portraiture. As one of the most enduring genres in art, the
various elements of portraiture have become self-evident to even
the most casual of audiences. Though originally conceived as a
way of recording events and prominent figures, it has since been
used as a medium to express a variety of ideals and concepts such
as power, beauty, virtue, and wealth. As such, Samson’s palpably
contemporary portraits are both a refreshing twist on the age-old
medium and an ode to the expressive spirit of portraiture. Upon
first glance, Samson’s works come off as technically adept yet
relatively commonplace. His exquisitely detailed figures are, while
visually intricate, are more or less customary within the local art
scene, especially within the Rizal school of art. Yet, Samson is
able to subtly integrate a variety of visual cues into his work that
effectively subvert the conventions of the genre. His portraits
often feature the harsh lighting of the noontime sun. Not only
does this directly go against the established use of the softer and
more appealing style of Rembrandt lighting, but the sun’s harsh
placement is visually evident in his subjects’ tendency to squint and
grimace. It is this visual discomfort that allows Samson to capture
the realities of social life that are found in its candid and often
vexatious moments.
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An Epic Tabuena
146
Romeo Tabuena (1921- 2015)
Mujer y Hombre
signed and da ted 1962 (lower left)
tempera on masonite board
48” x 41” (122cm x 104cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance:
Private collection, USA

S

elf-confessed to be highly influenced by Cubism and Chinese
vertical paintings, the majority of Romeo Tabuena’s works were
acrylics, oils, and watercolors that featured a combination of
Filipino and Mexican cultural themes, such as traditional housing, working
people, and native plants. His cross-cultural amalgamation of different
styles and genres was the result of his experiences in Mexico. It was
there where Tabuena learned about the potential of combining different
approaches to create something entirely new—given that modernist
Mexican art was, much like Filipino art, a synthesis of European influences
and indigenous practices.
Thus is often classified as belonging to the postwar Neo-Realists
movement, with his then fresh approach to form sometimes compared
to Chinese calligraphic brushstrokes. Everything in his canvas from
his minimalist depiction of farmers to his bare treatment of rural
architecture, seemingly only utilizes the essentials in order to put forward
an undoubtedly singular experience. His ability to induce emotion with
his ambient atmospheric renditions solidifies Romeo Tabuena as an artist
whose ability to capture both a feeling and a moment truly unparalleled.

R o m e o Ta b u e n a
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147
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)

Untitled (Blue)
signed (lower right)
ca 1970
acr ylic on canvas
17 1/2” x 14 1/2” (44 cm x 37 cm)

P 300,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by Fundacion Sansó confirming the
authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by
Richard Copeland
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A certain degree of enigmatic aura radiates from Juvenal Sansó’s works.
Echoing the sentiments of art critics, he thrives underneath the helms of “poetic
surrealism.” Beyond the shadow of a doubt, the ethereal technique he employs
in his body of work harmonizes with the facet of surrealism that goes through
the ambiguous line between illusion and reality – one that traverses through the
realms of the subliminal avenues of the mind.
Beyond surrealism, some critics took notice of the theme of man’s alienation in
Sansó’s works. Barbara Mae Naredo, in the issue of Graphic dated February 9,
1972, expounded on the nonexistence of human figures in Sansó’s creations:
“Sansó comes nearest to the idea of the artist for whom beauty is alienation,
a poetic or even physical transport which returns to things a memory of their
own strangeness.” The alienation and torment that he experienced in war-torn
Manila were relinquished to his subject matter. On the other side, his palette and
canvas became a medium of quietude and placidity for Sansó. This resulted in two
seemingly juxtaposing elements in his works – anguish and serenity. Sansó’s works
eventually became a reflection of his memory and recollection; his trauma and
recovery, and these are indispensable foundations of his great finesse.

León Gallery
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148
Elaine Navas (b. 1964)

A modern and contemporary painter, Elaine Navas obtained her Fine Arts degree
from the University of the Philippines and also majored in Psychology at the
Ateneo de Manila University. In 1994, she received the Juror’s Choice Award from
the Art Association of the Philippines and was an honorable mention in the Philip
Morris Philippine Art Awards in 1995 and Singapore Art Awards in 2002 and
2004. Navas holds frequent exhibitions of her works in Manila and Singapore.

P 300,000

Navas’ ability to breathe life to paint is highly commendable. Her colors seem
to rise from inanimateness as soon as she flicks her brush on the canvas. Her
paintings of everyday objects done in densely impastoed oil are characterized
as having a feverish and striking quality. The Manila Times has remarked that
her “paintings suggest an indefinable, hidden life within the object, and by
extension, suggest the human relationship to objects around us: the way we
invest meaning to objects and the way objects affect our psychological and
emotional state.” The impetuous and unconstrained manner by which she
handles her brush consolidated by her evocative impression leaves a sentiment of
familiarity and intimacy with her subjects.

Mamon (After MM Yu)
signed and da ted 2019 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 72” (122 cm x 183 cm)

This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by the artist confirming the authenticity
of this lot
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149
Gabriel Barredo (1960 - 2020)
Untitled (Ta bernacle)
mixed media
62” x 85” x 9”
(158 cm x 216 cm x 23 cm)

P 200,000

Gabriel Barredo was in a league of his own, refusing to let technique
and style limit what he can and will do. His works are more than art;
they are spectacles, condensed into their purest experiential form.
Sometimes, this would mean large pieces and exhibits the size of a city
block, like his 1999 exhibit that called for the closure of UN Avenue.
But sometimes, Barredo would condense his temperament for spectacle
in little lifeworlds which he’d adorn his famous otherworldly yet
enchanting sculptures.
Aside from his found-object mixed-media pieces, Barredo also
experimented with highly detailed furniture art which featured a number
of baroque-inspired elements. This particular piece is a perfect example
of the artist’s unique assemblage of pieces and elements. Traditional
religious art and images are juxtaposed with intricately fashioned
metallic elements and carved motifs. Despite its seemingly exaggerated
visual proportions, Barredo is able to maintain a certain aesthetic flow
that allows this theoretically chaotic piece to effortlessly present itself as
a cohesive whole— effectively offering the viewer a rich tapestry of both
conventional and contemporary visual elements free from confusion or
pretension.
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150
Dino Gabito (b. 1989)

The XIV Sta tion
signed (lower right) da ted 2014 (verso)
oil on canvas
30” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 400,000
Exhibited:
Anonymous , J Studio, Veteran’s Complex, Taguig City, 2014

Dino Gabito has been steadfastly manifesting his
enigmatic artistry in Philippine contemporary art,
showing beyond doubt that his virtuosity is a force to
be reckoned with. His works are imbued with a somber
and subdued atmosphere, disproving the notion that
art collectors and critics alike are antagonistic towards
themes depicting doleful subjects, taking into account
the abundance of collectors interested in acquiring a
Gabito masterpiece.
The XIV Station, an allusion to the 14th Station of the
Cross wherein Christ’s body is laid in his tomb, manifests
itself as an inquiry to the ambiguity of our disposition.
This is one of the very few oils on canvas paintings by

Gabito wherein the figure is unshrouded. In contrast to his accustomed
employment of the shrouded figure as a profound question concerning
the sensibilities of our nature, this piece pushes us to grapple with the
adversities of closure. The artist urges his audience to grasp the realization
that it is only when life goes from one kind of presence to another that
we can ever come to a new genesis. In exerting an otherworldly presence,
Gabito propounds on our perplexities, with the figure transpiring itself as
an allegory for coming into terms with a revivified existence.

151
Prudencio Lamarroza (b. 1946)
Remnants From the Sky
signed (bottom)
ca 1980S
oil on canvas
30” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 160,000
Provenance:
Genesis Gallery, Mandaluyong City

The alluring and strikingly original works of artist Prudencio
Lamarozza are undoubtedly a masterclass in color, tone,
and balance. His signature use of a whimsical yet controlled
technicolor palette is a gift and a talent that only a few artists
can rightfully claim they’ve achieved. Each element of his
work is meticulously directed in order to bring out a surrealist
landscape that still contains within it a sense of familiarity and
reality. Born in 1946, Lamarozza during his formative years. So
much so that the young Prudencio would skip his studies to
admire, and even sketch, the Chico and Amburayan rivers that
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flanked his village. Lamarozza then enrolled in University of
Santo Tomas’ Fine Arts program where he found himself under
the tutelage of a number of acclaimed artists such as Diosdado
Lorenzo, Victorio Edades, and Angelito Antonio. His magical
landscapes are imbued with a timeless sensibility, freeing it
from the constraints of trends, tradition, and time. As an artist,
Lamarozza can be viewed as one of the most original voices of
his generation, with works that will undoubtedly stand the test
of time and criticism.
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152
Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
Red Over Gold and Bronze
singed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 300,000

The abstractions of Norberto Carating, a force in the Philippine abstract art scene
with over four decades of fine artistry under his belt, are widely celebrated for its
compactness, coherence, and elegance of texture. Carating oftentimes takes visual
cues from the natural world, often utilizing the textures, shapes, moods, colors,
and tones of naturally occurring objects such as the ocean, the sky, and even
numerous celestial bodies. Thus, though his works often take the shape of formally
abstract elements, his components contain an undeniable sense of familiarity
that is rooted in the natural world. This is particularly apparent in this piece titled
Red Over Gold and Bronze. In it, Carating utilizes the circle and square as his
predominant motifs. Featuring a golden disc layered on top of a bronze square,
Carating’s masterful craftsmanship aptly reflects the poetics of the sun at daybreak.
Masterfully rendered in layered slates of metallic pigments on canvas, the pieces
display symbols of eternity in captivating colors and distinct textures
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153
Maria Taniguchi (b. 1981)
Yes
2012
acr ylic on canvas
90” x 45” (229 cm x 114 cm)

P 900,000
Provenance:
Sliverlens Gallery, Makati City

Maria Taniguchi’s monumental brick painting titled Yes is part of
her ongoing series of paintings Taniguchi started in 2008. The
piece consists of numerous rectangular cells outlined by thin and
gossamer-like lines, giving it the appearance and visual presence of
actual bricks. Each seemingly miniscule element was painstakingly
and succinctly hand-drawn by Taniguchi herself, reflecting her
exemplary craftsmanship and technique. As a cohesive whole,
the piece exudes a monumental sense of bravura—allowing
the viewer to experience it in the same way one experiences a
magnificent work or architecture. When viewed in its entirety,
Taniguchi’s black squares seemingly melt together into an alluring
black mass—an effect akin to Kazimir Malevich’s Black Squares.
Its seemingly infinitesimal sparseness effectively communicates
a sense of introspection and spatial awareness; allowing one to
reflect existence against a backdrop of pure presence. Taniguchi’s
piece’s ability to appear both finely detailed and infinitely sparse
showcases the artist’s technical and conceptual skill.

Maria Taniguchi inspecting her artwork

Taniguchi earned her Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts from the
University of the Philippines Diliman, and her MFA from Goldsmiths
London. She has since mounted numerous exhibitions both here
and abroad, such as Roving Eye at Sorlandets Kunstmuseum in
Norway, +Pyramid at Green Papaya Art Projects in Manila, and
JUMP CUT Dialectic Dream at The Barber Shop in Lisbon.
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154
Lydia Velasco (b. 1942)

Kan yang Pahiwa tig
signed and da ted 2000 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 24” (91 cm x 61 cm)

P 240,000

Lydia Velasco’s 2000 acrylic on canvas piece titled Kanyang Pahiwatig showcases
Velasco at her best. Velasco’s female figure, a motif the artist is widely regarded
for, features exaggerated contours and lines that complement the figure’s relatively
heightened scale and proportions. It is this unnatural treatment that lends Velasco’s
work a sense of both burgeoning tension and palpable passion. Each brush stroke
is visually distinct, allowing the viewer to experience the scene’s spatial presence
despite the inherent flatness of the canvas. Velasco is also no stranger to suggestive
and evocative themes. Yet her works are never shallow nor gratifyingly provocative.
Instead, Velasco’s figures are undeniably progrssive, able to find and accept dignity
within the natural desires of the body and the flesh.
One of the most notable Filipina modernist painters, Lydia Velasco depicts strong
and impressive women in her body of works. Her signature female figures
dominating the canvases show various personalities and moods, characterized by
sensuousness, strength, and an almost-masculine assertiveness. Velasco asserts
women identity and freedom through the elongated and massively rendered
subjects which also show the artist’s view of the inherent qualities of women.
National Artists H.R. Ocampo and Cesar Legaspi are among the prominent figures in
the art scene who influenced her painterly techniques.
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155
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)

Notre-Dame de Paris
signed and da ted 1984 Paris (lower left)
oil on canvas
16” x 20” (41 cm x 51 cm)

P 120,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

Mentored by Martino Abellana, Carcar-born master
realist Romulo Galicano renders idyllic rural views with
heightened details that evoke dramatic impact and
nostalgic mood. He was also under the tutelage of
abstractionist Florencio Concepcion in the University
of the East where he took up fine arts. His works are
characterized by heightened effects of light, shade,
and colors as well as a certain mesmerizing liveliness
resulting from his attention to achieving pictorial
approximations of nature.
Though Galicano has painted numerous scenes
depicting local and rural landscapes, his constant
sojourns to foreign cities and spaces have also been

subject to his masterful brushwork and unparalleled technique. This
1984 oil on canvas work depicts the quiet and sombre atmosphere of
a distinctly western and european city. Despite its sparse color palette,
Galicano’s intricate brushwork lends this piece’s relatively monochromatic
treatment a sense of reserved dynamism—unearthing the richness of
his subject-matter with only a handful of shades and tones. The overall
charm is in the details, as one can see in this painting in which the folk
elements are rendered in fluid brush strokes that show both Abellana’s
and the French impressionists’ influence on his art style.

156
Marina Cruz (b. 1982)

The Setting
signed and da ted 2007 (verso)
acr ylic on canvas
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 200,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist confirming
the authenticity of this lot

The works of Marina Cruz have a distinctly nostalgic quality to their
overall treatment, mimicking the look and feel of old yet memorable
tokens and trinkets one would understandably have stowed away
in some attic or box, only to be met with a sense of longing when
briefly unearthed. It is through this effect that Cruz begins her
exploration into memory and the material substances that inherently
affect its mood and composition. Cruz’s works begs the question
on whether or not memory is the domain of the mind alone, or is it
instead partly swayed by the shifting characteristics of our physical
world. In this 2007 acrylic on canvas piece titled Table Setting, Cruz
presents us with a familiar visual space—a silhouette of a woman
seated behind a round table garbed in a simple white tablecloth. By
presenting us with a visually frank and commonplace scene, Cruz
is able to draw from the viewer a distinctly personal experience
that effectively engages them in the process of remembering and
memory-making. These experiences have become metaphors—both
stored and retrieved, hidden and then found— in a dazzling yet
nostalgic dance whose only audience is Minerva’s owl spreading its
wings in anticipation of the inevitable coming of dusk.
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The Suntay Botong Reliefs
Dances of Filipino Life

The Botong panels as backdrop, Remedios
Sunta y with her classma tes Elv ira Manahan,
Rosita Olondriz, C onchita Ampil-C a bral,
C armencita Ongsiako-Re y es, Rosie TeodoroPineda, Letty Lim, Fe Gomez-Feria, and
Erlinda V illanuev a

F

or Carlos ‘Botong’ V. Francisco, there were two
forces that dominated his work : The first was an
overwhelming, almost obsessive love for the Philippines
and the second, his impetus to make it larger, greater, and more
dynamic than it had heretofore been portrayed.
To embody his country, Botong would create a pantheon of
the mythic Filipino from the characters from our ancient history
to our most beloved heroes such as Rajah Sulayman, Rizal and
Bonifacio. He would also study the cultures of the unconquered
tribes of the north and the south in search of the Filipino identity.
As a student in the UP School of Fine Arts, Botong would
probably have come under the sway of Henry Otley Beyer, head
of the anthropology department of the university, which he had
single-handedly organized. The museum, which Beyer likewise
built, occupied the entire second floor of the UP College of
Liberal Arts and was full of anthropological finds from across the
country, spears, shields, and tribal clothing. (Incidentally,
Botong would never complete his course at the University of
the Philippines and would be among the first art superstars
who were completely homegrown, adding to his reputation for
Filipinism.)
For Botong, it was all about ‘the big picture’ and the importance
of massive scale to convince, move, and influence. He would
start on this journey by creating towering murals in Manila’s
film palaces — what better location than movie theaters to
evangelize Juan de la Cruz? It was a brilliant strategy and
Botong’s works soon became synonymous for the bold, proud
Filipino.
He would become the country’s pre-eminent muralist, creating
commissions for the Manila International Fair of 1953, and the
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Progress of Medicine for the Philippine General Hospital in
the same year; culminating in the Manila City Hall historical
pantheon Filipino Struggles through History in 1969. Along the
way, he would be tasked to embellish the homes of the rich and
powerful, beginning with President Manuel L. Quezon to the
Malacañan Palace of the Marcoses. He would also attract a
devoted following among Manila’s upper crust and prosperous
professionals, including the renowned Dr. Remedios G. Suntay.
Dr. Suntay’s grandfather, Jose B. Suntay, was from Hagonoy,
Bulacan and had the prescience to invest in vast fish ponds;
her mother was a Guevara who lived in San Miguel district and
was related to the architect who was involved in the design of
some of the buildings of the University of Sto. Tomas. Dr. Suntay,
however, would strike out on her own as a pioneering, New
York- trained medical practitioner in anesthesiology, eventually
becoming one of the biggest private stockholders of one of the
country’s top hospitals.
Carlos V. Francisco began as her patient and wound up
becoming a close friend. “He loved basketball and would
complain of all kinds of aches and pains. That’s how we met. I
was his doctor. We struck up a friendship and would visit him
in his ‘kubo’ (hut) in Angono. He painted in that ‘kubo’,” Dr.
Suntay reminisced. When asked what he was like, she replied,
‘May istorya —he had something to say. He was also moody. By
that I mean, he wouldn’t paint all the time. It took him a while
to finish his works. In fact, he would always tell me that he liked
playing basketball far more than he liked to paint.”
One afternoon, he turned up with the four magnificent relleves.
“It was entirely his idea, but I was very happy to have them,”
said Dr. Suntay. I displayed them in my dining room and my
friends simply loved them. (There is a photo of one reunion
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D r. S u n t a y a nd f orm er First
L a d y D o ñ a Trining Roxas

with President C or y Aquino

of her classmates from Holy Spirit that captures one of these
enthusiastic moments.)
In 1969, Carlos V. Francisco was at the height of his powers and
at the zenith of his career. Botong would have a long tradition of
depicting Filipino fiestas and celebrations, beginning with
his magnificent Pista sa Nayon and Muslim Feast, both dated
1947 and in the Malacañan Museum Collection. In Pista, a
couple agilely dances the tinikling. It is so graceful and eloquent
that you can almost hear the clatter of the bamboo poles amid
the music of the town band and a kundiman singer. In the
companion Feast, a southern princess sways to the rhythm of the
kulintang; to her right is a tableau from the mountain provinces
of northerners, palms upturned, captured in a ritual harvest
dance.
The exuberant theme of Katutubong Sayaw (or Philippine Folk
Dances) is thus a most familiar one for Francisco. There are two
recorded works — almost identical to these pieces — that are
featured in the book, The Life and Art of Botong Francisco,
edited by Patrick Flores. These pen and ink drawings are most
probably studies for the finished product. Botong’s wife, Nena,
was from Paete and she had instigated Botong’s wood-carving
projects.

with President Fidel Ram o s a n d
Speaker Joe de Ven e ci a

symbolize the flutter of butterflies, under a royal umbrella.
Botong has covered the piece with the symbolic okir and gong.
On the other end of the reliefs are three Ifugaos dancing in the
shadow of a cloud-covered mountain. They wear ceremonial
belts and blades. There is a drum and the silhouette of a
carabao, the animal offered in the blood rituals. Their hands are
turned heavenward in a symbol of supplication. It is also the only
panel featuring an all-male performance in keeping with tribal
codes.
The two panels in the center feature the comely dalagang
Filipina. One is in the country dress of kimona (the short-sleeved,
abbreviated blouse) and the other, be-hatted and brandishing
clackers, in a more shapely bell-sleeved frock. One muse dances
in front of gracefully curved banana leaves, carefully balancing
lit candles on her head and hands; the other, with curly- edged
bamboo as a backdrop. These depict the pandanggo sa ilaw
(fandango of lights) and the subli of Batangas, a fiesta for the
Holy Cross, respectively.
This is the fun-loving but unstoppably patriotic Botong, who
found the beauty of the Philippine in the life and culture that
surrounds us — and captured its splendor to remind us of that
immutable fact.

The work at hand is bookended by the Singkil of the
Maguindanao. A princess unfurls the giant fans meant to

P h i l i p p i n e F o l k D a n ces, 1966, ink and wa terc olor, from the collection
o f A mb a ssador and M rs. Eduardo Cojuangc o, J r.

Philippine Folk Dances ( Ka tutubong Sa y a w) , unda ted, ink o n p a p e r,
from the collection of Dr. Eleuterio M. Pascual
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PROPERT Y FR OM T H E DR . R E M E D I O S S U N TAY
CO LLECT ION

157
Carlos V. Francisco (1912 - 1969)

Ka tutubong Sa ya w, (Philippine Folk Dances)
Depicting the Singkil, Pandang go sa Ila w,
Subli of Ba tangas, and an Ifugao Ritual Dance
1969
narra wood reliefs
each relief: 60” x 24” (152 cm x 61 cm)
total size: 60” x 96” (152 cm x 244 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner,
Dr. Remedios G. Suntay
Literature:
Reyes, D.M., et al. The Life and Art of Botong Francisco .
Vibal Foundation. Quezon City. 2010. p. 106.

Philippine Dances I: The Maranao Singkil
Philippine Dances II: Pandanggo sa Ilaw
Philippine Dances III: Subli of Batangas
Philippine Dances IV: Ifugao Ritual Dance
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PROPERTY FROM THE DR. REMEDIOS SUNTAY
COLLECTION

158
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Rice Terraces
signed and da ted 1958 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 30” (60 cm x 75 cm)

P 5,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Amorsolo had mastered the Filipino genre painting with its
idyllic renditions of country life against the backdrop of the
lushness of the landscape. He also made many outdoor
studies of the Filipino countryside in an ardent endeavor to
capture the light and color of what he observed. Amorsolo
was not a social commentator, but an aesthete who hoped
to emphasize the finer qualities of his country and the
people, from the beauty of the natural environment to the
natural grace of the common people and the dignity of
their life and labour. This early work entitled Rice Terraces
captures the majesty of the northern landscape, one of
the wonders of the world. Amorsolo brings it down to
earth, however, with a line of tribespeople bringing their
vegetables and wares to market. The popularity of his
art is easier to account because it embodies a sense of
sweetness and light. The life he chose to portray on canvas
invariably brims with good cheer, serenity, casual grace,
optimism, and just what we would like to see after a hard
day’s grind.

Dr. Suntay Painted by Fernando
Amorsolo in the 1950s
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159
Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2004 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 500,000
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Florencio Concepcion employs a calming spectrum of hues and
refined strokes in his artworks that have become his trademark.
In his column, art critic Cid Reyes wrote that “in our cacophonous
midst there are still artists who recognize the imperative of silence,
from whose works we can seek and find solace.” Concepcion
was one of the artists he mentioned whose tranquil paintings are
worthy of his recognition.
In appreciating Concepcion’s works, one must not look for verbal
explanations but rather to encounter the actual painting in the
flesh, understanding its surface, size, and texture. His mastery of
color is shown through the harmonies that are produced by the
intermingling of hues in his canvas, which he described as a result
of his impassioned appreciation for music. Although there is a
preponderance of black in this particular work, to contemplate
on his works is to find serenity in our inner selves. The ambiance
of this painting brings comfort to the psyche. For Concepcion,
his works are a result of his sentiments and artistry. Serenity is
the spirit that emanates from his painting - a manifestation of his
fulfillment as an artist and confidence in his artistry.

León Gallery
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160
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Red Trio Perf orming
signed (lower right) da ted 2009
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 54” (91 cm x 137 cm)

P 1,200,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by Ms. Luisa Luz-Lansigan confirming the
authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present
owner

Through his disciplined and unparalleled use of geometric and minimalist forms,
National Artist Arturo Luz is often hailed as one of the country’s foremost abstract
artists. Luz earned his Bachelor’s degree in Painting from the University of Santo
Tomas’ School of Fine Arts. Prior to this, Luz was already breaking ground as a
student with his monumental win at the Art Association of The Philippines’ annual
art competition. He then supplemented his expertise with further studies at the
California College of Arts and Crafts, the Brooklyn Museum Art School, and
the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in Paris. He was first noticed within the
Philippine art scene during his first solo exhibition at the Manila Hotel in 1951. He
then followed this up with a solo exhibition in Paris at Raymond Duncan Gallery in
1954, and another solo show at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila in 1955. He
has since mounted exhibitions all over the world, solidifying his name as one of the
pillars of Philippine art.
Luz’s fascination with jugglers and other circus-themed imagery was inspired by
his experiences with local peryas or local fairs during his youth. In this particular
piece, Luz manages to capture the energetic spirit of the performers through a
distinctly succinct and concise economy of means—a common theme that runs
across almost all of Luz’s major works. Luz manages to create a scene through only
a sparse assemblage of geometric elements such as circles, lines, triangles, and
rectangles. Despite its sparseness, Luz’s mastery over his craft manages to create a
technically and aesthetically engaging work of art.
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161
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)
Liga wan
1948
oil on board
18” x 15” (46 cm x 38 cm)

P 3,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by Alexander Richard Joya Baldovino
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Literature:
Joya . Dick Baldovino Enterprises. Manila. 1996.
Plate 1.
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The splendor of Jose Joya’s gestural works shows how he considered drawing as the
foundation for honing one’s artistic skills. For Joya, drawing “has always represented
complete, exacting works of art.” Throughout his artistic career, one can see the
relationship between the linear and the painterly in his works. Known to be the
earliest existing work by Joya, this oil on board piece is particularly noteworthy given
that it contains a variety of techniques and visual elements that the artist would only
seldom use for his figurative works. The piece features an alluringly distinguished
scene that evokes the charms and quirks of the Philippine’s colonial past. The
piece features what appears to be a group of individuals enjoying their evening. A
couple is seen sitting adjacent to one another, while the mirror next to them reveals
the presence of another group, lounging about in the house’s sala or living room
area. This unique perspective lends a sense of dynamism to the piece, effectively
showcasing Joya’s command of space. Another noteworthy aspect of the work is
its use of lighting. Unlike his relatively flatter abstract pieces, this work features a
dynamic lighting scheme akin to the likes of Rembrandt and even Amorsolo. The
scene is partially lit by an obscured light source that effectively balances the look
and feel of the work with contrasting elements.

León Gallery
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162
Yeo Kaa (b. 1989)

I No Longer Belong Here
signed and da ted 2017 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
60” x 60” (152 cm x 152 cm)

P 400,000
Exhibited:
HilgerBROTKunsthalle, Terra Incognita , Vienna,
Austria, September 14 - October 28, 2017

Inspired by whimsical inclinations of 20th century pop art, most notably the
works of Japanese artist Yoshimoto Nara, Yeo Kaa subverts the easily accessible
and recognizable aesthetic of the genre by contrasting it with sombre themes
and ideas. Consequently, her pieces come off as real and genuine tableaus of
both her personal experiences and the overarching human condition—allowing
her works to be read as both a parody of contemporary life and as heartfelt
passage about the realities of being human. This 2017 oil on canvas piece can
be read as an exploration and an in-depth look into the deeply personal and
often isolated process of making art. The piece features a bobble-headed and
bug-eyed pink figure, a recurring motif that is often interpreted as being Kaa
herself, amidst a spatially distorted room. Though the room’s ceilings and walls
are relatively intact, its floor has given way, revealing a nebulous black space.
In front of Kaa’s figure is a set of four portrait paintings, each one done in a
slightly different color palette. Kaa’s work can be seen as a visualization of the
creative process, one that is oftentimes a venture pursued alone.
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163
Isabel Diaz (b. 1943)

Still Life
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
45” x 54” (114 cm x 137 cm)

P 360,000
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Isabel Diaz is a Filipino-born and New York-based artist who specializes in oil on
canvas paintings. She is known for her virtuosity and ability to simplify her subjects
to their innate core and reinterpret them in a minimalist yet expressive style.
Speaking of her artworks, she said: “I usually don’t want to talk – even about
myself… I paint every day, for commissioned works. I want people to own and live
with them.” The art of Diaz displays a penchant for a world filled with the elegance
and gracefulness of still life. Through her evocative renditions of three-dimensional
figures, Diaz transfigures a pure and simple still life painting into a mystifying opus.
The harmonious coalescing of the subject and its colors always exhibits a balanced
composition. She employs vivid hues into the canvas, making this particular piece
exude a high degree of glamour and enchantment. With an implied luminosity,
the realism employed by Diaz is characterized by a sophisticated and high-browed
quality – one that showcases her artistic prowess, as evident also in her distinct
draftsmanship. Diaz’s realistic depiction of fruits emanates a nostalgic experience,
hinting at the transient essence of things.

León Gallery
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a)

b)

c)

164
Jose Tence Ruiz (b. 1956)
a) Corazon
signed and da ted 2006 (verso)
oil on canvas
32” x 21” (82 cm x 53 cm)
b) Lengua
signed and da ted 2006 (verso)
oil on canvas
32” x 21” (82 cm x 53 cm)

Jose Tence Ruiz’s Corazon, Lengua, Pie is a contemplation on our skirmishes
and yearnings and the corporeal consciousness that complements these
notions. It represents his distinctive mantra of reminding himself that it is
through experiencing all the necessary toiling that he can achieve all his
burning desires as an artist. Ruiz had expounded on the meaning of this
particular piece: “I have used this triptych to ruminate on these overlapping
struggles, the ones we have for survival, the ones we have for communication,
the one we have for getting from place to place. I have taken anatomical
rendering of the physical properties utilized in all the aspirations I have
ruminated on and juxtaposed them with specters of where they might apply.”

P 200,000

Some of the juxtapositions of the Corazon, Lengua, Pie includes the intrepid
and humane tenderness given to the impoverished pole dancer as she
confronts aggravation and oppression as a way to her humble dreams;
the multilingual talent of Jose Rizal that he used to convey and express his
individual and nationalist aspirations; and the sheer tension experienced by
a sprinter who, in a hopeful attempt to break speed records for honor and
distinction, dashes to shatter speed records. These are rendered by Ruiz in an
allegorical manner as he sails through with great endeavor the rugged seas of
the artistic world.

This piece is accompanied by a certificate
issued by the artist confirming the authenticity
of this lot

This piece is the artist’s reminder to himself. Nonetheless, when we deeply
delve into its intrinsic meaning, we may recognize our tribulations and gently
remind ourselves of “a calm after the storm.”

c) Pie
signed and da ted 2006 (verso)
oil on canvas
32” x 21” (82 cm x 53 cm)
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165
Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
mixed media
painting: 48” x 48” ( 122 cm x 122 cm)
with frame: 58” x 58 ” (147 cm x 147 cm)

P 600,000
Exhibited:
Maid in Heaven, Secret Fresh Gallery,
September 30 - October 17, 2018
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Ronson Culibrina is a Filipino contemporary painter highly acclaimed for his
unconventional and avant-garde works that veers away from unstructured
postmodernism. Culibrina does not solely make allusions to traditional
techniques, but actively reinterpret and revamp them to suit the predilections
of a contemporary world. His works traverse through the various inherent
contradictions of a globalized and advanced society, exploring the paradox
between tradition and modernization, subjectivity and objectivity, and heritage
and development.
In this piece, Culibrina seemingly draws inspiration from Fernando Amorsolo
through his depiction of the female nude which is reminiscent of the
master painter’s portrayal of nude figures. The artist also employs influences
from Western pop culture evident in the logo of Supreme, an American
skateboarding lifestyle brand, and juxtaposing them with traditional elements
in our culture. What makes this piece exude a striking and imposing aura is the
artist’s deep understanding that refined contradictions do not exist. Although
divergence of ideas and concepts are inevitable, we can all agree that one
cannot exist without the other. Culibrina’s distinctive artistry and style are
inspired by his personal experiences and observations as a citizen of a third
world country where globalization, modernization, and heritage and custom
clash with each other. Culibrina does not succumb to partiality. Instead, he
embraces the innate essence of culture – that is to change and to develop.

León Gallery
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166
Raffy Napay (b. 1986)

Waiting to Land
signed and da ted 2016 (upper left)
mixed media
24” x 36” (61 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
BenCab Museum
Exhibited:
BenCab Museum, Re:View 16 , Tuba, Benguet, December 10,
2016 - February 5, 2017

This 2016 mixed media piece contains all the hallmarks that
make Raffy Napay’s works uniquely engaging pieces of art. A
seemingly unfinished sketch of an airplane is surrounded by a
sea of dreamlike clouds amidst a red, blue, and gold sky. Perched
on top of the plane’s right wing is a person gazing longingly
into the vast expanse of Napay’s firmament. Napay’s subtle yet
kaleidoscopic color palette and endearing elements effectively

communicate an empathetic sense of wonder and yearning—a
common thread found throughout most of Napay’s oeuvres. It is
through this inherent interest in the expanse of both the wonders
of the physical world and the curiosities of the human heart that
Napay is able to create magnificent tapestries that speak to a
multitude of viewers on a deeply personal level.

167
Louie Cordero (b. 1978)
Mariano Ching (b. 1971)

Lucio and Miguel Colla bora tion No. 4
signed and da ted 2008 (lower right)
acr ylic on pa per
60” x 55” (152 cm x 140 cm)

P 300,000
Exhibited:
Death Scream , Blanc Art Space Gallery, Mandaluyong City,
August 15 - September 5, 2008

Louis Cordero and Mariano Ching have a penchant for the
irreverent and whimsical, producing playfully figurative works
that mix together a variety of often contrasting elements and
styles. Thus, it is no surprise that their 2009 acrylic on paper
collaborative piece effortlessly balances the energy and vivacity of
both artists into a cacophonous symphony. The piece features a
comically decayed woman posed in a position that is reminiscent
of old magazine spreads. While in the background a group of

four men, also rendered in an equally comical style, within a
cone-shaped faux-panopticon are seen gazing at the woman’s
suggestive pose—their eyes and positions implying carnal intent.
As a whole, the piece can be read as an examination of the
effects of mass media on human desires. It’s exaggerated visual
elements are trapped within cyclical and interlocking structures,
implying the inherently incarcerated nature of wants that are
unnaturally assembled and disseminated.
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168
Justin Nuyda (b. 1944)
Untitled (Abstractsca pe)
signed and da ted 1983
oil on canvas
23” x 35” (58 cm x 89 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private collection, Manila
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For the renowned visual master Justin Nuyda, the possibilities of abstraction
are governed only by the limits of one’s own imagination; a sentiment that is
indicative of Nuyda highly distinct and nuanced visual style. His works have,
more often than not, charmed audiences with their allure and dream-like
character. It is in Nuyda’s vision that these surrealist pieces are conceived,
and by his brush they come to life with a distinct, refined grace. Though
abstraction was definitely not a novel concept during his era, Nuyda was able
to redefine the genre by repositioning abstraction’s primary entry point of
perception to cognition. Meaning to say, Nuyda’s figures are primarily born
out of the artist’s mind rather than the physical act of seeing and perceiving.
His works also feature a careful balance of color and form, giving the viewer
a nuanced illusion of space that effectively says more about the viewer than
the work itself. This philosophy is most apparent in his peculiarly magical
landscapes that comprise his Mindscape series. Nuyda never fails to capture
the enigmatic charisma of a setting — his brush, masterfully recreating the
essence of a scene he envisions.

León Gallery
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169
Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)

Aphrodite-09
signed and da ted 2009 (lower right)
car ved g reen Asahi glass
20 1/2” x 13” x 11”
(52 cm x 33 cm x 28 cm)

P 1,200,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by
the artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

As the leading artisan in the field of Philippine glass sculpture earning him the
title “Father of Philippine Glass Sculpture,” Ramon Orlina has made his own
alchemic techniques and procedures that no sculptor has imagined or done.
For the common denominator of the western approach in glass sculpting is
the employment of the hot process, however, Orlina used the cold process in
sculpting which involved the direct carving on the glass to give the medium
its shape and to release the form entrapped in glass’ space. Orlina did not
receive any formal sculptural training for glass sculpting as the medium was
uncommon among artists at the time and hence no institution or program
offered it. His creative process is the brainchild of his stint at Republic Glass
Corporation’s factory where he asked the top glass engineers and observed the
industrial science of glass.
The human body, particularly the female nude, has been the archetypal
inspiration and subject of numerous works of art. The female torsos and its
nourishing breasts are the prime inspiration and theme manifested in Orlina’s
Ning Ning Series in the 1990s. Orlina is able to synthesize the core tenets of the
genre with the inherent abstract quality of his signature medium of asahi glass.
Here, the artist sought to capture the raw and unfiltered beauty of femininity
and the unapologetic artistry of the human body. Orlina first crafted sculptures
of two breasts, then three, then four. Despite the abundant number of pieces
in this collection, Orlina made sure that all of his artworks are unique.
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170
Norma Belleza (b. 1939)

Fishermen
signed and da ted 1992 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 300,000

Born into a family of movie marquee and billboard painters, Norma
Belleza’s works evolved from dark and depressing art pieces to canvasses
filled with bright colors and an intricate take on the folk genre She
emphasizes the common people such as the peasants, women vendors,
and potters, stressing her subject’s physical strengths and native
appearance. Her effervescent color harmonies intermingled with her
recognizable brushstrokes resulted in a captivating portrayal of Philippine
folk living.
In this particular work, Belleza portrays several fishermen crowding over a
bountiful catch of fish. She depicts them in a brightly colored and vibrant
ambiance, adding vitality and dynamism to the canvass. The bright hues,
especially the cool blues and warm yellows, are highlighted and brought to
the foreground, emphasizing the optimistic spirits of the fishermen. Light is
also an indispensable aspect in this painting which added a rich and striking
appearance on her subjects. Resilience and empowerment are the main
themes of Belleza’s artworks, and she perfectly encapsulates those two
qualities in this oil painting.
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171
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
a) Portrait of a Woman
sign ed and da ted 1925 (lower left)
oil on canvas
25” x 20” (64 cm x 51 cm) each

b) Portrait of a Man
sign ed and da ted 1925 (lower right)
oil on canvas
25” x 20” (64 cm x 51 cm) each

P 260,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private collection, USA
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After returning from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Madrid in the
latter part of the 1920s, Fernando Amorsolo would not only paint
portraits of the Filipino upper class but also of the American elite in
the Philippines. This work by Amorsolo encapsulates his attempt on
capturing the tradition of retratistas in 19th-century Philippine art.
In this portrait of an old Caucasian lady, Amorsolo depicts her as a
dignified and regal woman with her facial expression exuding an aura
of decorum and respectability. The fine brushstrokes employed by the
master painter combined with the simplicity of the black dress add a
degree of refinement and poise to her overall character. Despite the
absence of material embellishments, the artist implicitly but perfectly
conveys the affluent upbringing of the old woman. Through this work,
Amorsolo epitomizes the mood and spirit of a bygone era of elegance
and sophistication.

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

b)

Aside from being a master of Philippine landscapes, Fernando Amorsolo
also stood out among the portraitists of the 20th century. He created
portraits of illustrious and prominent figures from the Filipino elite class,
as well as Americans residing in Manila during the American colonial
period. Amorsolo produced portraits with subjects who have compelling
and individualized characters. In this portrait, Amorsolo brings into play
his chiaroscuro (light and shadow) trademark that he employed in his
landscapes. Using this technique, he excellently captures the likeness of
natural light as if it is reproduced in a photograph. Amorsolo also ensures
the authenticity and genuineness of the subject. Borrowing from the
written words of his daughter Sylvia Amorsolo Lazo in the book Amorsolo:
Love and Passion (Volume 1: Portraits), “any viewer would feel as if one is
seeing the subject in person” when gazing over an Amorsolo portrait. The
subjects’ eyes in his portraits seem to follow the viewer in any position.
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172
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

At the Back
signed and da ted 2002 (lower left)
oil on wood
27” x 12” (69 cm x 30 cm)

P 500,000

Produced out of artistic expression and attention to
visualization of forms with a degree of realism, this nude
work reveals Ronald Ventura’s mastery of the human
anatomy and its expressive possibilities. Evocative are
the details of his figure, from the expressiveness of his
subject—explicit or not, highly open for contextual
interpretation—to its physique and pose. Evoked through
a high degree of realism, the figure casts a shadow on an
undefined background, which makes him visually jut out
of the pictorial space into the space of the viewer. Though
the figure’s face is obscured by thick swathes of paint, its
pose and compositions allows the viewer to engage with it
on an emotional level by taking in its highly dynamic visual
cues. Every line in this work pulsates with movement. Like a
picture within a picture, it is filled with artistic rhythms even
the taut reins won’t hold still. The customary hatch marks in
some places have turned into frenetic piles of point akin to
an impasto treatment, given that they were made with such
energy, having been done in the versatile medium of oil.
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173
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Strange Condition
signed and da ted 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
72” x 48” (183 cm x 122 cm)

P 4,000,000
This piece is accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

Andres Barrioquinto’s otherworldly and whimsical portrait of a woman
showcases his unique ability to synthesize multiple and distinct elements
into a coherent piece. Barrioquinto’s visual spectacle contains a melange
of components—from exotic animals to exquisite flora, each one rendered
in Barrioquinto’s own brand of hyperrealism. Yet, his images, despite their
volume, are not jarringly misplaced. Instead, each piece contributes to the
otherworldly order that exists within his canvas.
Barrioquinto has also stated his fondness for traditional Japanese art, a
technique he often uses throughout his works. His overlays are also inspired
by the ukiyo-e, woodblock prints from the Edo period in Japan. There is a
hint of darkness, seriousness, and gloom in the surreal and hyper-realistic
faces he depicts which show even in their calm facial expressions. In this
work, the subdued hues add to its overall provocativeness.
Barrioquinto’s enigmatic works that showcase his distinct style developed
through the years of his artistic practice garnered him wide acclaim and
following both locally and abroad. In 2003, he was one of the recipients of
the Thirteen Artists Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines.
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Le Pho (1907 - 2001)
Untitled
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Insulae Indiae Orientalis
(East Indies Islands)

14
164-165
17, 122-123 , 178
10, 124
22
227

76-77

A Balayong and Narra Trestle Table

108
96-97

110-111

Manila Aparador

80-81

Mesa Altar in the Baliuag Style

70-73

Official Account of the Capture of
General Emilio Aguinaldo by Brig.
Gen. Frederick Funston
106-107
Gold Pocket Watch with
Enamel Portrait of Rizal
Papag (Day Bed)
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Herbosa, Mia
Heussaff, Solenn
Hondius, Jodocus

L
Lamarroza, Prudencio
Legaspi, Cesar
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7, 36, 174
148-149
37
222
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Francisco, Carlos
Gabito, Dino
Galicano, Romulo
Garcia, Mark Andy
Garibay, Emmanuel
Guerrero, Lorenzo

J-K
Javier, Geraldine
Joya, Jose
Justiniani, Mark
Kaa, Yeo
Kiukok, Ang
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Le Pho
126-129
Lorenzo, Diosdado
7, 38, 39
Lozano, Jose Honorato
112-113
Luz, Arturo
8-9, 118-119, 157,
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Lao Lianben

109
82-83

Santo de Bulto/ Santo
Sculpture in the Round Virgin of the
Immaculate Conception/
Inmaculada Concepcion
90-91
Santong de Bulto/ Santo
Sculpture in the Round
Saint Michael the Archangel/
San Miguel Arkanghel

94-95

Silla Frailuna/Sillon Fraile
With Extendable Arms

74-75

Telegram to San Juan El Deposito
The “Batangas Dos” Mesa Altar

109
78-79

Pacita Abad (1946 - 2004)
Ra pture
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Justin Nuyda (b. 1944)
Untitled (Abstractsca pe)
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Anita Magsaysay-Ho (1914 - 2012)
Women with Baskets, Fish, and Cra b
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